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ABSTRACT 

Studies on the Population Genetics of Euphausiids: A Comparison of 

Patterns in Pelagic Taxa Displaying Different Distributions and Life – 

Histories 

G. W. Harkins 

PhD Thesis,  Faculty of Biodiversity and Conservation Biology, University 

of the Western Cape. 

 

 
The systematic and population genetic relationships were characterised for 

three ecologically related euphausiid species: Euphausia lucens, E. recurva 

and E. vallentini. These species have different geographical distributions 

and life histories. All three species have a circumpolar distribution in the 

Southern Hemisphere while E. recurva is also distributed in the North 

Pacific. DNA sequence variation was determined for three regions of 

mitochondrial DNA (ND1, CO1 and 16SrRNA) and a single nuclear gene 

(ITS-1). It was conclusively demonstrated that both E. lucens and E. 

vallentini represent valid taxonomic species with fixed differences observed 

in both the nuclear and mitochondrial genes and that the low divergences 

previously reported for these species with 16SrRNA and CO1 resulted from 

a species misidentification.  It is also shown that previous attempts to date 

the divergence between Antarctic and Sub Antarctic euphausiid species 

based on 16SrRNA distances (Zane and Paternello 2000) suffer from a large 

overestimation due to a calculation error. The corrected estimates suggest 

Pliocene divergences for these groups and cast doubts on the importance of 
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the Antarctic Circumpolar Current as barrier to population exchange 

between these lineages. 

 

Marked differences in the patterns of variation and diversity were exhibited 

by the three species. In E. vallentini sequence variation among individuals 

was completely absent for all the molecular markers (CO1, 16S rDNA and 

ITS-1) employed with the exception of the mitochondrial ND1 fragment in 

which sequence heterogeneity was very low. Consequently, no population 

subdivision was observed in this species across its circumglobal 

distribution. In contrast, E. recurva exhibited qualitatively concordant 

patterns of differentiation with all of the molecular markers with three 

geographically delineated clades consistently recovered in the phylogenetic 

analyses that correspond to distinct populations the SE Atlantic and NE and 

IW Pacific. Coalescent analyses with MDIV indicated moderate 

unidirectional gene flow from the Indo-West Pacific to the SE Atlantic for 

this species suggesting that zooplankton can be highly geographically 

structured on macrogeographic scales despite experiencing gene flow. In E. 

lucens geographical structure was revealed in the mitochondrial genes ND1 

and CO1 with fixed differences observed between populations occurring in 

the SE and SW Atlantic basins, while the nuclear ITS-1 sequences were 

invariable.  

 

Shallow within-population phylogenies and an excess of rare alleles was 

observed in the Southern Hemisphere populations of E. recurva closely 

resembling the patterns observed in E. lucens for the mitochondrial marker 
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ND1. Consistent with a population expansion scenario exponential growth 

was positive and significant in both the SE and SW Atlantic E. lucens 

populations and for the Southern Hemisphere E. recurva populations using 

Fluctuate. The North Pacific E. recurva population in contrast, contained an 

excess of common alleles resembling the patterns that appear to 

characterize the Sub Antarctic species E. vallentini. This suggests a 

deviation from a constant population size in the direction of population 

shrinkage. The levels of differentiation observed between populations in 

these species appear to correlate with latitude, the size of the geographical 

area encompassed by the species and the hydrological conditions that 

characterize the area. The lower variation observed in the Sub Antarctic 

species E. vallentini compared to the cold temperate E. lucens was predicted 

by the hypothesis that states that the level of variation will reflect 

differences in the degree of latitudinal displacement and habitat contraction 

experienced during past glacial periods.  
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 1

CHAPTER 1 

 

1.1. General Introduction  

Euphausiids are holoplanktic crustaceans and can be found in the pelagial 

throughout the world’s oceans. Individual species, like many marine 

organisms, are often distributed in conspicuous latitudinal bands (Mauchline 

and Fisher 1969), the boundaries of which are thought to be strongly delimited 

by water temperature (Mauchline and Fisher 1969). The Order Euphausiacea 

comprises some 86 species, nine of which have circumglobal distributions in 

the Southern Hemisphere, and although most have oceanic distributions where 

numbers of individuals are thought to be low (Mauchline and Fisher 1969) they 

often occur at high abundance over continental shelves where they make an 

important contribution to local neritic ecosystems (Mauchline and Fischer 

1969; Gibbons et. al. 1999). One characteristic of this group is the tendency to 

form swarms; often of great magnitude comprising billions of individuals and 

consequently commercial fishing operations have existed since the 1950’s to 

exploit these valuable resources in Antarctica (Bakun 1996). 

 

Most euphausiids are distributed widely in the marine realm and are frequently 

associated with particular water masses or environments (Gibbons et al. 1999) 

and have been used to track water movement. Euphausiids are truly 

omnivorous although different genera tend toward carnivory or herbivory 

(Roger 1973).  Selective feeding has been reported for some euphausiid species  
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(Stuart 1989; Gibbons et al. 1991b) and it appears that the food environment 

dictates switches between herbivory and carnivory.  Many species of 

euphausiid display pronounced diel-vertical migration (DVM) and frequently 

traverse distances in excess of 200 m at night (Mauchline 1980). The evolution 

of DVM although believed to be a primary adaptation to avoid predation, is 

thought to confer a secondary advantage in that it also enables populations to 

access differential horizontal water flow in the vertical water column and so 

maintain themselves in productive shelf areas (Pillar et al. 1989; Barange and 

Pillar 1992).  Multi-species assemblages are commonly observed at fronts and 

in the open ocean where it is thought that euphausiids partition the water 

column vertically as a way of reducing interspecific interactions (Barange 

1990). 

 

The few euphausiid phylogenies that have been constructed using 

morphological information (Casanova 1984; van der Spoel et al. 1990) 

produced largely incongruent results although both agree that the monospecific 

family Bentheuphausia is the most ancient. The deep-water cosmopolitan 

species Bentheuphausia ambylops is believed to have originated in the North 

Atlantic during the early Cretaceous and dispersed elsewhere at a later date 

(van der Spoel et al. 1990).  

 

The van der Spoel et al. (1990) study presented an area cladogram based on 

morphological characters with Decapoda (which was considered to be the sister 
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group of the Euphausiacea in the Eucardida at the time), as an outgroup. 

However, a more recent systematic investigation of the sub class 

Eumalacostraca based on 28S rRNA phylogenies by Jarman et al. (2000b) has 

since shown that the sister group to Euphausiacea is Mysida (as was believed 

for most of the 19th century) and not the Decapoda as previously thought. If the 

relationships based on 28S rRNA are correct it implies that the polarization of 

many of the morphological characters in the area cladogram by van der Spoel 

et al. (1990) likely contain errors that will affect the original biogeographical 

conclusions of that study. 

 

It is traditionally held that longitudinal, rather than latitudinal gene flow will 

dominate in circumglobal marine species that exist in a continuous 

environment with limited barriers to dispersal (Palumbi 1994; Jarman et al. 

2000a; Van der Spoel and Pierrot-Bults 1990).  Furthermore, the lack of 

physical barrier to exchange in the sea, and the fact that the larvae of 

euphausiids have a free-swimming stage, predict dispersal rates to be high. 

High levels of gene flow will act to prevent the isolation of regional 

populations and consequently, the degree of divergence between regional 

samples separated by vast distances of open ocean are expected to be low 

(Palumbi 1992).  Although significant population structure has been observed 

for planktic copepod species with open ocean distributions (Bucklin 1996; 

Goetze 2003) species-specific differences are also common even between 

sibling species currently sympatric across at least part of their distributional 
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range (Goetze 2003). This pattern is likely reflects the extremely complex and 

dynamic evolutionary history of individual species. 

 

Direct tracking of the movement of large-bodied animals such as fish using 

mark and recapture methods can been used to obtain direct measures of 

contemporary population parameters such as population size, population 

turnover rates and rates of emigration/migration (Kitagawa et al. 2000). 

However, the small size and planktic habit of euphausiids precludes the use of 

such methods and in the absence of direct information, knowledge of the spatial 

and temporal scales on which oceanographic processes may operate to shape 

the population distribution patterns in this marine group remain largely 

unknown. In such cases, an indirect population genetics approach may be 

adopted to investigate the complex interactions between genetic material in 

marine species and the environment. Molecular methods have been applied to 

investigate the demography, geographical structure, and phylogeography and 

speciation mode of a wide range of marine organisms from blue whales 

through fish to microscopic foraminiferans (Palumbi 1990; Darling et al. 2000, 

2004; Arnason 2000; Peijnenburg et al. 2005; Papadopoulos et al. 2005; Papetti 

et al. 2005).   

 

The field of population genetics has been revolutionized with the recent 

development of coalescent theory (Kingman 1982; Hudson 1990; Fu and Li 

1999; Vasco et al. 2001; Rosenberg and Nordborg 2002). The ‘coalescent’ is 
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fundamentally a stochastic model that allows the construction of random 

genealogies to provide a coherent statistical framework for the analysis of 

genetic polymorphism data (Rosenberg and Nordborg 2002).  Coalescent-based 

methods attempt to take into account the uncertainty caused by the inherent 

randomness of evolution and thus aim to avoid the pitfalls of data over- 

interpretation, which is inherent with the application of heuristic models 

previously borrowed from phylogenetics (Rosenberg and Nordborg 2002).  

 

Developments in the application of the coalescent have been driven by the 

rapid accumulation of DNA sequence data, and enable inferences to be made of 

events that happened in the past (Fu and Li 1999). This theory is now 

recognized as the cornerstone for various statistical analyses of molecular 

population samples (Fu and Li 1999; Rosenberg and Nordborg 2002) and the 

coalescent framework is fundamental to many of the methods of analysis 

employed here.  However, it is only recently that coalescent-based methods 

have been applied to estimate population parameters in marine plankton 

(Goetze 2003; Peijnenburg et al. 2005; Papadopoulos et al. 2005), and although 

several molecular studies have involved euphausiid species (covered in more 

detail below), this approach to population parameter estimation remains largely 

under-utilized.  
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1.2. Previous Euphausiid Molecular Population Genetic Studies 

Although it is more than 30 years since the first molecular population genetic 

study of a euphausiid species was conducted (Ayala et al. 1975), subsequent 

investigations have been relatively few and mostly involving Antarctic species. 

The earliest studies used allozymes and reported significant differences in 

allele frequencies among different geographical locations around Antarctica 

(Fevolden and Ayala 1981; cited in Fevolden and Scheppenheim 1989) that 

were not supported by several subsequent investigations  (Scheppenheim and 

MacDonald 1984; Fevolden 1986; MacDonald et al. 1986; Fevolden and 

Scheppenheim 1989). A similar study using allozymes compared samples of 

Euphausia. krohni and Nemotoscelis megalops in North Atlantic slope waters 

and reported significant among sample heterogeneity of allozyme frequencies 

indicating both species are genetically structured Bucklin and Weibe (1986). 

More recently, genetic studies of krill have involved mitochondrial DNA 

sequence data. 

 

The Antarctic species Euphausia superba was investigated at the DNA level 

using part of the mitochondrial ND1 gene, in four samples collected in the 

different sectors of Antarctica by Zane et al. (1998).  Two interesting findings 

emerged from this research. First, despite having employed very much smaller 

sample sizes compared to previous studies, haplotype diversity was relatively 

high, and significant differences were found in pairwise tests between locations 

separated by the Scotia-Weddel Confluence, a well-documented putative 
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oceanic barrier to dispersal (Zane et al. 1998). Second, E. superba populations 

were not at mutation-drift equilibrium and estimates of effective population 

size (Ne) were several orders of magnitude lower than census sizes (interpreted 

as a population expansion signature). The results suggested the possibility of a 

retention mechanism that could generate separate stocks of krill. However, the 

limited number of samples used in this study and the fact they were collected in 

different years, weakened any conclusions that could be drawn from such 

findings.  

 

Another population genetic study of the Antarctic krill species Euphausia 

crystallorophias (Jarman et al. 2002) was conducted using mitochondrial DNA 

sequence data for a 616 base pair region of cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 

(CO1), and single strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) analysis. 

Specimens were collected from three different regions of the Antarctic 

coastline, two from the Mertz Glacier Polyna, and a single sample from both 

the western side of the Antarctic Peninsula and from the Davis Sea. Significant 

genetic differences between krill samples were identified, the extent of which 

did not correlate with the degree of geographical separation between sampling 

sites.  The major source of differentiation was a sample collected from the 

Mertz Glacier Polnya, which differed from all other samples including a second 

sample taken 16 km apart in the same area. In contrast, no differences were 

observed between the two most distantly separated samples collected in the 

West Antarctic Peninsula and the Davis Sea that were separated by > 6000 km.  
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The authors postulated that this much-unexpected finding might be attributed to 

genetic differences between individual swarms. Currently investigations are 

underway in Antarctica to determine whether genetic differences between 

individual swarms can be detected in this species using nuclear markers, and 

the first microsatellite molecular markers for a euphausiid species have been 

designed to achieve this objective (T. Patarnello personal communication ). 

 

Four separate investigations of the Northern Hemisphere euphausiid species 

Meganyctiphanes norvegica (Sundt and Fevolden 1996; Bucklin et al. 1997; 

Zane et al. 2000; Papetti et al. 2005) have been conducted. The first (Sundt and 

Fevolden 1996) used protein polymorphisms and reported genetic homogeneity 

among eight different geographical sampling localities in the Northeast Atlantic 

Ocean.  The second (Bucklin et al. 1997) used a fragment of the mitochondrial 

cytochrome b (Cyt b) and cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (CO1) genes and 

investigated the NW and NE Atlantic regions (including samples collected in a 

Norwegian fjord). This study also found evidence of significant spatial 

structure that was mainly associated with the Norwegian fjord sample, and the 

weak genetic differences that were observed within the NW samples were 

considered to be due to the temporal effects of the sampling regime. The third 

study (Zane et al. 2000) again involved the North Atlantic region but was 

extended to include the Mediterranean Sea. Using a fragment of the 

mitochondrial gene ND1, and 385 individuals from eight population samples, 

these authors reported strong deviations from panmixia. This deviation was 
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entirely due to two samples from the Ligurian Sea and the Cadiz Sea that 

differed significantly from all other samples. No evidence of any further 

genetic heterogeneity was observed among the North Atlantic samples or those 

collected in the Skaggerat Fjord in successive years (Zane et al. 2000). The 

greatest differences between samples of M. norvegica were between the 

separate NE and NW Atlantic basins. The most recent study confirmed that the 

geographical patterns of differentiation observed previously were stable on 

both a temporal and spatial scale (Papetti et al. 2005). The three distinct genetic 

pools identified in M. norvegica within the North Atlantic Ocean (Bucklin et 

al. 1997; Zane et al. 2000; Papetti et al. 2005) also appear to correspond to the 

ocean-basin scale patterns of circulation that partition the North Atlantic into 

three gyres which are thought to effectively isolate and entrain populations 

(Papetti et al. 2005). A fourth population was again indicated for the Ligurian 

Sea samples suggesting a separate Mediterranean Sea population (Papetti et al. 

2005). 

 

It has been suggested by Zane and Patarnello (2000) that the greater population 

structure observed in the northern krill Megancytiphanes norvegica (Bucklin et 

al. 1997; Zane et al. 2000; Papetti et al. 2005), compared with the Antarctic 

krill Euphausia superba (Zane et al. 1998) is partly explained by the different 

geographical size of the distribution ranges and hydrological conditions.  The 

distribution of M. norvegica spans a larger geographical area, characterized by 

an oceanographic pattern that could actually restrict the gene flow between 
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different regions, whereas strong circumpolar currents that provide extensive 

mixing of Antarctic waters characterise the Southern Ocean (Zane and 

Patarnello 2000). However, the differences observed among samples of E. 

crystallorophias in Antarctica by Jarman et al. (2002) cannot be readily 

explained by the geographical size of the distribution range of this species nor 

contemporary hydrological conditions. 

 

1.3. Previous Euphausiid Molecular Systematic Studies 

In addition to the population genetic studies discussed previously, 

phylogeographic investigations using DNA sequence data have been conducted 

in attempts to elucidate the larger biogeographic patterns in euphausiids. 

Unsurprisingly, all three investigations were centred upon Antarctic and sub-

Antarctic species and compared phylogenies based on 16S and CO1 subunit 1, 

molecular markers. The first study (Patarnello et al. 1996) employed a 

phylogenetic and molecular clock approach for the mitochondrial marker 16S 

rRNA, and the results suggested that the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic lineages 

are genetically distinct and that the break is linked to the formation of the 

Antarctic Convergence around 22 MYA (Barker and Burrel 1997; Rabassa et 

al. 2005; cf. Barret 2001; Lawver and Gahagan 1998). The second 

investigation (Patarnello et al. 2000) included information from another 

mitochondrial marker ND1 and was expanded to include more species but it 

confirmed the general findings of the Patarnello et al. (1996) study. 
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A similar study by Jarman et al. (2000a) investigated the speciation history of 

seven euphausiid species with circumglobal distributions in the Southern 

Hemisphere using a phylogenetic and molecular clock approach for the 

mitochondrial markers 16S rRNA and CO1. The estimates of divergence times 

reported in this study between Antarctic and sub-Antarctic euphausiid species 

(~ 15 MYA), although, close to the putative estimated time of the formation of 

the Antarctic Convergence displayed very wide 95% confidence limits (11-25 

MYA). A phylogenetic tree constructed using 16S rRNA and CO1 revealed 

that E. vallentini and E. lucens had strong statistical support for their close 

relatedness, giving a mean divergence time estimate of 1.04 million years ago.  

 

Jarman et al. (2000a) argued that since ocean circulation conditions have been 

stable for at least two million years, based on evidence from fossils of 

microplankton foraminifera (Murray 1995), the genetic differentiation between 

E. vallentini and E. lucens must have occurred without the dispersal barriers 

associated with oceanic fronts. Thus implying that speciation was either 

sympatric or parapatric or, that these taxa had been incorrectly diagnosed as 

separate species. The authors suggested that the low molecular divergence 

estimates were correlated with the small number of diagnostic morphological 

characters separating the species in the species inference key of Mauchline and 

Fisher (1969), in which a single diagnostic morphological character (the shape 

of the antenullar peduncle) is used for species identification.  Quite why the 

authors disregarded information from a more recent species identification keys 
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(Baker et al. 1990) that included a second diagnostic morphological character 

(a conspicuous spine, located dorsally on the third abdominal segment, and 

present in E. vallentini only) that can be used to discriminate these species, 

while citing it in their reference list is unclear.  It should be noted that rough 

handling of specimens in collection or storage could cause this spine to break 

off, making correct species identification difficult.  

 

1.3.1. Limitations to the Estimation of Molecular Population Parameters 

Only two of the research initiatives discussed above involving the analysis of 

intraspecific data, used sequence data and contained a temporal element (Zane 

et al. 2000; Papetti et al. 2005). Furthermore, none of the studies involved 

comparisons between independent, unlinked loci and could not therefore; 

reliably discriminate between the effects of population processes that should 

affect all loci similarly and selection, which should be locus specific. Thus, 

although significant deviation from neutrality has been indicated in several 

studies, the cause for such deviation remains ambiguous, as separating the 

confounding effects of demographic and selective processes is not possible 

with single-loci data (and sometimes not even when multiple loci are 

investigated (Akey et al. 2004).  
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1.4. Gene Flow and Barriers within the Marine Realm 

Early suggestions that hydrological barriers act as effective barriers to 

exchange between different oceanic regions (Kennet 1998) are now being 

challenged by evidence of recent and frequent dispersal of several planktic taxa 

across such strong boundaries (Darling et al. 2000, 2004; Goetze 2003). These 

barriers include the formation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current around 22 

MYA (Barker and Burrel 1997; Rassaba et al. 2005; Patarnello et al. 1996, 

2000; Jarman et al. 2000a; cf. Barret 2001; Lawver and Gahagan 1998) or 

tectonic barriers such as the final closure of the Isthmus of Panama around 3 

MYA (Knowlton et al. 1993; Knowlton and Weigt 1998; Schubart et al. 1998; 

Marko 2002). The finding that supposed barriers to long-distance dispersal are 

far more permeable than once believed has led certain authors to argue that the 

role of physical and hydrological barriers to exchange as a driver of evolution 

has been overestimated (Norris 2000).  Instead, it has become clear that 

continental landmasses act as a barrier to longitudinal dispersal in some 

zooplankton species only, and species-specific patterns of gene flow on 

circumglobal scales may be expected, even among sibling species (Goetze 

2003).  

 

An alternative view to the dispersal-limited models of speciation, holds that a 

species distribution may be more limited by its ability to successfully establish 

itself in new location where conditions are favourable, as evidenced by the fact 

that many pelagic marine species are limited to only part of the ocean despite 
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indications of regular dispersal outside their home range (Norris 2000). An 

example of such a case involves the foraminifer species Pulleniatina 

obliquiloculata that is episodically eliminated from the Atlantic during glacial 

cycles but reinvades around southern Africa during interglacial periods (Norris 

1999).  Such findings support the proposal that biogeographic ranges are 

determined more by where pelagic populations can maintain viable 

populations, than by dispersal, and speciation models than do not rely on 

limiting dispersal are probably more satisfactory for explaining pelagic 

diversity (Norris 2000). This further suggests that open-ocean taxa have 

narrower tolerance limits than has generally been appreciated (Norris 2000).  

 

It is clear that a general mode of speciation is not apparent in euphausiids, with 

a recent phylogeographic study invoking four different modes of speciation to 

explain the observed patterns of relationships (Jarman et al. 2000a).  Thus, 

although it is generally held that historical biogeographic factors are relatively 

more important in structuring genetic diversity (Knowles 2004), species–

specific ecological and behavioural characteristics likely play an important role 

in this respect in euphausiids, and many other marine taxa (Darling et al. 2000, 

2004;  Norris 2000). 
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1.5. Euphausiid Systematic and Population Studies in Perspective 

It can be seen that molecular investigations of Southern Hemisphere euphausiid 

species have not been spread evenly across the region, with the Southern Ocean 

species receiving the lion’s share of interest. Whilst the focus on Antarctica 

partly reflects a management need for information on the commercially 

exploitable Euphausia superba (Miller and Hampton 1989), it can also be 

viewed as being driven by a political willpower to be seen to be involved in 

Antarctic research. This effort has unfortunately resulted in an ignorance 

concerning the euphausiid population genetics elsewhere in the region, and this 

imbalance needs to be redressed if we are to get comparable information 

therefrom (Gibbons et. al. 1999). A similar situation is seen in the Northern 

Hemisphere where several investigations of the species M. norvegica involving 

mtDNA have been carried out to the almost complete exclusion of any other 

euphausiid species from this area. 

 

1.6. Relevance of Studying Temperate and Sub-Antarctic Euphausiid  

Species 

The main frontal systems in various sectors of the Southern Ocean show 

marked spatial and temporal variability in their importance as biogeographic 

barriers to the distribution of plankton and as areas of high productivity 

(Lutjeharms 2006).  This variability has been attributed to mesoscale changes 

in the physical environment including meanders across fronts, the formation of 

eddies and cross frontal mixing (Bernard and Froneman 2003). Such processes 
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likely facilitate the transfer of plankton across the fronts. It is generally 

believed that absence of biological enhancement in the frontal waters reflects 

the temporal variability in the stability of the water column (Lutjeharms 2006).  

Global climate change will likely result in shifts in the intensity and 

geographical position of major frontal systems and are thus likely to coincide 

with alterations in the distributions of species and productivity in the Southern 

Ocean (Lutjeharms 2006). 

 

The recurrent advance and retreat of land and sea ice and the accompanying 

climatic changes have been of great influence for the present distribution 

pattern of organisms inhabiting terrestrial and aquatic habitats (Hewitt 1996; 

Brunner et al. 2001; Luttikhuizen et al. 2003) During interglacials the area of 

suitable habitat will have greatly expanded, creating opportunities for 

population subdivision. Glacial maxima will be accompanied by a compression 

of the distribution area. Range contractions and latitudinal displacement of 

populations directly linked to previous glacial dynamics have been described 

for other zooplankton species (McIntyre et al. 1989; Bucklin and Wiebe 1998; 

Norris 1999). Consensus has emerged that many species are expanding their 

range towards the poles in response to climate change (Thomas et al. 2006). 

Therefore, any contraction of euphausiid species ranges in Antarctica due to a 

reduction in the extent of ice cover and increases in water temperature may be 

expected to result in concomitant southward expansion in temperate species 

boundaries currently situated north of the Antarctic Convergence. Thus, the 
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population genetics study of circumglobally distributed euphausiid sister 

species might elucidate biological responses to past climate change that may 

help in understanding the likely response of such species to any future 

temperature rises due to global warming. 

 

1.7. Species Investigated 

To address some these shortcomings, the molecular diversity was studied in 

three species of euphausiid (Malacostraca: Crustacea) that have a center of 

distribution in the Southern Hemisphere:  Euphausia lucens, E. recurva and E. 

vallentini using both nuclear and mitochondrial markers previously shown to 

be appropriate for investigations of both inter- and intraspecific molecular 

systematic studies in Crustaceans. The three species differ in their latitudinal 

range, geographical distribution and ecological habitat “preferences” and 

several life history characteristics including number of generations per year and 

rates of egg production. A similar approach was adopted to study the molecular 

diversity of two copepod species in the North Atlantic (Bucklin and Weibe 

1998). All three euphausiid species have a circumglobal distribution in the 

Southern Hemisphere; and E. lucens and E. vallentini are absent from Northern 

Hemisphere where E. recurva is distributed in the North Pacific Ocean 

(Mauchline and Fisher 1969;  Brinton 1964).   

 

With information from both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA markers it is 

hoped the problems of reliably discriminating between the effects of historical 
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population processes and selection that affect single-locus studies can be 

circumvented. More accurate estimates of population parameters may be 

obtained using coalescent methods for variable environments (Kuhner et al. 

1998; Vasco et al. 2001) when the basic assumption of constant population size 

is not justified (Vasco et al. 2001; Hudson 1990) overcoming the potential 

problems associated with incorrect model specification. In the following 

paragraphs, I now present a separate brief introduction for each species, 

including specific details of the various hypotheses I would like to test. 

 

1.7.1. Euphausia lucens (Hansen 1905) 

Euphausia lucens is distributed in temperate waters of the Southern 

Hemisphere between 28 o S and 55 o S.  The Antarctic Convergence limits its 

southern distribution and the Subtropical Convergence it’s northern distribution 

(Lomakina 1964; Mauchline and Fisher 1969). Although not considered an 

abundant species across it’s distributional range (Mauchline and Fisher 1969), 

E. lucens is an extremely important species in the neritic zones around the 

various landmasses in the Southern Hemisphere where local environmental 

conditions may differ considerably. It is considered a sub-Antarctic species 

(Mauchline and Fisher 1969), although it reaches its northernmost point in the 

southern Benguela region, where the upwelling waters extend the cold-water 

temperature regime more typical of the core of its distribution. This 

equatorward latitudinal extension of this species’ distribution in the S. Atlantic 

is a general pattern for cold-water euphausiid assemblages in this region and is 
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thought to reflect the influence of the South Atlantic Gyre (Gibbons et. al. 

1999). In a similar fashion, E. lucens is also distributed further north of the core 

of its distribution area with the Peru and Falkland Currents (Zimmer 1914; 

Hansen 1915; Colossi 1917; Montu 1977, 1982; Ramirez and Dato 1983; 

Curtolo et al. 1990; Tarling et al. 1995). 

 

In the southern Benguela ecosystem, E. lucens dominates the zooplankton 

assemblages in the neritic zone all year round (Boden 1954, 1955; Nepgen 

1957; Pillar et. al. 1989) playing a key role in trophic food webs and forming 

an important component of the diets of a number of commercially valuable fish 

species including Hake (Botha 1980; James 1987) and Kingklip (personal 

observation). In contrast, off the south coast of South Africa this species is 

uncommon and is confined to the cold inner-shelf regions mainly due to the 

influx of warm Agulhas Current waters further offshore (Gibbons 1995). 

 

Females of this species in the Southern Benguela Region may be 

reproductively active for up to nine months, during which time they may 

release a total of 135 broods (Stuart 1992).  However, the number of broods is 

likely overestimated, as this value was obtained from observations of a single 

individual maintained in an aquarium under optimal conditions (Stuart 1992). 

Such conditions are far removed from those experienced in the southern 

Benguela Region where a highly dynamic and variable seasonal upwelling 
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regime results in pulses of productivity and consequently, an ephemeral supply 

of prey species for E. lucens (Gibbons et al. 1991). 

 

In the SW Atlantic E lucens is present over most of the southern Patagonian 

continental shelf, except for the innermost sector north of 42 o S, and provides a 

valuable food resource to squid, whales, and penguins (Tarling et al. 1995).  In 

contrast to the situation seen around South Africa, seasonal shifts in euphausiid 

species dominance are observed in this region where E. lucens adults and 

larvae dominate during the summer, and to a lesser extent, autumn, when E. 

vallentini is more abundant (Curtolo et al. 1990; Ramirez and Dato 1983; 

Tarling et al. 1995). Distribution patterns of euphausiids in this area are mainly 

influenced by the Malvinas Current (Curtolo et al. 1990), and the seasonal 

changes in species composition and abundance in this region are thought to 

reflect physical changes in circulation as much as they do to physiological 

responses by different species to changes in the environment (Gibbons et. al. 

1999). Previous studies show that the distributions of euphausiid species in this 

region are influenced to a variable degree by sub-Antarctic waters (Curtolo et 

al. 1990).  Three main water masses can be identified, the boundaries of which 

vary seasonally and are difficult to define. These include the Malvinas Current, 

formed purely by sub-Antarctic waters that branch off from the westwind-drift. 

The core of this current moves along the edge of the continental slope in a NNE 

direction, up to 34-35 o S when part of the stream changes direction and turns 

eastward before mixing with tropical waters to form the transition zone. 
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Between this current and the coast, lie the coastal waters whose origins include 

the Malvinas Current and South Pacific waters advected via the Strait of 

Magellan. 

 

The available evidence from studies of this species on the Patagonian shelf 

strongly imply that prolonged periods of reproduction unlikely occur, and that 

the different reproductive biology of this species in the southern Benguela 

region (Pillar and Stuart 1988) may be due to the greater feeding potential 

experienced in the more productive upwelling waters (Tarling et al. 1995). The 

average annual surface water temperature in the southern Benguela is 

approximately 16oC ranging between 12oC and 20oC (Shannon 1966) 

substantially higher than those experienced on the Patagonian shelf that 

average 10oC with a range of 7-13oC (Tarling et al. 1995). 

 

Current closure schemes of varying dimensions have been proposed as a 

putative mechanism whereby E. lucens can remain and develop high 

concentrations in both regions (Pillar et al. 1989; Ramirez and Dato 1983). Off 

the west coast of South Africa, E. lucens blooms in the southern Benguela and 

exhibits a series of behaviors (diel vertical migration, selective omnivory, 

buoyant eggs) that should allow populations to be locally maintained. 

However, it is unknown whether populations in this region are actually self-

maintained or whether they are continually seeded from the south, boom on the 

journey north, and then go bust during entrainment into the south Atlantic 
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Gyre. Similarly in Argentina, the Gulf of San Matias has been identified as an 

area where several euphausiid species may complete their life cycles without 

being expatriated as evidenced by hosting the most complete series of 

development stages (Curtolo et al. 1990).  

 

Currently, there is a continuous route for gene exchange for E. vallentini 

individuals between locations separated by thousands of kilometers. A long 

pelagic larval phase (Mauchline 1980) coupled with strong Antarctic 

circumpolar currents could potentially carry individuals between shelf areas 

even across the enormous distances encompassed by the southern ocean. 

However, while the ACC could also potentially transport E. lucens individuals 

in an easterly direction across the South Atlantic, it might be situated too far 

south to act as an efficient dispersal vector into the lower latitudes of the 

Southern Benguela system around southern Africa. Although episodic inputs of 

sub-Antarctic water into the Southern Benguela System occur (Shannon et al. 

1989) as a secondary circumstance of the shedding of Agulhas rings 

(Lutjeharms and van Balleygooyen 1988), such northward displacements of 

sub-Antarctic waters are rare. The ACC is therefore, probably not an efficient 

transport vector for E. lucens individuals between neritic populations in the 

separate South Atlantic Ocean basins.  Passive transport of individuals between 

the Patagonia and the west coast of South Africa should however be possible at 

lower latitudes in the surface waters of the southern arm of the South Atlantic 

Gyre. The path of this current flow at latitudes midway between the subtropical 
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and Antarctic Convergences and feeds directly into the southeast Atlantic 

waters adjacent to southern Benguela Current (Pinot 1975). Movement of 

oceanic waters inshore occurs regularly on the narrow shelf at the Cape of 

Good Hope and results in short-lived increases in species richness of coastal 

euphausiid communities (Gibbons 1999).  

 

Transport across the South Atlantic Ocean in the opposite direction is 

theoretically possible via the northern arm of the south Atlantic Gyre. 

However, the average position of this current follows a path between latitudes 

0o S and 15o S (Pinot 1975) and is probably inaccessible to E. lucens flowing as 

it does, at latitudes outside the northernmost distributional limit of this species 

(Mauchline and Fisher 1969).  Although the distribution of E. lucens in the 

Atlantic extends further north there are two lines of evidence that suggests the 

northern arm of the south Atlantic Gyre does not act as an efficient dispersal 

vector. First, E. lucens reaches its most northern position in the Benguela 

Current at Luderitz on the west coast of South Africa which is situated at 27 o S 

(Lomakina 1964) and second, the northern arm of the south Atlantic Gyre 

connects with coastal waters around Brazil (Pinot 1975) where E. lucens has 

never been recovered. It is most likely that the higher water temperatures 

experienced in the northern arm of the south Atlantic Gyre preclude the 

presence of this species. Consequently, it would appear that opportunities for 

dispersal for both E. vallentini and E. lucens individuals between the south 
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Atlantic basins are high from west to east and likely non-existent in the 

opposite direction. 

 

While tropical and subtropical waters of the Indian Ocean penetrate the South 

Atlantic via the Aghulas Current, tropical and subtropical waters of Pacific 

origin do not move into the south Atlantic via Cape Horn, owing to both 

restricted circulation, and the latitudinal extension of the South American 

Continent (Gibbons et. al. 1999). It is unknown whether the southern extension 

of the South American continental landmass represents a barrier to dispersal 

between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans for individuals of E. lucens as the 

southernmost limit of this species’ distribution coincides with the average 

position of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Lomakina 1964). In the South 

Pacific the West Wind Drift transports sub-Antarctic water towards the extreme 

southern coast of South America before branching northwards to form the 

Humboldt Current and southward the Cape Horn Current (Silva and Neshyba 

1979). A portion of the surface water penetrates into the Chilean fjords and 

channels (Silva et al. 1998). Whether this results in the transport of the cold-

temperate species such as E. lucens between oceans is unknown, and will 

hopefully be answered herein.  

 

Several ecological investigations on zooplankton communities in Pacific 

(Antezena 1976; Guiglielmo and Ianora 1995, 1997; Palma and Silva 2004) 

and Atlantic waters (Montu 1977, 1982; Ramirez and Dato 1983; Curtolo et al. 
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1990; Tarling et al. 1995) around South America have revealed enormous 

differences exist in the abundances of E. lucens in the coastal waters in each 

ocean. In Chilean waters, where extreme hydrographic and climatic conditions 

are experienced, this species fails to maintain significant numbers of 

individuals (Palma and Silva 2004), but dominates zooplankton communities 

for most of the year in neritic waters of the SW Atlantic around Argentina 

(Montu 1977, 1982; Ramirez and Dato 1983; Curtolo et al. 1990; Tarling et al. 

1995). The harshness of conditions in near-shore SE Pacific waters is reflected 

in the composition of zooplankton communities that are characterized by 

monospecific populations in a wide range of zooplankton taxa (Arcos 1974, 

1976; Antezena 1981, 1999a; Ahummada 1976; Guiglielmo and Ianora 1995, 

1997; Palma and Silva 2004).  Of the euphausiid species that have been 

recorded in this region, only E. vallentini is able to maintain high abundances 

there (Palma and Silva 2004). The studies that have detected the occasional 

presence of E. lucens individuals in Chilean waters considered these to be 

immigrants from oceanic regions (Palma and Silva 2004) based on the physical 

and biological characteristics of the water.  

 

Failure to maintain a viable population in a particular area does not necessarily 

imply dispersal across said area does not occur. All marine zooplankton 

populations experience expatriation of individuals from their core area of their 

distribution as evidenced by the occurrence of transition zones commonly 

found where different water masses meet.  It is likely that E. lucens individuals 
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on either side of the South American continent are occasionally transported 

around Cape Horn in both directions.  It is possible that this species can 

transverse these waters and thus maintain a connection between the different 

oceans and therefore, it is of interest to determine whether the latitudinal 

extension of the South American Continent results in a efficient barrier to 

dispersal for Atlantic and Pacific populations of E. lucens.  These two 

alternative scenarios are investigated here by examining the genetic structure 

on both a spatial and temporal scale, and by comparing the results with material 

collected from the SE Atlantic and from the SW Pacific.  

 

Although current hydrological conditions likely have a large influence upon the 

contemporary distribution patterns in euphausiid species, historical events such 

as repeated glacial periods may have left a signature in the levels of variation 

within and divergence between populations. During the last glacial maximum 

(~ 18,000 years ago) sea temperatures around the South American Continent 

were far colder and populations in the Pacific and Atlantic were almost 

certainly separated during this period. Paleoclimatic reconstructions of the 

Southern Hemisphere have indicated that during this colder glacial period the 

average position of the Polar Front was shifted northwards, while the position 

of the Subtropical Front did not change (CLIMAP 1967). It is therefore likely 

that the most southerly-distributed E. lucens populations in the SW Atlantic 

basin suffered a greater degree of areal range reduction and latitudinal 

displacement to the north during this period than neritic populations at lower 
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latitudes in the SE Atlantic basin. This may be reflected in the amounts and 

levels of molecular variation in samples in the separate south Atlantic basins 

Bucklin and Weibe (1998).  

The predictions of these hypotheses are as follows: 

 

i) If E. lucens populations in the Southern Benguela Current system are 

seeded from the south via the southern arm of Atlantic Gyre, then fixed 

genetic differences between populations in the east and west boundary 

currents in the south Atlantic should not be observed. Furthermore, if 

the higher water temperatures experienced at lower latitudes precludes 

the transport of individuals via the northern arm of Atlantic Gyre the 

most ancestral sequences should be found in the source population in 

the SWA. 

ii) If the Southern Benguela Region acts as refuge for E. lucens fixed 

differences between these populations will be observed.  

iii) If Cape Horn represents a barrier to dispersal, then E. lucens 

populations in eastern and western boundary currents in the south 

Atlantic will be genetically more similar than either are to those in the 

SW Pacific.  

 

1.7.2. Euphausia vallentini (Stebbing 1900) 

Euphausia vallentini is a circumpolar species that is restricted to the sub-

Antarctic zone, whose southern limit is the Antarctic Convergence and whose 
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northern limit lies at around 45oS (Gibbons et. al. 1999). In the western Pacific 

and the eastern Indian Ocean it is found south of the convergence (Lomakina 

1964) and has also been found in the northern Antarctic region, in the Drake 

Passage (Lomakina 1964) and in the area of South Georgia (Mackintosh 1934, 

Hardy and Gunther 1935). Most reports from the Antarctic region are from the 

autumn period when there is a southward movement of sub-Antarctic waters in 

the area of the Antarctic Convergence (John 1936). A single specimen has been 

caught off the eastern North American coast as far north as 32oS however; all 

other records are south of 40oS (Mauchline and Fisher 1969). The temperature 

limits of this species are from 2oC to 8-10o C (Barry 1956) with the optimum 

around 3-6oC. It has been found south of the east coast of Australia between the 

limits 1o and 9oC (Lomakina 1964). 

 

This species, although considered oceanic, is found on the continental shelf in 

southern Patagonia, New Zealand and the various island landmasses that occur 

within its circumglobal distribution. It has never been recorded in the waters 

around the southern African subcontinent, although questions have been raised 

over its validity as an independent species distinct from E. lucens (Jarman et al. 

2000a), which dominates neritic euphausiid communities in this region. 

 

In southern Patagonian shelf waters, E. vallentini dominates during spring, but 

shows equal dominance with adults of E. lucens in winter (Tarling et al. 1995). 

Temporal and spatial variation in the timing of reproduction appears to be a 
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general feature in euphausiids (Mauchline and Fisher 1969) and the results of 

several studies have consistently indicated that spawning off Patagonia occurs 

in this species during spring, after which the majority of adults are thought to 

die (Montu 1977, 1982; Ramirez and Dato 1983; Curtolo et al. 1990; Tarling et 

al. 1995). Different growth rates and generation times have been recorded 

between populations in the Indian Ocean, and those on the Southern Patagonian 

Continental Shelf (Ridoux 1988, Tarling et al. 1995). The average length of 

individuals from the Indian Ocean is much larger than those from Patagonia 

(17 mm vs. 24 mm respectively), and the generation times were longer in the 

former population. These characteristics are thought to be directly related to 

surface water temperature differences between the two regions (Ridoux 1988; 

Tarling et al. 1995).  This species is an important food source for Blue, Fin and 

Sei whales in Antarctica and for the latter two species in the waters south of 

New Zealand (Nemoto 1962). It is also an important prey item for two of the 

most exploited species of cephalopods in the south Atlantic (Ivanovic and 

Brunetti 1994).  

 

Johnson and Brinton (1963) considered E. vallentini to be a sub-Antarctic 

relative of Euphausia pacifica based on similarities in growth rates and life 

cycles. However, more recent phylogenies based on mtDNA molecular data for 

16S rRNA and CO1 suggest this species is more closely related to the 

morphologically similar E. lucens (Jarman et al. 2000a). It has been suggested 

that the evolution of Antarctic and sub-Antarctic euphausiid lineages may have 
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taken place in the mid-latitudes within the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans 

during period of temperature fluctuations (Brinton 1964). The landmasses 

would then have been barriers separating segments of the population. 

Alternatively, the Antarctic Convergence has been postulated as a potential 

barrier to dispersal that might be responsible for the separation of this and other 

Antarctic Euphausia species (Patarnello et al. 1996, 2000; Jarman et al. 2000a).  

 

After the initial drop of temperatures during the late Pliocene, the onset of the 

Pleistocene (about 1.8 MYA) represents a period of large oscillations with a 

series of glacial and interglacial periods in a succession of 40, 80, and 120 

thousand years cycles (Prof. G. Philander, Stanford University, personal 

communication). As E. vallentini has a more southern distribution compared to 

E. lucens, it is therefore likely that the former species suffered a greater degree 

of areal range reduction and latitudinal displacement to the north during this 

last glacial maxima period. This may be reflected in the amounts and levels of 

molecular variation in E. lucens and E. vallentini. The degree to which present 

day currents influence the geographical structuring of populations, and the 

affect of past ice ages upon the levels of molecular variation within 

populations, can be investigated in comparisons between E. lucens and E. 

vallentini. The predictions of these hypotheses are as follows:  
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i) If E. vallentini and E. lucens represent separate species, fixed 

differences will be observed with both the mitochondrial and nuclear 

markers.  

ii) If contemporary hydrological conditions determine the degree of spatial 

genetic differentiation then E. vallentini should show less evidence of 

separate breeding pools across its distributional range than E. lucens. 

iii) If populations of E. vallentini have experienced greater range reductions 

and latitudinal displacement, perhaps related to past glacial dynamics, 

than E. lucens, a shallower genealogical structure and reduced 

molecular variation might be observed in the former species. 

 

1.7.3. Euphausia recurva  (Hansen 1905) 

E recurva is a warm temperate oceanic species with a bi-antitropical 

distribution in the Pacific; where it is restricted to the warmer regions at depths 

of 400m. It occurs in the central waters of the north and south Pacific between 

40o and 12 o N and 18 o and 45 o S (Baker et al. 1990).  Although all 

euphausiids have patchy distributions where abundances differ substantially, 

evidence suggests that this and many other euphausiid species probably have a 

continuous distribution throughout their latitudinal range in the southern 

Atlantic (Hansen 1915). This species has not been found in the equatorial 

region. In a recent study of Argentinean euphausiid communities, E. recurva 

was only found in waters where the surface temperatures ranged between 17.3 

and 21.8 °C in 1991 (Tarling et al. 1995). In the NE Pacific this species is 
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found in the offshore part of the California Current across the breadth of the 

Pacific south of 40-43o N. In the California Current this species extends to 20o 

N. It is numerous along the northern and eastern margins of its range and scarce 

in the central part of the eastern North Pacific. It was once caught at 7o N but 

all other records are at lower latitudes in the North Pacific (Brinton 1964).  It 

has not been reported from the Philippines or the East Indian Archipelago. In 

the South Pacific it has been recorded from Chile (Brinton 1962) and New 

Zealand (Tattershall 1924) and from the mid-ocean (Brinton 1962). 

 

In the southern Benguela region this species is found in greatest abundances at 

the shelf break, where it may dominate the euphausiid community off the west 

coast of South Africa (Barange et al. 1992). Thus, reflecting the importance of 

this feature as a boundary between mid-oceanic and coastal regimes (Barange 

et al. 1992).  It has been hypothesized that water flow at the shelf edge around 

South Africa provides a means for regional communication and should result in 

substantial mixing of these waters, resulting in panmixia on the meso-scale 

(Barange et al. 1992; Pillar et. al. 1991; Gibbons et. al. 1999).  

 

Tropical water temperatures are often lethal to temperate adapted species 

(Grant and Bowen 1998) forming what is generally perceived to be a 

formidable barrier to trans-equatorial dispersal. Antitropical distributions have 

been observed in a number of marine taxa including fishes (Grant and Bowen 

1998), molluscs (Crame 1993, 1996), foraminiferans (Darling et al. 2000; 
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2004) and several euphausiid species (Mauchline and Fisher 1969; Brinton 

1964).  All antitropical euphausiids are also panoceanic occurring in Atlantic, 

Indian and Pacific Oceans. Three possible origins of biantitropicality have been 

hypothesised (Brinton 1964). The first hypothesis suggests that marine 

organisms traverse the tropics by submergence in deep water along isothermal 

surfaces with emergence in high latitudes (Brinton 1964). The second 

hypothesis assumes that northern and southern populations are relict bands of 

broad distributions that were occupied during the part of the early Tertiary 

epoch when the world climate was more uniform and the deep sea warmer than 

today (Emiliani 1954). Subsequent warming or cooling brought about a split in 

the latitudinal distributions. Lastly, it has been hypothesised that tropical waters 

were transgressed during Pleistocene periods of global cooling (Berg 1933, 

Hubbs 1952). Explanatory models for such distribution patterns have thus 

historically been either vicariant or dispersalist or some mixture of both, 

reflecting the prominence of this debate in the field of biogeography.  

 

Under dispersal models, transplantation within is seen as more likely than 

transplantation between Hemispheres. In this interpretation E. recurva 

sequences from South Africa would be expected to be more similar to those in 

the South and Indo-West Pacific than either of these are to the NE Pacific. 

Furthermore, levels of genetic differentiation between populations are predicted 

to be small if dispersal involves recent or contemporary movements of 

individuals. 
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In contrast, under a vicariance scenario, Pacific E. recurva populations 

separated by the tropical equatorial waters would have been initially isolated by 

the breakup of Gondwanaland producing evolutionary separations of tens of 

millions of years. Tropical waters of the Pacific have existed for at least 20 

million years (White 1994) therefore, if no contact had been made since this 

time, large divergences between populations centered in the Northern and 

Southern Hemispheres should be expected. Under this vicariant model of 

population separation, cryptic speciation between Northern and Southern 

Hemisphere Pacific E. recurva populations remains a possibility.  

The predictions of these hypotheses are as follows: 

 

i) If the equator is an effective barrier to dispersal the highest number of 

fixed differences may be observed between northern and southern 

Pacific samples 

ii) If dispersal is limited by distance, fixed differences may be observed 

between the Southern Hemisphere populations in the Atlantic and 

Pacific Oceans 

iii) If a combination of the geographical size of the distribution range, 

contemporary hydrological conditions and the position of the continents 

operate to shape the population distribution in this marine group, the 

greatest structure should be observed in E. recurva. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Materials and Methods 

2.1. Sample Collection 

Samples of Euphausia lucens, E. recurva and E. vallentini were collected from 

several locations around the world and a full list of sampling locations, dates 

and collection methods is presented in Table 2.1 The author collected samples 

from neritic and offshore waters around the south and west coasts of South 

Africa by means of vertical Bongo nets with mesh diameters of 300 μm. The 

nets were deployed as close to the sea bottom as was deemed safe between the 

ranges of 60 m and 200 m. Immediately upon surfacing the nets were washed 

down with seawater to flush the catch into the collecting pouches, which were 

then transferred into buckets containing seawater. The seawater in the buckets 

was then poured through sieves (mesh size 500μm) to remove the smaller 

components of the holoplankton (mainly copepods). Finally, the sieves were 

rinsed with a solution of 95% ethanol and the contents washed into 300 ml 

plastic jars containing the same for preservation, which was renewed upon 

arrival in the laboratory. It was important to ensure that the whole procedure 

was conducted as rapidly as possible to obtain samples in such a condition to 

facilitate successful DNA extraction. All euphausiids were identified in the 

laboratory to species using a dissecting microscope and the identification key 

of Baker et al. (1990) that uses adult morphological characters as its basis.  
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 Location   Date   n  species  
 
South Africa   2000   202  E. lucens 
 
South Africa   2001   236  E. lucens 
 
New Zealand   2001   3  E. lucens  
 
Argentina   2003   152  E. lucens 
 
California   1978   8  E. recurva 
 
California   1996   33  E recurva 
 
California   1998   4  E. recurva 
 
Indo-West Pacific  2001   20  E. recurva 
 
South Africa   2000   115  E. recurva   
 
South Africa   2001   62  E. recurva 
 
Madagascar   2005   2  E. recurva 
 
Sub-Antarctica  2001   125  E. vallentini 
 
Argentina   2003   62  E. vallentini 
  
New Zealand   2001   11  E. vallentini 
 
Marion Island   2005   54  E. vallentini 
 
 
Table 2.1.  The locations, dates and number of individuals of each of the three euphausiid.  
species (E. lucens, E. recurva and E. vallentini),  investigated here. 

 

A map showing the position of the sampling sites is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 Map  
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2.2. DNA Isolation 

 DNA extraction was achieved using the CTAB 

(Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide) method (Corach 1991). DNA was 

purified from a portion of the abdomen and tail of adult individuals. This 

portion of the animal is rich in muscular tissue and should therefore represent 

an area of the animal’s body where mitochondrial organelles are at their highest 

concentration. It is important to ensure the cephalothoracic region of the 

animals, where the stomach is located, is avoided to avoid non-specific DNA 

isolation involving the prey species of euphausiids (copepods and 

phytoplankton Gibbons et al. 1991, 1992). Additionally, in many of the 

euphausiids samples collected, a small proportion of individuals displayed the 

presence of what appeared to be an ellobiopsid macro parasite, thought to be 

the species Thalassomyces fagei  (Mauchline 1966b). This parasite was almost 

always found protruding from the median dorsal surface of the cephalothorax. 

It has been shown that these parasites in the course of their ontogenetic 

development are first observed as a small body present in the region of the 

gonads under the carapace from where it separates into a finger like extension 

that penetrates the carapace and a ‘root’ that grows down into the gonads, often 

resulting in castration (Mauchline 1966b). Again to avoid non-specific DNA 

isolation, all infected animals were excluded from the samples prior to DNA 

extraction. 
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 Individual animals were first removed from the sample jars containing the 

preservation medium and placed on tissue paper laid out on a horizontal 

surface. The animals were then pressed by hand to remove as much ethanol as 

possible from the tissues, as this often inhibits the DNA extraction process. 

Individual abdomens and tails were then removed using dissecting scissors, 

placed in labeled 2 ml Eppendorf tubes, and homogenized in 500 μl of CTAB 

digestion buffer containing 2% CTAB, 1.4MNaCL, 0.2% (v/v) 2- 

mercaptoethanol, 20mM EDTA and 100mM Tris/CIH, and water. To these 

tubes 5 μl of 0.5mg/ml proteinase K enzyme (Promega) was added to denature 

proteins, and the tubes were incubated in a water bath at 55oC overnight to 

facilitate digestion. To avoid cross contamination of DNA among individuals, 

the scissors were thoroughly rinsed in 95% ethanol after each use.   

  

Following digestion the tubes were removed from the water bath and 500 μl of 

chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (ratio 24:1) was added, and the tubes were shaken 

for 5 minutes. The tubes were then centrifuged at high speed (1400 rpm), for 10 

minutes to separate the aqueous from the organic phase. The resulting 

supernatant was removed using a pipette, taking care to avoid taking the 

interface, which is usually milky-white in colour. This step was repeated until 

the interface was clear, indicating that most proteins and lipoproteins have been 

removed from the aqueous phase. Precipitation of the nucleic acids was 

achieved by adding two volumes of absolute ethanol (100%) to each tube, 
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which were then placed in the freezer at –20° C overnight, or, until a white 

precipitate was observed. The tubes were then removed from the freezer and 

centrifuged again at high speed for 20 minutes, during which time, a 

precipitated pellet of total genomic DNA was formed attached to the bottom of 

the tube. The absolute ethanol was then discarded. The precipitated pellet of 

DNA was then washed in 200 μl of 70% ethanol to remove residual salts for 5 

minutes. Finally, the tubes were then centrifuged at high speed for 20 minutes 

and then oven dried at 55 °C to remove excess alcohol and the precipitated 

pellet of DNA was dissolved in 50 μl of ultra pure sterile distilled water. 

 

2.3. Amplification of Mitochondrial DNA  

2.3.1. NADH 1 

A 156 base pair region of a portion of the gene coding for subunit 1 of the 

mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase gene (ND1), was amplified with the 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using the oligonucleotide primers ND1f (5’– 

CTTGTGTTGTACTAGTTTAGG-3’) (Zane et al. 1998) and ND1r (5’- 

ACAATCACGCTGATAAAGAGAAAAT-3’) (Zane et al. 1998). These 

primers were specifically designed for the euphausiid Meganyctyphanes 

norvegica and worked well for the three species investigated here. This gene 

region has been previously shown to be highly polymorphic in two other krill 

species E. superba (Zane et al. 1998), and M. norvegica, (Zane et al. 2000) and 

therefore, considered an appropriate starting point for population genetic 

investigation in our species. A map showing the relative position of sites and 
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the orientation for all of the oligonucleotide primers used in this investigation is 

shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. The relative position and the orientation all of the mtDNA primers used in 

this study. Dashed arrows indicate fragment size. bp = base pairs.  

 

Each 15 μl reaction contained around 20-40 ng of purified DNA from one 

individual krill as template. The reaction buffer contained 7.5 μl of distilled 

water, 10x buffer, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.24  mM deoxynucleotides (DNTP’s), 0.45 

μl of Taq (5U/μl) and 0.3 μM of each primer. The amplification reaction was 

run in a Perkin Elmer 9600 Gene Amp model using the following program: 94 
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°C  (2 minutes): 94 °C (30 seconds) 50 °C (30 seconds): 72 °C (1 minute) for 

37 cycles with a final extension time of 5 minutes at 72 °C.  

  

The oligonucleotide primer tRNAmNH 5’-CAGAGGGATGCTCAGGATTTA-

3’ (Zane et al. 1998) located upstream of ND1f, in combination with ND1r, was 

used to amplify a region of 600 base pairs in length downstream of the target 

region. This amplification, that encompassed the target sequence, was used to 

identify suitable sites for the design of species-specific primers just 

up/downstream of our target region for sequencing purposes. The species-

specific primers ND1-f-lu (5’-TCCTTATTATTTGTCTCCTG-3’), for E. 

lucens, (also worked for E. vallentini) and ND1 (f)-re 5’ – 

TGTTTACAAAAGAACAGACGTACCC – 3’, for E. recurva, I designed in 

my lab using this approach with the program Oligo version 1.4 (Rychlick 1989) 

and these were used in combination with the primer CbMnl3 (5’- 

GGAGCTCGAACCTGTAGAAGA-3’) designed by Zane et al. (1998) specific 

for the species Meganyctyphanes norwegica, to amplify a DNA segment of 600 

base pairs in length that encompassed our target region.  

  

 If this reaction failed to amplify, the species–specific primers were used in 

combination with the primer ND1r, to produce a segment 300 base pairs in 

length. If PCR reactions with the primer combination ND1r and ND1f failed 

with any particular regional population of animals, I investigated whether the 

presence of polymorphisms in the primer sites was causing this phenomenon by 
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sequencing several individual using the primer combination CbMnl3 (5’-

GAGCTCGAACCTGTAGAAGA-3’), and ND1-f-lu (5’-

TCCTTATTATTTGTCTCCTG-3’). When these sequences revealed the 

presence of polymorphisms near or at the 3’ prime end in the primer sites, new 

primers were designed specific to these populations. This was successfully 

done and produced the primers GH1f 5’-TTTTTTCTATGTTGTACAAGATT–

3’and GH2r 5’ ACAATCTCGCTGATATAATGA –3’ and these amplified 

well for specimens of E. lucens collected from Argentina using the same 

reaction conditions described above.  

  

 2.3.2. Cytochrome Oxidase I 

 For a subset of individuals from each of the three species a region of subunit 1 

of the cytochrome oxidase 1 (CO1) gene 1300 base pairs long was amplified 

using the primers LCO (5’-GGTCAACAAATCATAAAGATATTGG-3’) and 

HCO (5’- TAAACTTCAGGGTGACCAAAAAATCA-3’) of Jarman et al. 

(2000) and CO1-a (5” – AGTATAAGCGTCTGGGTAGTC-3’) and CO1-f (5’- 

CCTGCAGGAGGAGGAGATCC-3’) of Bucklin et al.  (1997). The 

amplification reactions were run in a Perkin Elmer 9600 Gene Amp model 

using the following program: 94 °C  (2 minutes): 94 °C (30 seconds) 50 °C (30 

seconds): 72 °C (1 minute) for 37 cycles with a final extension time of 5 

minutes at 72 °C.  Both sets of CO1 primer pairs have previously been used for 

phylogeny studies in Crustacea (Bucklin et al. 1997; Jarman et al. 2000, 
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Ovenden et al. 1997; Shubert et al. 1998) but have never been utilized together 

in any published study. 

  

2.3.3. 16S rRNA 

Finally, an approximately 570 base pair region of the 16S rRNA mitochondrial 

gene was amplified in several euphausiid species using the primers 16Sa and 

16Sb (Palumbi et al. 1991) for the purpose of estimation of evolutionary rates 

of sequence substitution (see below). The amplification reaction was run in a 

Perkin Elmer 9600 Gene Amp model using the following program: 94 °C  (2 

minutes): 94 °C (30 seconds) 50 °C (30 seconds): 72 °C (1 minute) for 37 

cycles with a final extension time of 5 minutes at 72 °C. This gene fragment 

has also previously been used to investigate the molecular phylogenetic 

relationships among euphausiid species (Patarnello et al. 1996; Jarman et al. 

2000). Identification and quantification of the amplification products was 

achieved by running 2.5 μl of PCR product on a 1% agarose gel (reference) at 

85 volts for 15 minutes along with the size marker λ/Hind III (Promega) 

Staining of the DNA bands in the gel was achieved with the use of ethidium 

bromide solution (1%) for 15 minutes, which was visualized by illumination 

with ultraviolet light.  

 

2.3.4. Sequencing Reactions 

An ABI reaction kit (ABI PRISM BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready 

Reaction Kit v 3.1) was used to cycle sequence unpurified PCR products at the 
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reaction conditions recommended by the manufacturer. The following modified 

protocol was used: 1.6 pmol primer, 2 μl ABI reaction kit; 10-15 ng PCR 

product; deionized water to a final volume of 10 μl.  The cycle sequence 

reaction was run in a Perkin Elmer 9600 Gene Amp model using the following 

program: 94 °C  (5 minutes): 94 °C  (10 seconds) 55 °C (10 seconds): 60°C (4 

minutes) for 25 cycles. DNA sequencing was carried out in an Applied 

Biosystems.  Inc;  Automated DNA sequencer, Model AB3100. All amplicons 

were sequenced in both directions.  

 

2.4. Amplification of Nuclear DNA 

For a subset of individuals from each of the three species investigated here a 

~500bp base pair region of the nuclear ITS-1 region was amplified with the 

primers SP-1-5’ 138 (5’-CACACCGCCCGTCGCTACTA-3) located in the 

18S rDNA (sites 1737 to 1756 in the reference sequence U4837) and Sp-1-3 

(5’-ATTTAGCTGCGGTCTTCATC -3’) located in the 5.8S rDNA (Chu et al. 

2001). This region is highly divergent among different crustaceans and has 

been shown to be an appropriate marker for molecular systematic studies at 

both the species and the population levels (Chu et al. 2001).  

 

Each 15 μl reaction contained around 20-40 ng of purified DNA from one 

individual krill as template. The reaction buffer contained 7.5 μl of distilled 

water, 1.5 μl of 10x Mg2+ free buffer, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.24 mM 

deoxynucleotides (DNTP’s), 0.45 μl of Taq (Thermus aquaticus) and 0.3 uM of 
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each primer. The amplification reaction was run in a Perkin Elmer 9600 Gene 

Amp model using the following program: 94 °C  (3 minutes): 94 °C  (30 

seconds) 55 °C (30 seconds): 72 °C (1 minute) for 37 cycles and finally 5 

minutes at 72 °C. The size and quality of PCR products were visualized on a 

1.5% agarose gel. Prior to sequencing, PCR products were purified using 

QIAquick PCR purification kit, or if necessary the PCR products were 

exercised from the gel and purified with a QIAquick gel extraction kit 

(Qiagen). Purified double-stranded PCR products were then used in cycle 

sequencing reactions to generate templates for automated nucleotide 

sequencing. Cycle sequencing reaction mix contained 8.0 μl of ABI Prism 

dRhodamine terminator (ABI, Prism Perkin-Elmer, Foster City, California), 3-

5 μl of PCR products, 1 μl of primer, and ddH20 to make up to 20 μl. The 

unincorporated primers were removed using an ethanol sodium acetate 

precipitation procedure. The purified samples were then taken and DNA 

sequencing carried out in an Applied Biosystems.  Inc; Automated DNA 

sequencer, Model AB3100. ABI  

 

2.5. Assessing Within-Individual Variation 

Given the repetitive nature of rDNA genes, variation among the tandemly 

repeated units might be expected within individuals, and this was assessed by 

sequencing five clones from two individuals from each of the E. recurva 

regional populations sampled. Fresh PCR products were obtained and purified 

from either solution or agarose gels using the GFX™ DNA and gel band 
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purification kit (Amersham Biosciences) according to manufacturer’s 

specifications.  

 

Ligation of the purified amplicons and the linear pTZ57R vector was 

performed overnight (16 h) at 16°C in a total volume of 10 μl. The reaction 

mixture contained 1 μl of a 10 × DNA ligase buffer (60 mM Tris⋅HCl, pH 7.8, 

20 mM MgCl2, 20 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP, 10% PEG 6000), 50 ng of pTZ57R 

vector, between 4 and 7μl insert DNA, 5 U of T4 DNA ligase (NEB 5 U.μl-1) 

and ddH2O. The vector to insert ratio was typically 1:3. 

  

Chemically competent cells were prepared according to the method of Hanahan 

(1983) with slight modification. All glassware was thoroughly acid-washed 

with 30% H2SO4, rinsed, and autoclaved prior to use. A single colony of the E. 

coli strain was inoculated into 30 ml of LB-broth and incubated at 37°C, with 

shaking, until stationary phase. Then 1 ml of the culture was transferred to 100 

ml of LB-broth and incubated at 30°C until mid-logarithmic phase (OD600 of 

0.5). The flasks were rapidly cooled in ice-water for 20 minutes and 60 ml of 

the cells were collected in polypropylene tubes by centrifugation at 1000 × g 

for 10 minutes in an Eppendorf 5810 R swing bucket centrifuge. After 

discarding the supernatant, the cells were resuspended in 0.5 × volume filter 

sterilized competency buffer (0.1 M CaCl2 [w/v], 0.07 M MnCl2 [w/v] and 0.04 

M NaOAc [w/v], pH 5.5) and incubated at 4 °C for 30 minutes. Following 

incubation the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 1000 × g for 5 minutes 
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and resuspended in 7.5 ml competency buffer. 575 μl 80% glycerol was added 

thoroughly mixed and the competent cells dispensed into 100 μl aliquots and 

stored at –80 °C until required. 

 

An Eppendorf tube containing 100 μl of chemically competent cells was 

removed from –80 °C and allowed to thaw on ice. Then 2 μl of ligation mix 

was added to the thawed cells and gently mixed. The mixture was incubated on 

ice for 30 minutes then heat-shocked at 42 °C for 90 seconds in a water bath. 

The Eppendorf tube was then returned to the ice water for 2 minutes whereafter 

900 μl of sterile LB-broth was added and the Eppendorf tube incubated at 37°C 

for 1 h with agitation. The cells were plated in aliquots of 100 to 200 μl onto 

LB-agar plates supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic. Where applicable, 

recombinant transformants were selected by blue/white colour selection based 

on insertional inactivation of the lacZ gene. For this purpose, the cells were 

spread together with 40 μl of X-gal (2% [v/v] stock solution) and 10 μl IPTG 

(100 mM stock solution) over the surface of LB-agar plates, supplemented with 

the appropriate antibiotic and incubated overnight at 37 °C.    

 

Following transformation of E. coli cells, colony PCR was used to screen all 

putative recombinant clones. The putative recombinants were aseptically 

inoculated into LB-broth containing the appropriate antibiotic and incubated 

overnight at 37 °C with agitation. Cultures were further analyzed by pipetting 

200 μl of each into 0.6 ml PCR tubes. The tubes were centrifuged at 13 000 × g 
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to pellet the cells and the supernatant discarded. The cells were resuspended in 

200 μl UHQ Millipore water and lysed by incubation at 98°C for 5 minutes. 

Tubes were then centrifuged at 13 000 × g for 5 minutes to pellet cell debris. 

The DNA-containing supernatant served as template in 30 μl PCR reactions 

performed essentially as described previously (the annealing temperature was 

lowered to 49 °C). An aliquot of each PCR reaction was analysed by gel 

electrophoresis as described previously. Plasmid extractions performed for 

subsequent nucleotide sequence analysis was performed using the Talent 

plasmid purification kit. 

 

2.6. SSCP Screening of mtDNA Variation 

 Screening of mtDNA haplotype variants was achieved using single strand 

conformational polymorphism analysis (Orita et al. 1989; Hayashi 1991a,b). 

This method entails electrophoresis of single-stranded DNA fragments of 

suitable size through a nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel, followed by 

visualization. Under appropriate conditions, (low temperature and non-

denaturing conditions), DNA strands fold into structures that migrate according 

to their shape, and so have distinct gel mobilities. Recent evidence suggests 

that these mobility differences are based primarily on tertiary, rather than 

secondary structure of the DNA molecules. The sensitivity is generally 

inversely proportional to the size of the fragment with single nucleotide 

polymorphisms resolved 99% of the time for 100-300 base pairs fragments 
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(Sunnucks et al. 2000; Girman 1996) making it particularly suitable for our 

fragment of 156 base pairs in length (Orita et al. 1989).  

  

 For each individual, 2 μl of the PCR product amplified using the primers ND1f 

and ND1r, was added to an equal volume of formamide loading gel (REF), and 

heat denatured at 95 °C for 3 minutes in a Perkin Elmer 9600 Gene-Amp 

system. Heat and chemical denaturation causes the double stranded DNA 

double helix structure to disassociate into two complementary, single stranded 

molecules. The PCR tubes containing DNA from individual animals, 

immediately on ending denaturation, were then plunged into an ice bucket to 

avoid renaturation of the single-stranded DNA molecules. The 4 μl of DNA 

and formamide loading dye mixture was then loaded on a 10% acryl amide gel 

(37.5:1 acrylamide / bisacrylamide) with 5% glycerol. Runs were performed at 

4  °C and at 135V for 16 hours in a 20 cm high vertical apparatus.  

 

2.6.1. Staining the SSCP Polyacrylamide Gels  

The polyacrylamide SSCP gels were stained with silver salts after separation by 

gel electrophoresis using a modified version of the Sambrook et al. (1989) 

procedure. The polyacrylamide gels were carefully removed from the between 

the glass plates and fixed by incubating at room temperature in 100 ml of a 

buffer solution A (containing 90 ml ddH20, 10 ml 99% ethanol and 0.5 ml of 

acetic acid) and left for 4 minutes with gentle shaking.  This step was then 

repeated. The fixing solution was then discarded and 500 ml of ddH20 was 
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added and then incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. The ddH20 

solution was then discarded again and staining solution B (containing 100 ml of 

ddH20, 100 mg of AgN03) was added to the container and then incubated for 

10 minutes with gentle shaking. This solution was then discarded and the gel 

given a thorough rinse in ddH20 for 5 minutes. Then 50 ml of a solution C 

(containing 150 ml ddH20 2.25 g NaOH, 15 mg of NaBH4 and 0.6 ml of 

formaldehyde) was added and then incubated for 1 minute. This step was then 

repeated with 150 ml of solution C. The gel was then incubated at room 

temperature until the desired contrast was obtained. The reaction was then 

quenched by washing the gel in solution A for a few minutes and then given a 

final thorough rinse with ddH20. 

 

2.6.2. Scoring of mtDNA Haplotypes 

Samples were assigned different categories according to their electrophoresis 

mobility, assuming that same conformation or mobility indicates the same 

DNA sequence information.   It was, however, necessary to rerun samples from 

the same gel in adjacent lanes because sometimes, similar ones were not run 

sufficiently close to allow easy comparison, particularly when occasional 

irregularities disrupted certain comparisons. When this was successfully 

accomplished among-gel comparisons could be made.  

 

An initial gel was run, and two individuals of each SSCP pattern observed were 

sequenced to assess the accuracy of the method. When the accuracy was shown 
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to be high (determined by the proportion of times the SSCP gel mobility 

patterns discriminated the different ND1 haplotypes) these individuals were 

then used as standards for subsequent comparisons. Further confirmation of the 

accuracy of scoring was achieved by sequencing randomly chosen individuals 

and comparing the observed haplotype designation based on the sequence 

information, with that predicted from the SSCP pattern.    

 

2.7. Population Descriptive Summary Statistics 

Mitochondrial sequences were aligned using Bioedit (Hall 1999). DNAsp v 

4.51 (Rozas and Rozas 2003) was used to obtain variable sites, parsimony 

informative sites, population nucleotide diversity (π  of Nei 1987), and 

haplotype diversity (h, gene diversity). The latter was calculated using the 

equation of Nei (1987, eq. 8.4 replacing 2n by n) giving: 

H = n Ʃ  (1 – Ʃ pi
2)/ (n-1) 

where pi  = allele frequency and n = sampled individuals.  

Nucleotide diversity (Nei, 1987), the average number of nucleotide differences 

per site between two sequences was calculated using the method of Nei 

(1987,eq 10.5). This method takes into account both haplotype frequencies and 

sequence divergence between haplotypes and is calculated using the equation:  

π = ∑− ij
ijxixj

n
n π

1
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Where xi and xj are the frequencies of the two haplotypes in a population and 

πij is the proportion of nucleotide differences between them (Nei 1987). 

 

2.8. Substitution Models 

The most appropriate nucleotide substitution model was calculated for each 

individual population and for the combined data set for each euphausiid species 

using the program MODELTEST, version 3.06 (Posada and Crandall 1998).   

This program uses two statistical approaches to model fitting, hierarchical 

likelihood ratio tests, and the Akaike information criterion (Akaike 1974).  

 

2.9. Interspecific and Intraspecific Phylogenetics 

The evolutionary relationship of E. lucens E. recurva, and E. vallentini were 

investigated using phylogenetic reconstructions. Maximum parsimony (MP), 

maximum likelihood (ML) and searches were conducted with the heuristic 

search approach of PAUP* 4.0 (Swofford 1998) while the minimum evolution 

(ME) trees were reconstructed using the software program Mega 2 (Kumar 

2001). For maximum parsimony, the default settings were applied where all 

nucleotide substitutions were weighed equally regardless of type or codon 

position. Each base was treated as an unordered character with four alternative 

states. Ancestral states were determined via outgroup comparison. Only the 

unique mtDNA haplotypes were used for our analysis. In the interspecific data 

set where the number of terminal taxa was too large to permit evaluating all 
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trees or employing the branch-and-bound algorithm (Hendy and Penny 1982), 

heuristic searches were used for each tree building topology. 

 

One hundred repeated randomized input orders of taxa were used for all MP 

analysis to minimize the effects of entry sequence on the topology of the 

resulting cladograms. MP analysis were conducted with the steepest descent 

option, and with accelerated character transformation (ACCTRAN) 

optimization, tree bisection-reconnection (TBR) branch swapping with a 

starting tree obtained by step-wise addition, save all multiple trees 

(MULPARS), and zero length branches collapsed to yield polytomies settings 

in place.  

 

The ML and ME searches were conducted using models of DNA substitution 

selected by a series of likelihood ratio tests (Heulsenbeck and Crandall 1997).  

Statistical confidence in the stability of tree nodes was calculated by 

nonparametric bootstrap (Felsenstein, 1985) with 1000 replications (Hedges 

1992). Nonparametric bootstrapping is considered a conservative measure of 

the probability that a recovered group represents a true clade (Zharkikh and Li 

1992; Li 1997). 

 

2.9.1. Genealogical Network Construction 

There are several reasons why traditional methods of phylogenetic analyses are 

not the most appropriate representation of intraspecific polymorphic data 
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(Zhang and Hewitt 2003). In particular, the low levels of polymorphism 

typically observed within such data sets make resolving unambiguous 

evolutionary relationships in the data difficult, and implicitly assuming a 

strictly bifurcating process ignores the complications associated with reticulate 

relationships produced by recombination and parallel and recurrent mutations 

(Zhang and Hewitt, 2003; Bandelt et al. 1995; Smouse 1998, 2000).  Also the 

treatment of rare polymorphism by methods such as parsimony, ignore the 

information contained in such occurrences for inferring population 

demographic processes (Zhang and Hewitt, 2003).  Networks provide an 

alternative approach to estimating intraspecific genealogical relationships that 

take into account the population–level phenomena (Posada and Crandall, 

2001). 

 

Intraspecific network reconstructions can be constructed using a number of 

different approaches (Posada and Crandall, 2001; Cassens et al. 2003).  I used 

Network version 2.0 (Bandelt et al. 1999), to reconstruct genealogical 

relationships among haplotypes as a median-joining (M-J) network, assigning 

equal weights to all variable sites and with default values for the epsilon 

parameter (epsilon = 0).  This method begins by combining the minimum–

spanning trees (MST’s) within a single network, then, with a parsimony 

criterion, median vectors are added to the network. A recent critical 

examination of several widely-used network estimation and rooting methods 

(Cassens et al. 2003) found substantial differences in the resulting intraspecific 
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networks, underlying the limitations of some of the algorithms. The authors 

concluded that the performance of the M-J network was found to be one of the 

most reliable of the methods investigated (Cassens et al. 2003) and is thus, an 

appropriate choice for the analysis of my euphausiid intraspecific data sets.  

 

Rooting of the phylogenetic trees and networks was done using appropriate 

outgroups. As the putative sister-species to E. lucens (Jarman et al. 2000) E. 

vallentini represents an appropriate outgroup, and vice versa. Depending on the 

gene fragment involved, the E. recurva phylogenies were rooted using a range 

of euphausiid species. The identity of the most recent common ancestor (most 

basal lineage) in each of the species and regional populations was inferred from 

the location of the branch joining each species or population to its sister group 

in the majority consensus tree. Some predictions from coalescent theory were 

then applied to obtain the most likely connection between two haplotypes 

(Crandall and Templeton 1993; Crandall et al. 1994; Posada and Crandall 

2001). The two most basic: (i) haplotypes are more likely to be connected to 

common than to rare haplotypes (the frequency criterion) and (ii) haplotypes 

are more likely to be connected to interior than to exterior haplotypes (the 

topology criterion). Additionally, coalescence theory predicts that the most 

common ancestor will be the one found in the greatest number of different 

populations (Crandall and Templeton 1993). 
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2.10. Estimation of Evolutionary Rates between Species 

My rationale to estimate the coalescence time between species is as follows: 

first I aligned my krill 16S rRNA sequences (one randomly selected individual 

per species) with sequences of other crustacean species previously used to 

calibrate molecular clocks based on well-dated vicariant events (Schubart et al. 

1998; Knowlton and Weigt 1998), such as the closure of the Panama Isthmus 

~3.1 million years ago. 

 

The NJ tree was constructed with LinTree with 1000 bootstraps to obtain a 

balanced tree with 2 clusters rooted with the outgroup sequence of Squilla 

empusa (AF107617) (Holocarida, Sromatopoda). In order to verify whether the 

16S rRNA molecular clock calibrated for crabs (Cunningham et al. 1992) can 

be applied to krill, I compared the substitution rate between krill and six non-

Jamaican grapsid crab taxa from Shubart et al. (1998), including congeners of 

Sesarma from the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The calibration point used on 

the krill and Grapsidae trees was the transisthmian vicariance set between 2.5-

3.1 million years ago. Models of nucleotide substitution for each of the datasets 

were then obtained using a hierarchical likelihood ratio test as implemented in 

Modeltest v.3.06  (Posada and Crandall, 1998). Constancy of evolutionary rate 

between lineages (euphausiids vs other crustaceans) was then tested by the Two 

Cluster Test (TCT) and Branch Length Tests (BLT) with the program LinTree 

of Takezaki et al. (1995). The null hypothesis in these test is constancy of 

nucleotide substitution rate between each of the two species clusters in a tree 
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and equal branch lengths between each branch and the average of all other 

branches but the outgroup. Neighbour-joining trees were constructed using 

PAUP 4.1 with 500 bootstraps. I chose outgroups as equidistant as possible 

from both (Euphausiacea and Decapoda groups (Eucarida Malacostra). 

 

2.11. Neutrality Tests  

The neutral theory of molecular evolution first proposed by Kimura (1968) 

maintains that most evolutionary change at the molecular level in natural 

populations is due to the random genetic drift of neutral mutations. Under this 

theory natural selection does not play an important role in the fixation of 

mutant alleles (Kimura 1968). Although controversial, and the subject of 

intense debate in the past (Hey 1999) the current utility of the strictly neutral 

model of evolution for evolutionary biologists is as the primary null hypothesis 

used to test for the effects of natural selection (Hey 1999; Ford 2002). The 

rationale behind such an approach to testing neutrality of molecular variants in 

populations is that if genes have more or less alleles than would be expected 

from mutation pressure alone, then other forces that operate in nature must tend 

to favour, or conversely, eliminate alleles (Ford 2002).  

 

The adoption of the strictly neutral Wright-Fisher model as a null hypothesis 

however, involves making some explicit assumptions. These include random 

mating among many populations, each sex with equal size, experiencing no 

selection, recombination, overlapping generations, population subdivision, or 
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demographic change and each at mutation-drift equilibrium (when the 

introduction of new alleles by mutation is balanced by the loss of new alleles 

by random genetic drift), and migration–drift equilibrium (when the 

introduction of new alleles to the population by migration is balanced by the 

loss of new alleles random by genetic drift). It is unlikely that any natural 

population will meet all these assumptions, although a violation of any of these 

can lead to significant deviation from theoretical expectations. Theoretically, 

mutation-drift equilibrium should be reached if the effective population size 

(Ne), has remained stable/stationary for 2Ne-4Ne generations (Nei and Li 

1976), while migration drift equilibrium should be reached if population size 

and migration rate are stable for 1/m or 2Ne generations, whichever is the 

larger (Takahata 1983).  Neutrality and equilibrium-drift mutation is in fact the 

condition that permits an estimate of demographic parameters such as the 

effective population size (Ne).  

 

Both background selection (Charlesworth et al. 1993, 1995) and population 

size changes may affect estimates of θ, and selective sweeps, perhaps related to 

variation in reproductive success, large changes in population size and 

bottlenecks have all been proposed as reasons for the previous general finding 

for euphausiids  (and for many marine organisms), that estimates of effective 

population size are often several orders of magnitude smaller than 

corresponding estimates of census population size (Bucklin and Weibe 1998; 

Grant and Bowen 1998; Zane et al. 1998, 2000;  Peijnenburg et al. 2005). 
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Many of these forces have been thought to have been particularly affected by 

the glacial cycles. Rejection of the null hypothesis probably means that 

selection and/or population level processes (expansion, contraction, subdivision 

etc) are responsible for the pattern of polymorphisms observed.  

 

As the pattern of polymorphism in a sample is affected by all kinds of 

evolutionary forces it follows that no single statistical test may have the power 

required to detect all of them (Fu 1997). For this reason several so-called pure 

significance tests of neutrality have been designed, each one being the most 

powerful for detecting a particular class of departures from the neutral model 

(Tajima 1989; Fu & Li 1993; Fu 1996, 1997). Of particular interest is being 

able to distinguish between different factors that produce similar patterns in the 

polymorphisms. For instance, background selection, logistic population growth 

or genetic hitchhiking all tend to result in an excess of rare alleles or young 

mutations (Fu 1997). Consistency in the results of the different tests is often the 

only criterion for acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis (Ford 2002).  

However, a fuller understanding of the reason for inconsistency in the results of 

the various tests may be achieved with knowledge of the underlying 

assumptions of the respective methods and of how various types of mutations 

contribute to the values of the test statistics (Rand 1996; Fu 1994a; Yu et al. 

2002). Mutations resulting in segregating sites of a sample of DNA sequences 

can be classified by size and type and the frequencies of mutations of different 

sizes and types can be inferred from the sample (Fu 1994a). For a population 
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that evolves under the Wright-Fisher model, then, in each sample of n 

sequences has a genealogy of 2(n-1) branches that connect the sequences to 

their most common ancestor. From Fu (1995): “The size of branch is defined as 

the number of sequences in the tree that were the descendants of that branch Fu 

(1995) which, will be a positive integer less than the number of sequences in 

the genealogy. A mutation of size i is said to be of size i if it falls on a branch 

of size i. Although mutations of size and type take the sample genealogy into 

consideration they can be inferred without reference to the sample genealogy.  

In the example given below without knowledge from the outgroup sequence 

which allows correct polarization of character state, the first segregating site 

must result from a mutation of either size 1 or 4. With the outgroup information 

the four segregating sites correspond to mutations of size 1, 2, 4 and 3 

respectively.   

Consider the following example: 

Sequence 

1             - - - A - - - G - - - C - - - T - - 

2             - - - G - - - G - - - C - - - T - - 

3             - - - G - - - C - - - C - - - A - - 

4             - - - G - - - C - - - C - - - A - - 

5             - - - G - - - C - - - T - - - A - - 

Segregating Site     1         2        3         4 

Outgroup               G        C       T         T 
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Fu (1994a,b) showed that the expected number of mutations of size i in a 

sample is given by: 

E(ξi ) = 1/i θ 

The probability density function for mutations of size i contains important 

information regarding the evolution of a sample of sequences (Fu 1994a,b). 

When an appropriate outgroup sequence is not available, then the size of a 

branch cannot be uniquely defined and can be either i or n-i and cannot be 

distinguished. In this case mutations can be classified as belonging to n/2 

groups so that group i consists of all mutations that are either size i or size n-i 

(Fu 1995).” 

 

The real challenge however, is to dissect the causes for the deviation from the 

null model taking into consideration various lines of evidence (Yu et al. 2002). 

I investigated departures from neutral expectations using four different tests 

and these can be divided into two main types and all of which were calculated 

using DNAsp v 4.51 (Rozas and Rozas 2003).  The first including Tajima’s D 

(1989), and Fu and Li’s (1993) D, and F tests, generate summary statistics 

using information of the mutation (segregating site) frequency and are based on 

the difference between two alternative estimates of the population mutation 

parameter θ  = 2 Neμ where Ne is the effective population size and μ is the 

mutation rate per generation. Fu and Li’s (1993) tests use information from the 

number of recent mutations, and therefore, are more accurate when the correct 

outgroup is available to accurately polarize the cladistic characters on the tree.  
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These statistics are used to distinguish population growth from constant sized 

populations as population growth generates an excess of mutations in external 

branches of the genealogy (i.e. recent), and therefore, an excess of singleton 

substitutions (Tajima 1989; Slatkin and Hudson 1991). Because the purpose of 

these tests is to detect departures characterized by an excess of the number rare 

alleles and a reduction in the number of common alleles, which tends to give 

negative values for these tests, large negative values are taken then as evidence 

against the neutral model. 

 

The second type, Fu’s Fs test (Fu 1997), uses information from the haplotype 

distribution. This summary statistic is based on Ewen’s (Ewens 1972) sampling 

distribution and is sensitive to demographic expansion. The significance of Fs 

was evaluated using 1000 random permutations dependent on theta with the 

population genetics software program DNAsp (Rozas and Rozas 2003).  

 

All of the tests described above use only intra-specific polymorphisms and 

therefore test if an observed polymorphism is consistent with the strict neutral 

model within a short period of 4N generations on average (Fu and Li 1999). To 

test the neutral hypothesis over a longer period I used the McDonald–Kreitman 

(1991) test that compares non-synonymous and synonymous substitutions both 

within, and between species. In a population under mutation-drift equilibrium, 

the numbers of substitutions in these two classes of polymorphism are expected 

to be equal (Kimura 1983). 
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2.11.1. How the Tests are calculated 
The test of Tajima (1989) compares two estimates of the population parameter 

θ, based on the number of segregating sites (S), and the average number of 

nucleotide differences in pairwise comparisons (π); reasoning that Watterson 

θw (1975) and Tajima (1989) θπ estimates are affected by natural selection to 

different extents (Tajima 1989).  

 

Neutral theory (Kimura 1983) predicts that for a sample of sequences collected 

from a population that is at mutation-drift equilibrium, then π = S. After a 

change in population size, the estimate of θ, using the latter measure is more 

slowly affected by the (new) present population size, while the estimate from 

the former would reflect the more recent population sizes (Tajima 1989). 

Because π is sensitive to the frequency of a given type of sequence in the 

sample, and S is not, the difference between these two measures is the basis of 

Tajima’s (1989) test of neutrality. A positive D value in this test will indicate 

an excess of common alleles and a negative D an excess of rare alleles. 

 

Fu and Li’s (1993) D test, like Tajima’s also compares two estimates of θ but, 

unlike Tajima’s test, incorporates information from the genealogical tree 

structure to compare the relative frequencies of internal and external mutations. 

At a given particular polymorphic site, the number of mutations in external 

branches is counted as the number of distinct singleton nucleotide variants (in 

the intraspecific data file), that are not shared with the outgroup (a singleton 

mutation is a nucleotide variant that appears only once among the sequences). 
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The total number of mutations in external branches of the genealogy is then 

computed as the sum of the number of mutations in external branches of every 

polymorphic site. This test assumes that since selection will remove deleterious 

mutations, those mutations present are likely to have arisen recently and will be 

found close to the tips of the genealogy (Fu and Li 1993). Older mutations are 

expected to be found internally and to be selectively neutral. However, 

selective sweeps would make more recent mutations occur on internal 

branches. This test has also been shown to be very powerful, particularly for its 

sensitivity in detecting the presence of background selection (Fu 1997).  

 

Fu and Li (1993), proposed a similar test where the test statistic F is based on 

the differences between the total number of mutations in external branches of 

the genealogy and k, the average number of nucleotide differences between 

pairs of sequences. Negative D and F values indicate either that purifying 

selection is acting on the locus, or that the population has recently undergone 

an expansion or selective sweep (Fu 1997). 

 

Fu’s Fs test (Fu 1997), which detects an excess of rare alleles given θ, utilizing 

expectations based on Ewens’ sampling theory (Ewens 1972) was calculated.  

This test has been shown to be very powerful in determining the most likely of 

the three alternative scenarios of background selection, logistic population 

growth, or genetic hitchhiking, when recombination is absent (Fu 1997). Unlike 

the other tests mentioned this test is based on an analytical form for the patterns 
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of polymorphism found. The critical point for the Fs test is the value 

corresponding to the lower second percentile of its distribution. The Fs test 

statistic is calculated using the following equation: 

Fs  = ln (S’/1-S’) 

Where S’ is defined as the probability of having no fewer than k0 alleles in a 

random sample provided that θ  = π. In a sample with an excess of recent 

mutations θ (estimated by θπ) is likely to be smaller than that based on the 

number of alleles. Fs will be negative when there is an excess of recent 

mutations and a large negative value is taken as evidence against the neutrality 

of mutations (Fu 1997). 

 

It has been shown that Fu and Li’s tests are considerably more powerful than 

Tajima’s test and Fu’s Fs in the case of background selection, and the opposite 

for population growth and genetic hitchhiking (Fu 1997). So, if only Fu and 

Li’s test is significant, then background selection has likely played an 

important role in shaping the genetic diversity in the sample, and, if only Fs is 

significant, then population growth or hitchhiking are more likely (Fu, 1997).  

 

Because models of a very different nature can give rise to very similar patterns 

of polymorphism, caution must be exercised to avoid over-confidence on the 

specific alternative model when the strict neutral model is rejected (Fu 1997). 

In addition, as all the previous tests using only intraspecific polymorphism they 

test if an observed polymorphism is consistent with the strict neutral model 
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within a short period of 4N generations on average. To test the neutral 

hypothesis over a longer period, an approach considering a combination of 

inter and intraspecific polymorphism was employed (McDonald and Kreitman 

1991). 

 

The M-K test (McDonald and Kreitman 1991) considers the relationship 

between polymorphism and divergence, focusing on synonymous and 

nonsynonymous variation within a single gene region in two related species. 

Unlike Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989), this test is not affected by violations of 

equilibrium conditions due to changes in population size. A further advantage 

of this method is that drift variance, which cannot be minimized by taking 

larger samples, should not be a major contributor to differences in diversity 

between these kinds of sites (Skibinski 2000).  

 

The test is applied to a single phylogenetic tree with two major clades separated 

by a single internal branch linking through a common ancestor. The number of 

synonymous and nonsynonymous changes is counted both within the clades 

(polymorphisms) and on the internal branch (fixations). This test is particularly 

powerful when the comparisons are among closely related species, where 

multiple substitutions at a single site have not occurred (McDonald & Kreitman 

1991). Neutral theory predicts that evolutionary forces should influence 

synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions similarly and the ratio of 

synonymous and nonsynonymous changes should be the same for 
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polymorphisms and fixations (Kimura 1983). The M-K test then compares the 

ratios using a 2 X 2 contingency table test (McDonald and Kreitman 1991). 

 

This method was previously used to compare the mitochondrial DNA of ten 

species pairs from diverse animal groups, and it revealed an excess of non-

synonymous polymorphism in all tests (Rand and Kann 1998). An excess of 

nonsynonymous polymorphisms can be explained due to the accumulation of 

mutations that are slightly deleterious within populations, but because they are 

deleterious, they are unlikely ever to become fixed between populations. An 

excess of nonsynonymous fixations can be explained by positive divergent 

selection (McDonald and Kreitman 1991). It has been noted that evidence of 

purifying selection is not necessarily inconsistent with non-significant results 

for neutrality tests (Skibinski 2000). Strong purifying selection can remove 

deleterious mutations rapidly, the remaining variation being neutral. One 

disadvantage this method has in detecting deviation from neutrality, is that 

artefactual evidence of positive amino acid substitutions can be generated with 

this test if some amino acid mutations are slightly deleterious and there has 

been an increase in effective population size (Smith-Eyre et al. 2003). 

 

2.12. Estimates of Effective Population Mutation Rate (θ) 

The essential population parameter for mitochondrial DNA θ = 2Neμ (where 

Ne is the effective population size of females, and μ is the mutation rate), was 

estimated using several different methods, of varying degrees of sophistication 
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that utilize different properties of the data. Because all of the assumptions of 

these respective estimators are likely to be violated to some extent, the 

approach adopted here involves choosing methods that will allow adequate 

comparisons to be made (Yu et al. 2002). 

 

The different methods of inference can be classified on whether they utilize 

information from the structure of genealogical trees in their estimator, and are 

therefore based on coalescent theory, (Kingman 1982), or not. A further 

subdivision of the genealogical estimators can be made between those methods 

that utilize least-squares (LS) and maximum likelihood (ML) approaches. Each 

estimator has its’ own set of associated assumptions.  

 

The non-genealogical summary statistic estimators of θ used herein were 

Watterson’s (1975), and Tajima’s (1983). The two genealogical estimators 

based on generalized linear model were Fu‘s UPBLUE (1994a), and EVE 

(Vasco et al. 2001) estimators. For comparison, an alternative genealogical 

estimator that applies a maximum likelihood approach using a Monte-Carlo 

evaluation method was employed (Kuhner et al. 1998).  This method has been 

shown to produce almost identical results to that obtained by UPBLUE when 

applied to real data (Kuhner et al. 1995; Vasco et al. 2001), and may be the 

more efficient when uncertainty in the tree reconstruction exists and as such, it 

avoids the bias of using a single genealogical reconstruction (Kuhner et al. 

1995).  
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Of the many estimators of θ available, for simplicity, θ was estimated using 

two of the oldest and widely used non-genealogical methods Watterson’s 

(1975) estimator θw and Tajima’s (1983) estimator Π.  For speed of 

computation, I chose the genealogical estimator UPBLUE (Fu 1994a).  The 

latter method is based on generalized linear models and obtains its estimate 

from a sample genealogy estimated by the unweighted pair-group method with 

arithmetic mean (UPGMA) method. When necessary, a long-term history of 

effective population size was obtained using Wattersons’ estimate θ1 (Fu and Li 

1993), which is estimated with mutations of size 1 excluded, resulting in: 

 

θ1 = (K – ξ1)/ (an – 1) 

 

ξ1 = the number of external mutations, K = segregating sites and an  = 1 + ½ + 

1/3 ….. + 1/n-1. 

 Because θ1 can be applied to a subset of mutation classes, it is particularly 

useful when one suspects that certain classes of mutations are likely to be 

strongly affected by an evolutionary force (Fu 1994b). For example, various 

scenarios of euphausiid population history have a large effect on mutations of 

size 1 (Fu 1994a,b). If an excess of mutations of this size is apparent it is 

therefore sensible to obtain a long-term euphausiid effective population size 

from θ1 excluding mutations of size 1 (Yu et al. 2002).   
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 Watterson (1975) derived an estimate of θ using the number of polymorphic 

sites (K) which was, θω  = K / an, where an is a constant coefficient with a 

variance (assuming no recombination) given by Var (θω) = Var K / an. The 

estimate of Tajima (1983) on the other hand uses the mean number of pair wise 

differences between sequences (П) in the sample to get θ based on the finding 

of Watterson (1975) that E (П) = θ r = 2Nμ. Although both of these moments-

based summary statistics estimators have had important applications in 

population genetics, it has been shown that they convey only a fraction of the 

information available in sample (Felsenstein 1992; Fu 1994a).  

 

An alternative approach that makes statistical inferences based on a more 

detailed pattern of polymorphisms, is Fu’s (1994a) UPBLUE estimate, which 

uses recursive least squares methods incorporating the genealogical 

information of the sequences. This estimator is more efficient than both the 

Watterson (1975) and Tajima (1983) methods as its coefficients are functions 

of more detailed information available in the coalescent process (Fu 1994a).  In 

fact it has been shown that BLUE estimates often have the theoretically 

minimum variance possible. That is the smallest possible variance assuming the 

coalescent tree is known (Fu 1994a). This is because the estimation depends on 

determining the number of mutations of state i of the coalescent (Fu 1994a,b). 

This state of the coalescent process can be characterized in terms of the 

mutations on a branch (mi), the size of the branch (ζ i) or the type of branch (ηi), 

and the topological structure of the genealogy has no effect on estimates of θ 
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(Vasco et al. 2001). Mutations in a sample therefore fall into n-1 different sizes 

and as both K and π can be computed from the frequencies of the different 

classes of mutations (Fu 1994a) the latter contain more information than the 

former (Yu et al. 2002). These methods measure time in the number of 

generations (Vasco et al. 2001) and assume the infinitely-many sites model for 

mutations with μg as the mutation rate and a Poisson process for mutations (Fu, 

1994a). 

 

 It should be noted that both genealogical and non-genealogical estimators of θ 

put different weights on mutations occurring in different time periods (Crandall 

et al. 1999; Su et al. 2001). Fu’s UPBLUE estimator places heavy emphasis on 

young mutations revealing relatively recent population processes whereas, 

Tajima’s (1983) estimate places heavy emphasis on older mutations reflecting 

ancient population events (Fu 1997). Comparing the two estimators has been 

used as a way to provide clues to how population size (N), has changed over 

time. For example, if the estimate calculated using UPBLUE was twice that of 

Tajima (Su et al. 2001), this would be taken as an indication of a recent 

population doubling (Fu 1994a; Crandall et al. 1999; Su et al. 2001). 

Furthermore, if a hierarchical pattern in the means and variances of Watterson,  

(1975) and BLUE (Fu 1994ab) estimators is observed then this signature may 

imply rapid population expansion (Vasco et al. 2001). The UPBLUE 

calculations were done by entering the data directly onto the website: 

www.hgc.sph.uth.tmc.edu/cgi-bin/UPBLUE.pl. 

http://www.hgc.sph.uth.tmc.edu/cgi-bin/UPBLUE.pl
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All of the above estimators of θ assume that the coalescent evolves in a 

constant environment. When this assumption is violated it may greatly affect 

the shape of the coalescent tree (Vasco et al. 2001) and failure to take account 

of this possibility will almost certainly lead to substantial reduction in the 

accuracy of any population parameters estimates produced.  

  

 Although, analytical formulas exist for the mean and variance of the 

coalescence time distribution and can be used to derive the distance based 

UPBLUE estimator described previously, this is not the case for the coalescent 

in a varying environment (Vasco et al. 2001). However, an approximation of 

the coalescent expectations for variable environments can be obtained by 

estimating the coalescent times of a gene tree using summary statistics over a 

set of Monte-Carlo generated genealogies (Vasco et al. 2001).   One such least-

squares estimator for variable environments EVE (Vasco et al. 2001), that is 

usually available as a free package on the internet, was used to estimate 

population parameters. This method is very flexible, and attempts to quantify 

the amount of polymorphism in a sample and to explore the causal effects of 

neutrality, selection (sequence environment) and recombination whilst 

including the role of sequence ancestry (Vasco et al. 2001). It is known that 

demographic and selective events in a species or populations history will leave 

a distinct signature in the pattern of branching of the gene genealogy (Hudson 

1990). For example in a population having undergone a recent expansion, 

branch length at the tips of the tree will be longer than expected relative to 
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internal branches under a neutral model with constant population size (Cann et 

al. 1987; Kuhner et al. 1995, 1998, Vasco et al. 2001).  

  

 The EVE method (Vasco et al. 2001) compares the observed and expected 

pattern of branch lengths under neutrality.  Utilizing the information on tree 

shape the EVE estimators can be derived for a variety of alternative 

coalescence models, including exponential and logistic population size change. 

It has been shown that these estimators can be applied to many different models 

of the coalescent in a variable environment (Vasco et al. 2001). This method 

has been shown to give a consistent and nearly unbiased estimate of 

demographic population parameters and will provide a more accurate estimate 

when compared to the non-phylogenetic summary statistic estimators based 

upon the average pairwise differences among sequences π (Tajima 1983), or 

the number of segregating sites (Watterson 1975).   A major advantage of the 

EVE method is that it produces an unbiased estimate of the population 

mutation and growth rates, even when growth has been extremely rapid under 

which conditions the sophisticated MCMC likelihood method (Kuhner et al. 

1998) displays substantial bias producing unreliable estimates (Vasco personal 

communication).  The EVE program (Vasco et al. 2001) can usually be 

accessed via the Internet however, at the time of writing this thesis was 

unavailable. All of the EVE calculations were done on a beta version of the 

program kindly donated by the author and run on an IBMp655 High 
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Performance Computer at the Research Computing Center at the University of 

Georgia, Texas.   

 

2.12.1 MCMC methods 

To compare the results obtained with the simple moment-based summary 

statistics, and least squares genealogical methods, and to assess the evidence 

for population expansion in euphausiid populations I used a method that 

employs a Markov chain Monte-Carlo approach to evaluate the integrated 

likelihood function for population parameters (Kuhner et al. 1995, 1998).  

Because this method utilizes the full haplotype data in samples of multiple 

sequences and Metropolis-Hastings sampling, it can take into account both the 

sampling and the genealogical variation in gene frequencies (Kuhner et al. 

1995, 1998). 

 

Scaled effective population size (θ), was estimated with the program Fluctuate 

using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Kuhner et al. 1995, 1998) under a 

model of no-growth (θ i = θ0 ) and under a model of exponential growth (θ i = θ0 

e gt  ). Here, θ  = 2Neμ and g is in units of μ-1. This method is most sensitive to 

demographic change because it exploits features of the genealogy not used in 

other tests. This method assesses the goodness of fit of a model of exponential 

growth (or decline) and generates maximum likelihood estimates of the growth 

parameter (g) and its standard deviation.  The exponential growth rate is in 

units of g/us per generation. Positive values indicate population growth and 
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negative values population decline. The unscaled exponential growth rate can 

be obtained by multiplying growth rate (g) and the mutation rate per site per 

generation (μs).  

 

For each independent run with Fluctuate, Watterson’s (1975) estimate of θ 

which is based on the number of segregating sites in a sample was used for the 

initial θ value, over various initial growth rates ranging between -100 and 

+100. Because these computations may show an upward bias and standard 

deviations are only approximate, I have conservatively used g to indicate 

population growth if g > 3SD(g).  

 

Individual runs involved 10-20 short chains and 2 long chains of 20000 steps 

with a 30 step sampling increment. Further exploration of parameter space was 

done including restarts at or near local peaks obtained and using the same 

number of steps and chains. Replicate runs with different random number seeds 

were conducted to check whether the chain was converging upon the ergodic 

stationary distribution (Kuhner et al. 1995, 1998). 

 

Obtaining an unbiased estimate of growth with confidence intervals narrow 

enough to discriminate between for example, the case of a constant population 

size with coalescence estimators is notoriously difficult due to the severe lack 

of information about the most ancient parts of a single-gene genealogy because 

only a few such lineages are still present in the population (Kuhner et al. 1995, 
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1998).  It is thought that this inherent upward bias will be a common feature of 

all approaches to estimating this parameter (Kuhner et al. 1995, 1998), thus 

limiting the power of these methods to distinguish between alternative 

hypotheses such as growth vs. no growth. A comparison of the results obtained 

with the least squares (EVE) and maximum likelihood (Fluctuate) methods can 

be informative and may potentially help to better characterize this source of 

variation (Vasco personal comment).  

 

For example, to assess the performance of these alternative least squares and 

likelihood methods, I compared the results obtained under a model of 

exponential growth to quantify the relative contribution of each method to the 

observed variances.  It is, of course, quite possible that the exponential growth 

model is not the most appropriate for my data however, this is the only growth 

model currently supported by Fluctuate.  

 

2.12.2. Two-Lineage Estimator (Likelihood Method) 

All of the methods described above estimate the population parameters from a 

single lineage data set. For comparison, an alternative method of estimation 

MDIV (Nielsen and Wakeley, 2001) that uses a pair of lineages to jointly 

estimate multiple population parameters using Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo 

simulations was also employed. This method (Nielsen and Wakeley, 2001) was 

designed for data from one locus and derives the joint estimation of multiple 

parameters in a likelihood framework using the full haplotype data in samples 
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of multiple sequences, and assumes no intralocus recombination has occurred. 

This method utilizes a maximum likelihood approach to determine the 

probability of observing the exact sample configuration. Its use is appropriate 

when reciprocal monophyly of alleles is observed, as a single-gene tree is 

generally more informative about population structure under isolation than 

migration (Nielsen in Edwards and Beerli 2000). This method was recently 

extended to the infinite-sites model to allow for unequal population sizes 

between ancestral and descendant populations (Nielsen and Wakeley, 2001). 

However, it assumes that all populations do not change in size over time and 

are evolving according to selectively neutral expectations with no further 

subdivision within each population. Under such conditions, after separation, 

two taxa are expected to approach reciprocal monophyly after > 2Ne 

generations (Wright 1953).  

 

The simulation method used to approximate the likelihood function / posterior 

distribution of the parameters is related to the methods of Kuhner et al. (1995) 

and uses Metropolis-Hastings method (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970).  

Replicate runs with different random number seeds were conducted to check 

whether the chain was converging upon the ergodic stationary distribution. 

Individual simulations were run for 40 million updates or more and took ~12 

hours for completion on a reasonably fast personal computer. The program 

MDIV can be obtained from the website 

http:www.evolutionarygenomics.dk/pgsprograms.html 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

RESULTS Euphausia lucens 

3.1. SSCP Scoring and Sequencing 

Polymerase chain reactions with the primer combination ND1(r) and ND1(f) 

failed for the southwest Atlantic (SWA) samples, and a further investigation 

revealed that mutations in the primer sites were the most likely cause. New 

primers were designed (Gh1 and Gh2) specific to these samples (see materials 

and methods), and these amplified well for specimens of E. lucens collected 

from this region.  Because the addition of new primers with a different 

nucleotide composition from those used for the other samples, would, very 

likely, affect the tertiary structure of the single-stranded DNA molecules in 

ways not related to changes within our sequence region, the haplotype diversity 

in samples from this region was estimated separately, and direct comparisons 

among the other regional samples were made with the final sequence 

information. An example of the SSCP patterns produced by the experimental 

protocol described previously for the SWA and the southeast Atlantic (SEA) 

regional populations is shown in Figures 3.1and 3.2.  
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Figure 3.1. An example of the Euphausia lucens PCR-SSCP profiles showing a 156-bp 

fragment of mitochondrial ND1 among individuals collected from Argentina. 

Haplotype labels correspond to the designations from table 3.1.  

 

Most haplotypes were sequenced more than once. Haplotypes sharing similar 

SSCP patterns were also mostly very similar in sequence information. 

However, the degree of difference was not always concordant with sequence 

information and often a single base substitution produced relatively large shifts 

in the gel mobility for a particular specimen. For example, haplotypes BC20 

and B2 differed by a single substitution from haplotype B1, but only the 

comparison between BC20 and B1 were strikingly different gel mobility 

patterns observed (Figure 3.1).   

 

In the SSCP screening of the SWA sequences amplified with the new species-

specific-primers, the two major banding systems were synergistically 

informative on the gels. For example, haplotypes B6 and BC20 have similar 

upper bands, but a larger difference in migration of the lower ones: they differ 

by 2 bp (Figure 3.1) whereas; haplotypes B1 and B4 have similar lower bands 

but different upper ones and differ by 1 bp (Figure 3.1).  

  B1   B1  BC20   B1   B1   B2     B1    B1     B2    B1    B2    B6    B6    B4    B1 
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The same pattern was not observed in the SSCP gels for the SEA samples using 

the primers ND1f – ND1r and only the lower bands were of strong intensity; 

the upper bands included additional less intense bands (Figure. 3.2.).  

 

 

Figure 3.2. An example of the Euphausia lucens PCR-SSCP profiles generated for the 

southeast Atlantic (South African) samples. Again the ND1 haplotype designations 

correspond to those presented in Table 3.1.   

 

There are several possible reasons for the presence of less intense bands: the 

samples may have been completely denatured or partially renatured prior to 

loading, there may be multiple sequences present (the result of heteroplasmy or 

nonspecific target amplification) or the single strands may have formed 

metastable conformers. Incomplete denaturation was considered to be unlikely 

for several reasons. The foremost being, that the presence of extra bands was 

reproducible between PCR’s of different samples of the same species between 

gels. The presence of multiple sequences was an unlikely possibility, 

particularly, when the additional bands were of weak intensity, as no evidence 

of multiple banding was observed in the agarose gel PCR electrophoresis or as 

multiple nucleotide peaks in the chromatograms produced after sequencing. 

           A5     A1   A1   A2    A1    A1   A1    A9    A1    C1   A1    A3    A1   A1    A1   A7    
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Faint additional bands were therefore, tentatively attributed to the presence of 

metastable conformers (Zehbe et al., Application note 384). These are identical 

in sequence to those of the primary bands but have an alternative conformation, 

which affected their mobility relative to the primary conformer. The presence 

of additional upper bands did not, however, affect the ability of SSCP to effect 

accurate identification of E. lucens haplotypes. 

 

For the SEA samples, the degree of difference in the gel mobility patterns was 

generally concordant with sequence information. For example, haplotypes A1 

and A9, A2 and A9 and A3 and A7 differed by one, two and three substitutions 

respectively  (Figure. 3.2) and these differences are clearly correlated with the 

gel mobility patterns with the most striking difference displayed between the 

latter haplotype pair. 

 

Some sequences showed consistently pale phenotypes (e.g. C1), even though 

they amplified strongly as visualized on agarose/ethidium bromide stained gels 

(Figure 3.2).  Sequencing the haplotypes for different individuals with the same 

SSCP pattern revealed no undetected mutations. It was however, often 

necessary to rerun samples from the same gel next to each other, as very often 

similar ones were not sufficiently close for easy comparison and/or occasional 

gel irregularities particularly at the edge of the gel disrupted certain 

comparisons (Figure 3.2). Often, despite cooling the gel apparatus during the 

runs, an upward curvature of the bands towards the outer edges of the gel was 
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observed, indicating that a temperature differential had developed between the 

central and peripheral lanes in the gel (Figures 3.1 and 3.2.). When this 

occurred, and when some sequences displayed very similar SSCP gel mobility 

patterns it was necessary to load the same sample at regular intervals across the 

entire gel along with a marker sequence of known haplotype designation. 

Taken together, the results suggest that SSCP screening of E. lucens sequences 

has efficiently detected moderately high levels of variation in this DNA 

fragment. 

 

3.2. Mitochondrial Sequence Variation 

Five hundred and ninety-two specimens of E. lucens from the southwest 

(SWA) and southeast (SEA) Atlantic and the southwest Pacific (SWP), were 

examined (Table 3.1). Thirty-eight distinct ND1 haplotypes were identified of 

which, twenty-four were singletons. The highest number of haplotypes was 

found in Argentina (20), followed by South Africa (17), and New Zealand (2). 

Haplotype designation and their frequencies are shown in Table 3.1.  

 

With the putative sister species E. vallentini as an outgroup, the total E. lucens 

ND1 data set contained 39 variable sites, 31 segregating within E. lucens 

sequences, with a transition/transversion ratio of 29.52, which accounted for 30 

synonymous and 2 non-synonymous substitutions. Of the 32 mutations, 11 

were purine/purine transitions, 20 were pyrimidine/pyrimidine transitions, and 

1 was a purine/pyrimidine transversion. The ND1 haplotypes differed from  
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each other by between one to seven substitutions. The non-synonymous 

changes within E. lucens both occurred at 2nd codon positions and involved a 

substitution of asparagine with serine A147 → G147 and a substitution of serine 

with asparagine G153 → A153   (Table 3.1).  In both cases, the non-synonymous 

changes involved the replacement of one functionally similar amino acid for 

another (Dayhoff et al. 1972), and each was found in one individual only (A3 

and A16), collected from the west and south coasts of South Africa 

respectively. Similarly, all of the sites segregating between species involved 

synonymous substitutions suggesting a widespread occurrence of slightly 

deleterious mutations consistent with nearly neutral theory (Ohta 1992, Kimura 

1963, Rand and Kahn 1989).  The combined proportion of guanine and 

cytosine nucleotide bases was 0.356, a level typical for the A-T rich crustacean 

genome.   

 

3.3 Phylogenetic Analysis 

A median joining network (Bandelt et al. 1999) was constructed that reveals a 

clear geographical pattern which can be superimposed onto the network with 

two distinct reciprocally monophyletic clades: the first, corresponding to the 

SEA, the second, to the area of ocean covering the SWA and including three 

individuals collected in the southwest Pacific (Figure 3.3).  
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Figure 3.3. Median-joining network depicting the phylogenetic relationships among 

and the geographical assignment of, all E. lucens mtDNA haplotypes (filled coloured 

circles) based on ND1 sequences: orange, Argentina, green, South Africa and black, 

New Zealand. The size of each circle is proportional to the corresponding haplotype 

frequency. Blue circles indicate missing intermediates. Numbers in red on each branch 

indicates the nucleotide site where the substitution occurred.  

 

These same clades were consistently recovered in the majority-rule consensus 

trees constructed by minimum evolution (Figure 3.4) and the maximum 

likelihood (Figure 3.5) albeit, with moderate bootstrap support.  Obtaining high 
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bootstrap support values is very unlikely when the divergence between clades 

is low (Bandelt et al. 1999; Zhang and Hewitt 2000), as is typically observed 

with intraspecific data.  

 

Although traditional phylogenetic methods are not the most appropriate in 

determining genealogical relationships among sequences for a variety of 

reasons (Posada and Crandall 2001), this result provides some support for the 

suggestion that the two regional populations have been isolated long enough to 

become genetically isolated, and that substantial gene flow with individuals 

crossing the open ocean has not occurred in the recent past. 

 

Results of the most appropriate substitution model estimated in ModelTest 

using a likelihood ratio test was HKY + G  (2(lnL1-lnL0) = 0.025, df =1 P > 

0.437) with 5 rate categories (K) and a gamma distribution shape parameter (G) 

of 0.40, Pinvar = 0 and a TRatio of 43.15.  
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Figure 3.4. The minimum evolution trees for E. lucens ND1 sequences using the most 

appropriate substitution model as determined hLRT using ModelTest (see text). Trees were 

rooted with four E. vallentini sequences. Numbers above branches represent bootstrap values. 
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The high frequency haplotypes were internal to the tree, and a number of rare 

or singleton haplotypes were derived from each high frequency type (Figure 

3.3). A shallower topology was observed in the SEA clade, where, apart from 

the most common haplotype, only two other haplotypes (A4, A8) were 

positioned internally in the network. By contrast, seven haplotypes (B1, B2, 

B4, B8, B9, B16, B19), including the most frequent, were placed internally in 

the SWA clade. Two of these however, were only placed internally because of 

the insertion of missing intermediates (blue circles) by the analysis program.  

 

Although this suggests that the SWA may be the older of the two clades, both 

clades are still relatively shallow, perhaps implying a high turnover of variants 

of polymorphism.  Also, the relative frequency of the rare haplotypes is lower 

in the SEA population even though the sample size was three times larger; 

suggesting that the higher variation observed in the SWA population accurately 

characterizes this population and if anything, has been underestimated in this 

investigation (Table 3.2). 
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Connecting the center of the two main clades is a branch six mutations long, 

two of which are fixed, and placed on this branch is haplotype C1, representing 

a single individual collected from New Zealand (Figure 3.3).  The haplotypes 

differed from each other by between one to seven substitutions, and all but four 

haplotypes (A2, C1, B6, and B10), differed by a single substitution from their 

nearest neighbour. One haplotype (B1) was shared between New Zealand and 

the SWA where, in the latter region, it occurred at the highest frequency in all 

of the local samples (Figure 3.6).  

 

A total of four missing intermediates have been inserted in the genealogy 

(Figure 3.3), one of which is positioned on the branch connecting the two major 

clades, while the remainder form alternate pathways represented here as loops, 

two in the SWA, and one in the SEA clade respectively. Ambiguous 

relationships among haplotypes (i.e. reticulations) were twice as common in the 

SWA compared to the SEA, a result of the homoplasy observed at sites 4, 7, 

46, 82 and 148 (Figure 3.3).  Most conflicts could be resolved with the 

frequency criterion of Crandall and Templeton (1993). Haplotype B18 provides 

an example. This haplotype shares purine/pyrimidine transitions at sites 7 and 

82 with haplotypes B19 and B2. However, the latter haplotype was much more  
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Figure 3.6.  Map showing the three sampling locations for Euphausia lucens over  the 

Patagonian Continental Shelf in the southwest Atlantic. The pie charts show the 

frequency of ND1 haplotypes among samples. The same haplotype (B1) was the most 

frequent in each of the separate samples. Sample numbers shown in pie charts. 
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frequent than the former, which, occurs as a singleton. Therefore, the 

genealogy was resolved as shown in Figure 3.7. All conflicts in the data set 

could be resolved in this manner. Further, none of the conflicts in the network 

were between haplotypes from different populations, precluding the use of the 

geographical criterion to provide additional support to any particular topology 

produced for this data set. When the loops have been resolved this way the 

SWA, unlike the SEA clade, contains several sub-clades, each dominated by a 

single haplotype at an overall intermediate frequency, with rare haplotypes as 

descendants (Figure 3.7). 

 

The level of divergence between the two main clades involved four 

substitutions, all non-synonymous, representing a 4.8% (p-uncorrected) 

difference that indicates that either these lineages split relatively recently or 

that the mutation rate in this mtDNA fragment is relatively low. The excess of 

rare ND1 alleles that are singletons is less pronounced in the SWA population, 

where several haplotypes achieve intermediate frequency (Figure 3.7). It is 

interesting to note that one of the New Zealand haplotypes is identical to the 

most common haplotype in the SWA.  
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Figure 3.7. Median-joining network depicting the phylogenetic relationships among 

and the geographical assignment of, all E. lucens mtDNA haplotypes (filled coloured 

circles) based on ND1 sequences with the loops resolved using various coalescent 

criteria (see text).  

 

3.3.1.  MDIV 

Recently developed methods for fitting the full isolation model with migration 

were applied to the data for the two regional Atlantic populations using the 

program MDIV (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001). The coalescence based 

population parameters, including the maximum likelihood estimators of 

divergence times (T), number of migrants (M), and θ ML for the two regional 
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euphausiid populations were estimated with MDIV and the results for the 

southeast and southwest Atlantic clades are listed in Table 3.3.  

 

Comparison Theta Nm PDT TMRCA 
PDT 

(MYA) 
TMRCA 
(MYA) 

       
SWA-SEA 2.262 0.004 1.42 2.05 1.14 1.65 

              
 

Table 3.3.  Results of the coalescent analysis of E. lucens populations based on 

NADH1 (ND1) sequence data. Theta, the migration parameter (Nm) and population 

divergence time are all modes of the posterior probability distributions generated in the 

programme MDIV. All results are in coalescent units except the last two columns, 

which list PDT and the time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) in 

millions of years ago (MYA) based on a molecular clock of 1.8% per million years 

and assuming a single generation per year (see text for details). 

 

To convert to estimates of percentage divergence time (PDT) and expected 

time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) to actual time (millions of 

years ago, MYA) I used an averaged molecular clock estimate based on the 

mitochondrial CO1 sequences of another crustacean, the snapping shrimp 

Alpheus spp.; (Knowlton et al. 1993; Knowlton and Weigt 1998), which ranged 

from 1.4 to 2.2% sequence divergence between pairs of lineages per million 

years. I also assumed generation times of one year for Euphausia lucens (Stuart 

and Pillar 1988). To convert coalescence-based parameters to estimates in 

millions of years, I assumed an average of 1.8% sequence divergence per 
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million years and for a fragment 156 base pairs in length thus obtained a value 

for the mutation rate, u of 2.81 x 10 –6 mutations per sequence per generation. 

Using this estimate, the effective population size (Ne) was calculated from the 

estimated θ ML using the formula Ne = θ ML / 2μ and then used to convert the T 

values scaled by Ne, in number of generations. Applying the previously 

described mutation rate to estimates of PDT estimated the time of separation 

between the southeast and southwest Atlantic basins to be 1.14 MYA, 

indicating middle Pleistocene divergence with the most common ancestor 

suggested to have occurred in the early Pleistocene (1.65 MYA). Although 

models of gene flow between populations vary in their assumptions, it has been 

shown that practically any migration, however small, will be sufficient to 

preclude genetic divergence (Maynard-Smith 1989; Slatkin 1985); the results 

of this analysis imply that Euphausia lucens populations separated by the 

Atlantic Ocean have been isolated without gene flow since they began to 

diverge.  

 

3.4. Rooting of the Intraspecific Genealogy 

All outgroup analyses under the two phylogenetic methods employed (Figure 

3.4 and 3.5), confirm the reciprocal monophyly of ND1 sequences from E. 

lucens and E.vallentini. More surprisingly, using ML, and ME, the most basal 

lineage in the Euphausia lucens clade is located in South Africa, suggesting 

that the Argentinean population form a monophyletic group nested among 

Atlantic haplotypes.  
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With an outgroup sequence (E. vallentini), which allows us to infer the 

ancestral nucleotides of each segregating site; a haplotype evolutionary 

network was constructed (Figure 3.8), using the median-joining method 

(Bandelt et al. 1999).  Including all the haplotypes in the outgroup analysis 

however, leads to the insertion of numerous putative missing intermediates 

using this network construction method. This results in an increase in 

reticulations, rendering data visualization and interpretation difficult. This is 

presumably due to the increase in alternative pathways (homoplasy), between a 

relatively distant outgroup, and the respective ingroups where sequence 

similarity is high (within clades). Indeed this lack of power to resolve among 

alternative connections is a problem inherent in a star-shaped phylogeny where 

the average number of mutational steps between the constituent sequences 

within the ingroup is low (Figure 3.3). It has been shown that haplotypes of low 

frequency usually occur at the tips of cladograms, while those of high 

frequency occur in the interior (Excoffier and Langaney 1989, Crandall and 

Templeton 1993), and that there is an age to frequency relationship (Donnelly 

and Tavaré 1986) with older alleles (high frequency) having a greater 

probability of producing mutational derivatives and therefore, becoming 

internal, than do younger haplotypes (low frequency). Therefore only those 

haplotypes whose frequencies were > 1 were included in the outgroup analysis 

using a M-J network  
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Figure 3.8. Median-joining network depicting the phylogenetic relationships among 

and the geographical assignment of E. lucens mtDNA haplotypes (filled coloured 

circles) rooted with the sister group E. vallentini based on ND1 sequences: orange, 

SWA, green, SEA and black, SWP. A red diamond indicates a missing intermediate. 

Numbers in red on each branch indicates the nucleotide site where the substitution 

occurred.  

 

Again, the MRCA of the Atlantic E. lucens sequences is inferred to have 

occurred in the SEA, with 17 and 19 substitutions respectively, representing the 

minimum and maximum distances between the E. vallentini outgroup 

sequence, and this clade (Figure 3.8). For the SWA clade, this distance was 21 

and 22 substitutions respectively, and for New Zealand 20.  
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Using the frequency criterion, the position of the MRCA in the Atlantic for this 

species would be in the SEA, although this estimate is biased towards this 

population due to the relatively large differences in sample sizes employed 

(153 and 438) between regions. With the topology criterion, the SWA or the 

SEA could be the root, and using the total number of occurrences in different 

populations, either New Zealand or the SWA. The fact that the SWA region 

displayed the highest diversity, as evidenced by the h, π and θ  statistics (Table 

3.2), despite comprising the smallest sample, provides additional support for it 

candidacy as the site of the MCRA. From the phylogenetic evidence provided 

here for the Atlantic Ocean, the southeast basin appears to be the more likely 

location of the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) in E. lucens. However, 

the differences between the numbers of steps separating the two clades from 

the E. vallentini outgroup are not large (Figure 3.8). Additionally, the shared 

haplotypes between the SWA and the SWP suggests that a Pacific origin for 

this species cannot be ruled out at this time. As only two individuals were 

collected from Pacific waters, further data will be required for inferences 

regarding the location of the MRCA in this species to be made with any 

confidence.  

 

 

3.5. Spatial and Temporal Comparisons 

As well as harbouring the highest number of ND1 haplotypes, the SWA 

population had the highest haplotype diversity (h), nucleotide diversity (π), and 
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number of segregating sites (S) (Table 3.2). This pattern was consistently 

observed in all of the separate samples as well as the combined data set.  The 

high and dominant frequency of haplotype A1 (Table 3.1) in the SEA was 

responsible for the low haplotype and nucleotide diversities there because 

frequencies of haplotypes influence these statistics. The differences between 

countries were smaller in their estimates of θ (Table 3.7) based on the number 

of segregating sites, which are governed by sample size and not by frequencies 

of haplotypes. However, nucleotide diversity was still relatively low in both 

south Atlantic basins reflecting the fact that most haplotypes differ by a single 

substitution .  

 

No evidence of any subdivision is apparent among the three SWA samples, 

with four haplotypes present in all the samples, the most common (B1) ranging 

in frequency from 2 to 68% (Figure 3.6).  However the number of “private 

alleles” (Slatkin 1985) was relatively high with three found in samples 16 and 

17 and seven in sample 18 (Figure 3.6).  The latter sample also had the highest 

number of haplotypes (14), and this is reflected in the high average pair-wise 

differences between sequences and haplotype and nucleotide diversity values 

(Table 3.2).  Estimating the ratio of transitions to transversions was difficult for 

the SWA sequences as all of the observed polymorphisms were transitions, 

twelve of which were pyrimidine/pyrimidine, and four, purine/purine.   
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Temporal comparisons between samples collected from the SEA in the years 

2000, and 2001, revealed an absence of any significant inter-annual variation in 

diversity as estimated by summary statistics (Table 3.2). In the years 2000 and 

2001, eight and eleven ND1 haplotypes respectively were found. The most 

frequently observed haplotype was the same in both years, and sample-specific 

haplotypes were common due to an excess of rare alleles, with 72.22 % of 

haplotypes occurring as singletons. Of the 17 ND1 haplotypes recorded for the 

SEA, only three were shared between years (A1, A2 and A14).  Of the 

remainder, 11 were singletons, and 3 occurred at very low frequencies (Table 

3.1). In the SEA data there were a total of 15 transitions a single transversion. 

Eight of these transitions were pyrimidine/pyrimidine, and seven were 

purine/purine. The single transversion involved the substitution of G58 - T58 , 

and occurred in two individuals, at a first codon position (Table 3.1). The 

absence of significant temporal or spatial genetic structuring within the SEA 

population enabled combining samples for increased statistical power.  

 

3.6. Spatial distribution and Direction of Mutations 

I examined the pattern of mutations to see if there is any unususal feature that 

could affect the subsequent analyses (Yu et al., 2003). All of the 32 mutations 

in all the sequences could be inferred for the direction of mutation i.e. which 

nucleotide is ancestral and which is the mutant. Table 3.4 shows the pattern of 

mutations. For the E lucens sequences the number of mutations from x to y (x, 

y = A, G, C, or T) shows an excess T to C. 
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 anc mutation A G C T  
       
A….  0 8 0 2  
       
G….  8 0 0 2  
       
C….  0 1 0 4  
       
T….  0 1 13 0  
             
       
Table 3.4. Patterns of nucleotide change in ND1 sequences of E. lucens.  
                 Anc = Ancestral mutation derived from E. vallentini 

 

I examined the spatial distribution of mutations. The entire ND1 region of 156 

nucleotides was divided into 10 regions of equal length (16 base pairs) and the 

occurrences of mutations in the ten regions were 3, 2, 4, 5, 5, 3, 3, 5, 6, and 2 

among the sequences. A chi-square test cannot reject the hypothesis that 

mutation rates in all regions were the same (χ2 = 4.72, df = 9, p > 0.5).  

 

3.6.1. Frequencies of Mutant Nucleotides in the Sample 

The frequencies of mutations in a sample can be used for estimating population 

parameters and for inferring the evolutionary forces that have operated on the 

locus (Yu et al. 2003). Mutations can be classified into different sizes and the 

observed and expected frequencies under the neutral Wright-Fisher (1959) 

model can be compared (Table 3.5). An excess or deficiency of a particular 

class of mutations in a sample can provide clues to which type of evolutionary 

process may be responsible for the observed pattern of polymorphisms. A 

conspicuous excess of singletons was found in the total (Table 3.5) and 

separate E. lucens sub-samples (Table. 3.6).  
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                          Total 
Mutation Size Occurrences   Expectation 
    
1 21  4.934 
2 7  2.467 
3 4  1.645 
7 1  0.704 
10 1  0.493 
18 1  0.274 
150 2  0.033 
430 1  0.011 
438 2  0.011 
591 1  0.008 
others…..…. 0  30.43 
    
Total.….…… 41   41 

 

 Table 3.5. Frequency of mutations of various sizes in ND1 mtDNA sequences of E.       

lucens for the entire sample. 

  
 SEA (k = 17)   SWA (k = 20) 
Size Count  Expect  Count  Expect 
1 9  2.298  13 3.084 
2 3  1.149  3 1.542 
3 1  0.766  2 1.028 
7 0  0.328  1 0.441 
8 2  0.287  0 0.386 
18 0  0.128  1 0.171 
142 0  0.016  1 0.022 
149 0  0.015  1 0.021 
152 0  0.015  1 0.020 
437 1  0.005  0 0.007 
others 0  10.993  0 16.278 
       
Total 16   16   23  23 

 

Table 3.6. Frequencies of mutations of various sizes in the E. lucens for the ND1    

mtDNA sequences for the regional sub-samples. K = the number of haplotypes. 
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In addition to the excess of mutations of size 1 the SWA sample displayed an 

excess of mutations of high frequency, and this is reflected in the shapes of the 

allele frequency spectra for these populations (Figure. 3.9a-b). 
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Figure 3.9. Haplotype frequency spectrum (ND1) for E. lucens populations   a) SEA b) 

SWA 

a) 

b) 
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3.7. Neutrality Tests 

All of the neutrality tests employed implicitly assume that the data fit an 

infinite-sites model of nucleotide substitution. Therefore, when multiple hits at 

some sites of DNA sequences are evident, certain corrections are required 

before applying these tests (Fu 1997). All of the SEA samples violate this 

assumption. Therefore, the values of the variables used in the tests for these 

samples were calculated from the sample genealogy estimated by maximum 

parsimony, an efficient way to deal with the problem of multiple hits (Fu 

1994b, 1996). Calculating the F and D values (Fu and Li 1993) requires the 

inclusion of an outgroup sequence which should be from a closely related 

population or species to avoid the complication caused by parallel and back 

mutations (Fu and Li 1993).  The values in these tests for the separate south 

Atlantic populations of E. lucens were calculated with E. vallentini as an 

outgroup. 

 

A significant departure from mutation-drift equilibrium was indicated for the 

SEA populations using all of the four tests (Tajima’s D, Fu and Li’s F and D 

and Fu’s Fs) whereas, in the SWA population, Fu and Li’s F and D tests were 

not significant. The values of all the neutrality test statistics were negative for 

both regional populations (Table 3.7) indicating an excess of rare alleles 

confirming the impression from a visual inspection of Table 3.6 and Figure 

3.9a-b. The relative proportions of external and singleton mutations in the 

different populations are also presented in Table 3.7 and a careful examination 
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of these statistics can help us to understand the reasons why the F and D 

neutrality tests for the SWA data set failed to detect a significant excess of rare 

mutants.  

 

Samples n %e %s Fu & Li’s Fu & Li’s Fu’s Tajima's 
        D F Fs D 
        
SEA Total 

438 53 60 
-3.909  

 (P < 0.001)  
-3.928  

(P < 0.001) 
-35.719  

(P < 0.0001) 
 -2.245  

(P < 0.01)  
        

SEA 2000 202 57 71 
-2.708   

(P < 0.05)  
-2.907  

(P < 0.02)  
-13.104  

(P < 0.03) 
-1.929   

(P < 0.05) 
        

SEA 2001 236 64 64 
-3.880   

(P < 0.02)  
-3.876  

(P < 0.02)  
-17.475  

(P < 0.0001) 
 -2.125  

(P < 0.01)  
        

SWA 152 29 47 
-1.097   

(P> 0.10) 
-1.706  

(P > 0.10) 
-18.929  

(P < 0.001) 
 -2.004  

(P < 0.05) 
        
Total 590 30 40     
                
 

Table. 3.7. The results of the neutrality tests based on ND1 for the various E. lucens 

data sets. %e = percentage external mutations, %s = percentage of singleton mutations. 

 

Because D and F tests compare the relative proportion of external mutations to 

the total number of mutations and the average difference between pairs of 

sequences respectively, a significantly negative test result indicates an excess 

of external mutations (Fu and Li 1993). From Tables 3.2 and 3.7 it can be seen 

that the SWA population which had the highest number of mutations and 

nucleotide diversity also had lowest proportion of external and singleton 

mutations producing the least negative values of D and F and explaining the 
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non-significant results obtained. Although the result is non-significant for the 

SWA data set, the test is skewed towards an excess of mutations of size 1, as 

evidenced by the negative values produced for both the D and F statistics 

(Table 3.7).  

 

For all the data sets, with the exception of South Africa 2001, F values were 

more negative than D due to the higher proportions of singleton compared to 

external mutations. In the 2001 data set, both types of mutations were in similar 

proportions, and this is reflected in the similar values observed with the F and 

D tests (Table 3.7). For the SWA, all of the different test statistics values are 

less negative than those obtained for the SEA (Table 3.7), and this may be due, 

in part, to the greater nucleotide diversity in the former population, that was at 

least one order of magnitude higher than the latter (Table 3.2).  

 

Tajima’s test (Tajima 1989) produced similar values for the separate regional 

populations with the most negatively significant values observed in the SEA 

2001 data set where size 1, and intermediate frequency mutations (25-75%), 

were in excess (data not shown).  A polymorphism of intermediate frequency 

appears as a difference between many pairs of sequences and contributes more 

to Π than does a low frequency mutation (Hudson 1990). In contrast, mutations 

of low frequency contribute more to θw; (Hudson 1990, Fu 1994a). When both 

low and intermediate frequency mutations are in excess, one inflates the value 

of the numerator (Π) and the other inflates the value of the denominator (θw) 
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resulting in a small difference between θw and Π.  To obtain a negatively 

significant value in this sample the excess of low size mutations would have to 

be relatively large. 

 

Fu’s (1997) Fs statistic, which is sensitive to the presence of rare mutations 

relative to expectation based on nucleotide diversity, was highly significant for 

both regional populations with the most negative values displayed for the SWA 

(Table 3.7). All four neutrality tests conducted separately on the SEA data for 

the different years were negatively significant, more so in 2001 compared to 

2000 (Table 3.7),  

 

For all the tests, the magnitude of difference between the two main regional 

populations is less affected by the contribution of the year 2000, compared to 

2001 (Table 3.7). A separate analysis revealed that in both years, the value of 

Fs increases (becomes less negative), relative to the SWA population, and in 

the year 2000 this effect is also seen in Tajima’s statistic. As the D and F tests 

of Fu and Li (1993) were only marginally insignificant, negative selection 

cannot be ruled out.  

 

It is expected that selection would produce similar polymorphism patterns in 

the South African and Argentinean populations (Yu et al. 2001), and that is the 

case here. However, although both regional populations show an excess of size 

1 or young mutations, the proportion of older, larger size mutations is greater in 
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the SWA (Table 3.6). It should be noted that no shared haplotypes were 

observed between the separate regional populations. This is not likely the effect 

of limited sampling effort given the sample sizes employed and implies recent 

genetic exchange has not occurred between the two regional populations, as 

indicated by the results of the phylogenetic analysis.  

 

The probability of observing reciprocal monophyly of sequences between 

populations’ increases with time since the most common recent ancestor, and 

under the nearly neutral mutation model, should be achieved when the 4N 

generations have passed since these populations diverged. However, if the 

genetic variation in the sampled population is organized into separate demes, 

and one samples only two of these, this probability will also be inflated 

(Arbogast et al. 2002). The data required to test this hypothesis would 

necessarily involve collecting samples at regular intervals along a longitudinal 

transect across the south Atlantic Ocean that would involve substantial 

financial resources not currently available to this study. 

 

3.8. Estimating the Effective Population Size 

An essential parameter of a population is θ. For a mitochondrial locus, θ = 2k 

Ne μ  where Ne is the effective population size, and μ is the mutation rate per 

generation (k = 1 haploid, k = 2 diploid) and is relevant to almost all the 

statistics one can compute from the polymorphism in a sample (Fu and Li 

1993). Thus, its value is critical in understanding how the population has 
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evolved. Estimates of effective population size Ne, calculated from the θ  values 

are presented in Table 3.8. 

 

θ estimated from several estimators  

Methods Total Sample South Africa Argentina 
  

Tajima 2.433 1.045 1.316 
  

Watterson 4.934 2.298 3.085 
  

Fu's UPBLUE 10.472 4.546 6.056 
  

Wattersonc 1.418 1.155 1.259 
  

EVE 120.12 80.112 110.020 
  

Fluctuate n/a 30.264 10.842 
  

 
wcc singleton mutations removed  

  

Table. 3.8. The estimates of the population mutation rate parameter θ  for the E. lucens 

ND1 samples using a range of different estimators. θ = 2Nu. 

 

For the entire sample there is a considerable range in the θ  estimates. For μ = 

2.81 x 10-6 per generation, the Tajima (1983), and Watterson (1975) estimates 

of θ give effective population sizes (Ne) of 0.43 x 106 and 0.88 x 106 

individuals respectively (Table 3.8). The UPBLUE (Fu 1994a) estimator 

produced even higher values (1.87 x 106). When singleton mutations are 

excluded the Watterson estimate θ1, yields an estimate of 1.418, that 

corresponds to an effective population size of 0.25 x 106 individuals. 
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Considering each sub sample separately: with all the estimators the highest θ  

values were obtained for the SWA population, providing support for its 

candidacy as the site of the MRCA. For this population, effective population 

size estimates of 0.234 x 106, 0.549 x 106 and 1.08 x 106 indivuduals were 

obtained with the Tajima (1983), Watterson (1975) and UPBLUE  (Fu 1994a) 

estimates respectively. For the SEA population the same estimators produced 

estimates of effective population size of 0.186 x 106, 0.409 x 106 and 0.81 x 

106. As was observed for the entire sample, estimates of θ  for separate sub 

samples are even lower, indicating effective population sizes of 0.23 x 106 and 

0.21 x 106 individuals for the SWA and SEA populations respectively (Thus, 

reflecting the relative contribution to these statistics from mutations of size 1).  

Note that all of θ  estimators vary consistently for the two subsamples and the 

total sample. For example, the UPBLUE estimate of θ   (Table 3.8) for the 

entire population, is four times as large as the Tajima estimate, a pattern also 

seen in the separate SW (UPBLUE θ = 6.056 / Tajima’s θ = 1.316), and SE 

(UPBLUE θ = 4.54 / Tajima’s θ = 1.041) Atlantic populations.  

 

All of the methods of estimating θ  employed previously implicitly assume that 

the coalescent evolves in a constant environment. However, the accuracy and 

reliability of coalescence-based parameter estimates will be markedly affected 

when this basic assumption is violated (Vasco et al. 2001; Hudson 1990).  The 
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results of the neutrality tests indicate that this assumption may not hold for E. 

lucens populations, therefore, θ  was also calculated using an estimator for 

variable environments with the EVE package (Vasco et al. 2001) that obtains 

approximations to the coalescent expectations using Monte-Carlo generated 

genealogies under a variety of alternative coalescent models.    

 

Under the exponential model of population growth, the EVE (Vasco et al. 

2001) estimates of θ  are higher than the UPBLUE ones (Table 3.8), for both 

the total sample (θ = 120, r = 143) and the separate sub samples, and rapid 

growth is indicated in both the combined, and separate SW (θ =110, r = 149), 

and SE (θ = 80, r = 142) populations. Applying the same mutation rate as 

before (page 96) these estimates give effective population sizes of 1.96 x 107 

and 1.42 x 107 individuals for the SWA and SEA populations respectively. 

 

A major criticism of the UPBLUE methods is that they rely on a single 

genealogy, although Fu (1994a) analyzed 100 most parsimonious trees and 

concluded that the variance differed little among trees. To provide a 

comparison, θ was estimated using the program Fluctuate (Kuhner et al. 1995, 

1998) that takes a maximum likelihood approach that is evaluated by Markov 

Chain Monte Carlo methods. This method uses the Metropolis-Hastings 

algorithm to evaluate the likelihood’s and estimate parameters, while the 

topology of the trees is treated as a nuisance variable.  
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Under the model of no growth, the Fluctuate maximum likelihood estimates of 

θ were substantially higher in the SE (θSEA  = 0.139), compared to the SW 

Atlantic (θSWA = 0.0520). Giving effective population sizes of 3.86 x 106 and 

1.44 x 106 individuals respectively for these populations.  The highest log-

likelihood likelihood’s were obtained under the exponential growth model for 

both south Atlantic populations however, with even higher estimates of θ 

produced (θSEA  = 0.388 and θSWA  = 0.110) corresponding to effective 

population sizes of 5.39 x 106 and 1.92 x 106 individuals respectively. In 

contrast to the previous results (Table 3.8), the maximum likelihood estimates 

of θ for the Atlantic suggest that the highest effective population size is in the 

SEA.  

 

Maximum likelihood estimates of the growth parameter g under an exponential 

model (expressed as 1/us) where us = the mutation rate per site per generation, 

were significantly positive and high for both clades. The unscaled exponential 

growth rate per generation was 6.65 x 10-6 and 7.77 x 10-6 for the SE and SW 

Atlantic populations respectively. Figure 3.10 plots the approximate 95% 

confidence intervals of θ and g and show how variable they (θ ± 1.96* s.d.). 

Growth was considered significant if g was larger than three standard 

deviations from zero, and as such, both south Atlantic populations of E. lucens 

show evidence of high and significant growth with the highest rates displayed 

in the SWA. However, it should be noted the standard deviations are 

approximations only (Kuhner et al. 1998).  
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  Southeast Atlantic Southwest Atlantic 
g0 θ s.d. θ g s.d. g cov (θ, g) θ s.d. θ g s.d. g cov (θ, g) 

           
5 0.320 0.0101 376.7 15.10 -2.22E-07 0.111 0.0074 546.9 39.44 -1.82E-04 
           

10 0.390 0.0123 328.0 12.03 -1.70E-05 0.101 0.0050 193.6 19.26 -9.01E-08 
           

20 0.330 0.0109 356.9 13.28 -1.41E-07 0.147 0.0107 506.9 32.99 1.49E-05 
           

50 0.427 0.0136 370.0 13.65 -1.49E-06 0.116 0.0065 662.8 33.90 -7.32E-09 
           

100 0.383 0.0114 374.6 12.35 6.64E-06 0.125 0.0069 506.5 32.50 -1.99E-09 
           

-5 0.435 0.0142 374.4 14.13 -1.33E-10 0.052 0.0036 197.7 37.05 8.55E-05 
           

-10 0.388 0.0114 432.6 14.04 -1.96E-07 0.170 0.0104 568.1 37.10 -2.01E-07 
           

-20 0.352 0.0117 338.0 13.85 -1.27E-05 0.089 0.0052 302.7 23.14 2.36E-15 
           

-50 0.350 0.0112 374.1 13.79 -2.07E-05 0.083 0.0044 364.7 29.25 -6.63E-10 
           

-100 0.452 0.0105 372.1 14.12 -3.40E-07 0.104 0.0072 287.1 27.80 2.27E-07 
                     

           
mean 0.383 0.0141 369.7 13.63 -6.10E-06 0.110 0.0067 413.7 31.24 -8.13E-06 

 0.443 0.0131 292.0 10.25 -6.73E-10 0.149 0.0090 478.6 32.62 -3.35E-06 
           
Table 3.9 The results for ND1 for the south Atlantic populations of E. lucens under a model of exponential growth and varying 
 the initial growth parameter. Column one contains the initial growth values for each of the independent runs. 
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Figure 3.10a-d. The estimates of θ (a-b) and g (c-d) obtained with Fluctuate for E. 

lucens with the 95% confidence limits. a-c) SWA b-d) SEA. The initial g values for 

runs 1-10 correspond to those in Table 3.9. 

 

 

 
c) SWA 

d) SEA 
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3.9. Nuclear ITS-1 Results 

The nuclear marker ITS-1 was sequenced in a random selection of 10 

individuals including specimens from each of the regional locations previously 

recovered as distinct clades in the phylogenetic analysis of the mtDNA data. 

Wide length variation in a variety of Malacostracans has previously been 

reported (Chu et. al. 2001; Murphy and Goggin 2000; Harris and Crandall 

2000), and at 438 base pairs, the length of ITS-1 in Euphausia lucens was 

longer than that of the mitten crabs Eriocheir sinensis, E. leptognathus and E. 

Formosa (Decapoda, Grapsidae), but shorter than that of the penaeid prawn 

Penaeus japonicus (Decapoda, Denaeidae), and almost half the length reported 

for the freshwater crayfish species Orconectes luteus (Decapoda, Cambaridae) 

(Chu et. al. 2001; Harris and Crandall 2000). The GC content at 59.9% was 

similar to that observed in abalone species of the genus Haliotis (Mollusca, 

Gastropoda, Halrotridae) (Coleman and Vacquier 2002), higher than that 

observed in several freshwater crayfish species (Harris and Crandall 2000), and 

more than twice that found in the tiger beetle (Vogler and DeSalle 1994). All of 

ITS-1 sequences including those from New Zealand, Argentina and South 

Africa were identical with no evidence of geographic subdivision apparent, a 

pattern somewhat at odds with the result obtained from the mtDNA data. The 

E. lucens ITS-1 sequences were, however, too divergent from all other 

available crustacean amplicons to be reliably aligned.    
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS Euphausia vallentini 

4.1. SSCP Scoring and Sequencing 
  
An example of the SSCP patterns produced by the experimental protocol 

described previously for the E. vallentini ND1 sequences is shown in Figure 

4.1.   

 

 

Figure 4.1. An example of the ND1 PCR single strand conformational polymorphism 

profiles generated for the E. vallentini samples. The haplotype labels (I-IV) correspond 

to those in Table 4.1 

 

For this species the two major banding systems in the SSCP gels were 

synergistically informative and both bands could be used to accurately score 

the different haplotypes.  Both bands were strong and unambiguous, greatly 

facilitating the haplotype screening process. As was observed for E. lucens 

(Figure. 3.1b) however, additional, less intense upper bands were occasionally 

observed in E. vallentini.  As before (page 81) the faint additional bands were 

III III IV IV IV IV IV II IV I I IV IV IV IV IV III
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tentatively attributed to the presence of metastable conformers (Zehbe et al. 

Application note 384) and did not affect the ability of SSCP to effect accurate 

identification.  

 

All haplotypes were sequenced more than once and sequencing the haplotypes 

for different individuals with the same SSCP pattern discovered no undetected 

mutations. Further, a random sample of specimens was sequenced and no 

unexpected haplotypes were recovered. Taken together, this shows that SSCP 

screening has again efficiently detected low levels of variation in this mtDNA 

fragment in E. vallentini. 

 

4.2. Sequence Variation 

Two hundred and fifty-two specimens of E. vallentini from Argentina, New 

Zealand, the south Indian Ocean, and sub-Antarctic waters in the SE Atlantic 

were examined (Table 1). Haplotype designations are shown in table 4.1.   

 

  Polymorphic Sites 
 1 1 1 
 1 3 3 
Haplotypes 2 1 9 
    
I C T G 
II . C . 
III . . A 
IV T . . 
    
Codon Position 3 3 3 
        
Table. 4.1. Positions of the variable sites in E. vallentini ND1 sequences 
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Four distinct haplotypes were identified, one of which was a singleton. Two 

haplotypes were recovered from certain localities; haplotype III, which was 

found only in the Argentinean Falkland Shelf sample, and haplotype II, 

recovered from a single sub-Antarctica sample. The remaining two haplotypes, 

IV, and I were found in all other samples where they differed only in their 

relative frequencies, with the latter haplotype, always the most frequent. 

Genetic variation in ND1 was relatively low in this species (Table 4.2) and the 

combined data set contained only three polymorphic sites, all of which 

involved synonymous transitions. Consequently, the average number of 

nucleotide differences between sequences and nucleotide and haplotype 

diversities were low (K= 0.486 π = 0.0031 h = 0.428). This is expected as all of 

the haplotypes recovered differ by a single substitution with respect to 

haplotype I.  The genetic variation observed in E. vallentini at this locus is 

relatively low compared to E. lucens, the putative sister species (Jarman et al. 

2000a), and suggests that very different evolutionary forces may have been 

responsible for shaping the patterns of polymorphism in the two descendant 

species since their split from an ancestral taxon.  
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 n Haplotypes S h π D Fs 
          (per site)     
        

Sub 
Antarctica 

125 3 2 0.335 0.0022 -0.088      
(P > 0.10) 

0.086        
(P > 0.10) 

        
Argentina 62 3 2 0.565 0.0045 1.0865     

(P > 0.10) 
1.278       

(P > 0.10) 
        

2 1 
  

Marion 
Island 

54 

  

0.509 0.0033 0.5303     
(P > 0.10) 

2.026        
(P > 0.10) 

New 
Zealand 

11 2 1 0.509 0.0033 n/a n/a 

                
        

4 3 -0.092      
(P > 0.10) 

Total 252 

    

0.428 0.0031 -0.079     
(P > 0.10) 

  
 

Table 4.2.  The ND1 summary statistics of diversity for E. vallentini samples.  None of 

the neutrality tests were significant with p > 0.10 obtained for all the tests.  S  = 

segregating sites, h = haplotype diversity, π = nucleotide diversity, D = Tajima’s test,  

Fs = Fu’s neutrality test 

 

The regional distinctness of the sub-Antarctic and Argentinean samples was 

based solely on the presence of the haplotypes II and III (Table 4.1), and is 

most likely not an artefact given the relatively large sample sizes employed. 

Given the low levels of variation observed for this locus, and the relatively 

large sample sizes employed, many more samples would be required to 

determine, with certainty, whether haplotype II, which occurred as a singleton, 

is actually restricted to sub-Antarctic waters. A similar situation applies to the 
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intermediate frequency haplotype III, as only a single location was sampled 

over the Falkland Shelf, and several additional sampling sites in this area would 

have to be investigated before population subdivision could be reliably 

inferred.  

 

4.3. Phylogenetic Analysis and Rooting the Network 

A median-joining network (M-J) was constructed and, not surprisingly, 

revealed the presence of one distinct clade, containing the four haplotypes 

(Figure 4.2).  Rooting of the intraspecific network could not be unambiguously 

achieved using the previously constructed ML, and ME majority consensus 

phylogenetic trees (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) due to the lack of resolving power 

between ingroup alternatives. If one were willing to assume that present 

distributions reflect those of the past, then, using the frequency criterion and 

topology criterion, the location of the MRCA in this species would be 

undetermined as the most frequent haplotype (IV), and the one with the highest 

number of connections to other haplotypes (I), occur in all of the samples. 

Using the total number of occurrences in different populations, this would be 

either the Falkland Shelf area around Argentina or the Atlantic sector of sub-

Antarctica. It should be noted that although genetic variation in this species is 

low for ND1, the highest diversity was observed in the neritic samples. Again, 

further sampling over the southern Patagonian Continental Shelf region will be 

required to determine the generality of this observation.  
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Figure 4.2 Median-joining network depicting the phylogenetic relationships among 

and the geographical assignment of, all E. vallentini mtDNA haplotypes (filled 

coloured circles) based on ND1 sequences: black, Argentina, blue, Marion Island, red, 

Sub-Antarctica and white, New Zealand. The size of each circle is proportional to the 

corresponding haplotype frequency and the lowest frequency was 1 (haplotype III). 

Numbers in red on each branch indicates the nucleotide site where the substitution 

occurred. 

 

4.4. Neutrality Tests  

Neutrality tests conducted on the combined data set failed to detect any 

significant deviation from neutral expectations for mutation-drift equilibrium 

with all the tests, returning positive values with the exception of the sub-
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Antarctica samples, where the value was minimally negative for Tajima’s D 

(Table 4.2). As expected, all tests indicate that there is an excess of common 

alleles in all the samples, as evidenced by the positive values obtained for these 

statistics.  Fu and Li’s D test (1993) could not be calculated due to the absence 

of any internal or older mutations in this data set. 

 
4.5 Estimates of Effective Population Size 

 
Very similar estimates of θ  for the total population were produced with the 

Watterson (θ  = 1.59) Tajima (θ  = 1.5) and Fu’s (1994b) UPBLUE (θ = 2.095) 

methods. For μ = 2. 81 x 10 6 the Watterson (1975) and Tajima (1983) and Fu’s 

(1994b) estimates translate to effective population sizes (Ne) of 141,459 

133,451 and 163,887 individuals respectively. Again these estimates are far 

lower than would be expected based on potential census sizes in this species 

however, the low levels of variation observed for this marker limits my ability 

to provide detailed inferences about the population mutation rate parameter and 

the results should be viewed as tentative. 

 

4.6. Demographic Hypotheses 

The absence of significant temporal or spatial genetic structuring enabled 

samples to be combined for increased statistical power. However, the limited 

genetic ND1 variation in E. vallentini precludes the use of some of the more 

sophisticated genealogy-based population parameter estimators  (Kuhner et al. 

1998; Vasco et al. 2001) used previously in the analysis of the E. lucens data.  
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4.7. Interspecific Comparisons  

 A phylogenetic tree was constructed for the combined E. lucens and E. 

vallentini ND1 haplotypes (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) and revealed far greater 

divergences than had been previously reported for these species with two other 

mitochondrial markers, cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (CO1) and the large 

subunit ribosomal RNA (16S rRNA) (Jarman et al. 2000a). The average 

percentage base pair distance between these species for ND1 in this study was 

19.27% with a net divergence of 17.79%, an order of magnitude greater than 

previously reported (1.25%) for 16S and CO1 combined (Jarman et al. 2000a).  

The interspecific genetic distance reported by these authors, was lower than the 

average ND1 intraspecific percentage base pair distances for E. lucens  (2.47%) 

but higher than that observed within E. vallentini (0.49%). The relatively small 

difference between the estimates of the average and net pairwise distances 

reflects the pattern of low variation within species relative to the divergence 

between them.  The net pairwise distance between the E. lucens-E. vallentini 

species pair was then used to obtain a rough estimate of divergence times under 

the assumption of a molecular clock. This is an appropriate method of 

estimating divergence time that corrects for the effects of ancestral 

polymorphism, which can be substantial especially in large subdivided 

populations (Nei and Li 1979; Edwards and Beerli 2000; Wakeley 2000). 

Applying the mutation rate previously calculated for this ND1 fragment of 2.81 

x 10-6 per sequence per generation (M and M) the split between these species 

was estimated to have occurred around 6.33 million years ago. The previous 
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estimate using 16S rRNA and CO1 placed this event at less than 1 million years 

ago (Jarman et al.  2000a) albeit, using a different method of dating the 

divergences.  

  

Although equivocal divergence dates are not necessarily expected when 

different molecular markers and dating methods are employed, the magnitude 

of the difference between the two divergence time estimates is too great to 

suggest methodological differences alone are likely the cause. Mitochondrial 

DNA can be thought of as a single non-recombining locus, and the relative 

differences between a pair of genes in a pair of species, although subject to the 

stochastic forces of random genetic drift and mutation, should be correlated 

unless forces such as selection are shaping the pattern of polymorphism at one, 

or both markers in either species. This expectation is in fact the null hypothesis 

in tests of neutrality such as the Hudson-Kreitman-Aguade (HKA) test of 

linkage disequilibrium (Hudson et al. 1987). 

 

To investigate the apparent inconsistency between the results obtained here 

with the previous study of Jarman et al. (2000a), and to provide additional 

information regarding the estimates of the TMRCA of both these species, four 

E. vallentini individuals from Marion Island, and eight individuals of E. lucens, 

including representatives of the regional clades recovered in the M-J network 

for the ND1 data were sequenced with the CO1 primers used in the Jarman et 

al. (2000a) study. Haplotype designation and their frequencies for this marker 
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are shown in Table 4.3.  

 

4.7.1.  Mitochondrial Variation in Cytochrome Oxidase I (CO1)  

The total 640 base pair CO1 data set for E. lucens had eighteen variable sites 

and defined five haplotypes. All substitutions were synonymous and the 

transition/transversion ratio for this locus was 17:1. Of the eighteen 

substitutions, nine were purine/purine transitions, eight were 

pyrimidine/pyrimidine transitions, and one was a purine/pyrimidine 

transversion. Genetic diversity was highest in SW Atlantic basin and twelve 

fixed differences separated this and the SE Atlantic population. The average 

nucleotide difference between these E. lucens  populations was high (K = 15.5), 

while in the E. vallentini data set, the four sequences were identical. Both 

results are consistent with those obtained from the ND1 locus for these species 

here.  

 

The CO1 data for the E. lucens –E. vallentini species pair had a total of fifty-

nine variable sites all involving synonymous substitutions.  Forty fixed 

differences separated the two species and the average number of nucleotide 

differences between populations was forty-eight (Table 4.3). Also included in 

Table 4.3 is one CO1 sequence each of E. lucens (gi|5853129|gb|AF177185.1|) 

and E. vallentini (gi|5853132|gb|AF177188.1|) recovered from an earlier study 

(Jarman et al. 2000a) and previously deposited in GenBank.  
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    POLYMORPHIC SITE POSITION 
                                      
                1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
     1 1 1 3 4 4 4 6 7 9 9 1 4 4 6 7 9 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 4 4 5 5 6 7 9 0
  2 3 6 9 0 5 9 6 0 5 6 3 8 0 6 4 4 7 5 4 5 1 2 4 7 5 8 1 8 0 6 2 3 8 3 1 0
                                      
ELSE1 T C C T G A G A T G T A G A C A T T A A C G T G G A T C C T G A C C T C G A
ELSE2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ELSE3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ELSE4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ELSW1 . T . . . G . . . . . . . . T . . . . G . . . . A . . . T . . . . T . T . G
ELSW2 . T . . . G . . . . . . . . T . . . . G . . . . A T A A T . . . . T . T . G
ELSW3 . T . . . G . . . . . . . . T . . . . G . . . . A . . . T . . . . T . T . G
ELSW4 . T . . . G . . . . . . . . T . . . . G . . . . A . . . T . . . . T . T . G
EVAL . . . C . G . G C A C G A G T G C C G . T A C A . . . . T C A G T . C A A C
E. LUC* . . . C . G T G C A C G A G T G C C G . T A C A . . . . T C A G T  C A A C
Eval* A A G G A G . G . A C G A G T G C C G . T A C A . . . . T C A G T  C A A C
                                      
Codon 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 1 1 3 3 3
Position                                                                           
                                      
Table. 4.3 The variable sites for E. vallentini and E. lucens for the CO1 sequences amplified with the primers HCO and
  Argentina EVAL = E. vallentini from Marion Island in the Prince Edward Island group. E. LUC*  = sequence
  AF177188.1. The grey filled boxes mark the nonysynonymous changes           
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4.7.2.  CO1 Phylogenetics 

Phylogenetic analysis was conducted on the E. lucens–E. vallentini species 

pair data set that included all of the sequences in Table 4.3. with both 

maximum parsimony (MP) and maximum likelihood (ML) methods. 

Molecular evolutionary relationships were consistent across the two linked 

gene loci and tree construction methods employed (Figure 4.3a-b).  It can be 

seen that the sequence previously identified as E. lucens (Jarman et al. 2000a) 

(gi|5853129|gb|AF177185.1|) groups in the E. vallentini clade with high 

bootstrap support and not with the E. lucens sequences generated in this 

investigation thus, explaining the low divergences between these species 

reported in that study (Jarman et al. 2000a). Two amino acid changes separate 

the two species (Table 4.3), the first occurred at a 1st codon position and 

involved the substitution of alanine with serine  G19 → T19 the other, occurred 

at a 2nd codon position and involved a substitution of tryptophan with 

phenalanine   A635 → T635 (Table 4.3).  Neither of these was fixed between 

species and indeed, both occurred in the misidentified E. lucens sequence 

previously deposited in GenBank (gi|5853129|gb|AF177185.1|). 
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Figure 4.3. The CO1 maximum parsimony tree for E. lucens and E.vallentini. This was 

one of the 32 most parsimonious trees found of length 166 steps. The numbers at the 

nodes are the bootstrapped values calculated with 4000 replicates. An identical tree 

was obtained with the maximum likelihood method (not shown). E.val* = 

gi|5853132|gb|AF177188.1| and E.LUC* = |5853129|gb|AF177185.1 ELSW = SW 

Atlantic E. lucens ELSE = SE Atlantic E. lucens. 

 

Five additional non-synonymous changes are observed between these species 

with the inclusion of the E. vallentini sequence recovered from GenBank 

gi|5853132|gb|AF177188.1| (Jarman et al. 2000a) (Table 4.3) however, these 

all occur within a section at the 3’ end of this fragment nine base pairs in 

length, and probably represent uncertainty in scoring the nucleotide 

composition for these bases in the original chromatogram. Excluding this 

sequence from the E. vallentini data set results in a significant decrease in all of 
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the measures of CO1 genetic variation within E. vallentini and diversity 

between the E. lucens –E. vallentini species pair (Table 4.4). Given the low 

levels of divergence in E. vallentini observed for both the ND1 and CO1 

markers (this study) substitutions in sequence gi|5853132|gb|AF177188.1| 

(Jarman et al. 2000a), should be viewed with suspicion until such time that the 

original chromatograms can be obtained and checked for accuracy. To avoid 

uncertainty in my conclusions this sequence was excluded from any further 

analysis.   

 

gi 5853132 S h π θ  
     
Included 8 0.7 0.0050 0.0060 
     
     
Excluded 2 0.5 0.0016 0.0017 
          

 

Table 4.4.  Table showing the change in summary statistic measures of CO1 variation 

within E. vallentini when the mtDNA sequence gi 5853132 (Jarman et al. 2000a) is 

excluded. S = segregating sites, h = haplotype diversity, π = nucleotide diversity, θ = 

Wattersons theta.  

 

Consequently, the actual mean pairwise distance for the E. lucens –E. vallentini 

species pair for this CO1 fragment was 7.6%.  However, the lack of variation in 

E. vallentini for this gene fragment precluded calculation of the net pairwise 

distances. This level of divergence is more consistent with that commonly 

observed for congeneric plankton species (Bucklin et al. 1997; Zane and 
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Patarnello 2000; Goetze 2003; Peijnenburg et al. 2005) and with ND1 results 

previously presented. It can therefore be reliably concluded, that the extremely 

small divergence estimates previously reported for this group (Jarman et al. 

2000a) were based on a misidentification of an individual specimen of E. 

vallentini as E. lucens and when correct identification is achieved the two 

species actually form reciprocally monophyletic clades using the three tree 

reconstruction methods deployed in this study, with very high bootstrap support 

(Figure 4.3).     

 

4.7.3. Dating divergence using 16S rRNA sequences 

All three previously published attempts to date the divergence of southern 

hemisphere euphausiid species employed sequence information from the 16S 

rRNA mitochondrial gene using information from both transitions and 

transversions (Jarman et al. 2000a), or tranversions only (Zane et al. 1998; 

Zane and Patarnello 2000). Therefore, for comparative purposes, this gene 

fragment was also obtained for all of the euphausiid species investigated here, 

and used to date the splits between species under the assumption of a molecular 

clock with the same methods applied in the previous studies by Zane et al. 

(1998 and; Zane and Patarnello (2000).   

 

4.7.4. Relative rates tests among species 

I assessed the homogeneity of the mutation rate between krill taxa using the 

comparative method software package LinTree of Takezaki et al. (1995) 
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implemented in the that assumes a molecular clock and requires known 

calibration points in a neighbour-joining (NJ) tree. Two relative rates tests were 

applied to the NJ tree; the two-cluster test (TCT) and the branch-length test 

(BLT) to identify nodes and branches that do not conform to the molecular 

clock. The null hypothesis in the TCT is equal branch lengths in each of the 

two clusters from a given node (branch point) in a tree, excluding the outgroup. 

The null hypothesis for the BLT test is equal root to tip distances among 

sequences and the average root to tip distance. A confidence probability higher 

than 95% indicates that the molecular clock should be rejected for a pair of 

branches.  A chi-squared test with “Q” with n-1 (n = number of sequences 

under the root) degrees of freedom was conducted to test rate constancy for all 

sequences under the root. The NJ tree was constructed with LinTree with 1000 

bootstraps to obtain a balanced tree with two clusters rooted with the outgroup 

sequence of Squilla empusa (Af107617) (Holocarida, Stomatopoda). In order 

to verify whether the 16S rRNA molecular clock calibrated for crabs 

(Cunningham et al. 1992) can be applied to krill, I compared the substitution 

rate between krill and six non-Jamaican grapsid crab taxa from Shubart et al. 

(1998), including congeners of Sesarma from the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 

The calibration points used on the krill and Grapsidae trees was the 

transisthmian vicariance set at 2.5- 3.1 million years ago. Neither the two-

cluster (Q = 8.4, df = 11 p > 0.05), or branch-length test (Q = 17.53, df = 11, p 

> 0.05) detected significant deviation from rate constancy in any of the 
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branches thus allowing the use of 16S rRNA corrected genetic distances to date 

the nodes on the tree.  

 

This N-J tree is presented in Figure 4.4 and although not shown for the sake of 

brevity,  the E. lucens 16S rRNA sequence (gi|5853129|gb|AF177185.1|) used 

in the previous study (Jarman et al. 2000a), grouped within the E. vallentini 

clade (that comprised a single individual collected by the author E. vallentini 1, 

and another E. vallentini 2, obtained in a previous study by Zane and Patarnello 

1998), with high bootstrap support, and distinct from the E. lucens sequence (E. 

lucens) also collected by the author. This result is expected given that both the 

CO1 and 16S rRNA sequences produced in the study by Jarman et al. (2000a) 

were obtained from the same individual krill.  

 

Applying the same molecular clock previously used for krill 16S rRNA rate for 

transversions of 0.155-0.177% per million years (Cunningham et al. 1992; 

Zane and Paternello 2000), and considering the corrected genetic divergences 

between E. lucens-E. vallentini, the split between these two species from the 

common ancestor is of the order 2.91-3.19 MYA. A previous estimate of the 

divergence time for this species pair calculated using a different method to that 

applied above (Jarman et al. 2000a), gave a time of 1.04 MYA.  

 

In turn, the split between the Antarctic species E. superba and the clade 

containing the sub-Antarctic species E. lucens and E. vallentini is of the order 
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of 10.98-12.04 MYA.  It can also be seen that E. recurva groups with E. krohni 

on the linearised tree, and using the same rate as applied above, produces an 

identical divergence date to the E. lucens-E. vallentini split of the order 2.91-

3.19 MYA. The most basal node on the euphausiid side of the tree that 

separates the E. recurva-E. krohni clade from the one containing  E. superba,  

E. lucens  and E. vallentini,  is dated around 14.98-16.43 MYA.   
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 E. vallentini 2

 E. lucens

 E. superba

E. krohni

 E. recurva

Ephausidae
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Figure 4.4. Neighbour-joining tree for tranversions only inferred for the 

mitochondrial large subunit (16S) rRNA sequences. Squilla spp was used to root the 

tree. Numbers at the nodes represent bootstrapped support calculated with 1000 

replicates. The reticulatum and sulcatum groups contain species used in calibration 

of the molecular clock. 
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To obtain an unbiased result, with the relative rates tests (BLT and TCT) 

applied earlier, equivalent numbers of species of grapsid crabs and euphausiids 

in each cluster are required.  To achieve this, I arbitrarily omitted two other 

Euphausia species, E. frigida, and E. crystallophorias, which were included in 

the previous study by Zane and Paternello (2000).  When these species are 

included here, the split between E. vallentini and E. frigida is of the order of 

3.66-3.95 MYA, and that between E. superba and E. crystallaphorias around 

1.125-1.457 MYA. Rate constancy among 16S rRNA sequences in the tree 

with these additions was not tested however, and must be assumed. 

 

These new 16S rRNA divergence dates are exactly half those previously 

reported for these lineages (Zane and Patarnello 2000) due to a simple 

methodological oversight perpetuated in that study. Specifically, these authors 

omitted to divide the observed corrected pairwise genetic distances between 

species (obtained from the distance matrix) by a factor of two to account for the 

number of separate branches leading to the descendent lineages. Thus, 

producing estimates of divergence time, twice that of the actual value.  

 

Furthermore, when a correctly identified specimen of E. lucens is included in 

the analysis, the smallest divergence among the southern hemisphere species is 

between the Antarctic species E. superba and E. crystallophorias and not 

between E. lucens and E. vallentini as previously thought (Jarman et al. 2000a). 
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4.7.5. Coalescent Estimate of Divergence Time 

Recently developed methods for fitting the full isolation model with and 

without migration were applied to the E. lucens-E. vallentini ND1 data using 

the program MDIV (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001). Unlike the single-lineage 

methods used previously, this maximum likelihood based method compares 

pairs of lineages to estimate population divergence times while taking into 

account the critical effects of genetic polymorphism in the ancestral species or 

population, which may comprise over 50% of the total divergence (Edwards 

and Beerli 2000) even in recently separated species. 

 

The coalescence based population parameters, including the maximum 

likelihood estimators of divergence times (T), number of migrants (M), and 

ancestral population size (θ ML) were estimated with MDIV and the results 

listed in Table 4.5.  Repeated runs of the MDIV program with 40 million steps 

and a burn-in of 10% this value, revealed unambiguous marginal posterior 

probability distributions for the E. lucens-E. vallentini data regardless of the 

initial values used and the model parameters chosen. This is good evidence that 

convergence to the ergodic averages was achieved (Nielsen and Wakeley 

2001).  To convert coalescence-based parameters to estimates in millions of 

years, the mutation rate estimated previously (page 96 for details) where μ = 

2.81 x 10 –6 mutations per sequence per generation was applied. Using this 

estimate, the effective population size (Ne) was calculated from the estimated θ 

ML using the formula Ne = θ ML / 2μ and then used to convert the T values 
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scaled by Ne, in number of generations.  The peaks of the primary two 

parameters were confined to fairly narrow ranges with corresponding 

credibility intervals (Figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5a-b.  The marginal posterior probability distributions for model parameters a) population size 

(θ) b) the population divergence time (T) (scaled by the neutral mutation rate). Curves are shown for the 

analysis of E. lucens-E. vallentini ND1 data. 
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 Comparison Theta Nm PDT TMRCA 
PDT 

(MYA) 
TMRCA 
(MYA) 

E. lucens-E. vallentini 2.205 0.004 3.94 5.42 3.16  4.36  
                

 

Table 4.5. Results of the coalescent analysis of the species E. lucens and E. vallentini 

populations based on NADH1 (ND1) sequence data. Theta, the migration parameter 

(Nm) and population divergence time are all modes of the posterior probability 

distributions generated in the programme MDIV. All results are in coalescent units 

except the last two columns, which list PDT and the time to the most recent common 

ancestor (TMRCA) in millions of years ago (MYA) based on a molecular clock of 

1.8% per million years and assuming a single generation per year (see page 96 for 

details). 

. 

Applying the previously described mutation rate to estimates of PDT the 

estimated time of separation between E. lucens and E. vallentini was 3.16 

MYA, indicating middle Pliocene divergence, with the most common ancestor 

suggested to have occurred in the early Pliocene (4.36 MYA). There is a 

relatively large difference between the PDT and TMRCA estimates (28%) that 

may be expected when population divergence is relatively recent (Arbogast et 

al. 2002). This coalescence-based estimate of the divergence time between E. 

lucens and E. vallentini was very similar to the one based on 16S rRNA 

obtained previously.  

 

The posterior distribution of m2 for ND1 revealed a very narrow peak at the 

lower limit of the resolution and the probability that the migration rate for this 
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locus is zero, is zero (not shown). Consequently the estimate of the effective 

migration rate between species (2MNe) is very low (Table 4.5) implying that 

these species have been isolated without gene flow since they began to diverge. 

It should be noted however, that MDIV (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001) assumes 

that both the ancestral and descendent populations are of similar size, which 

may not be reasonable given the very different levels of mtDNA variation 

observed in each species.  

 

4.8. Nuclear Sequence Variation 

Twelve E. vallentini individuals, including representatives from all the regional 

samples were sequenced for ITS-1, and, as was observed in E. lucens, the 

sequences were observed to be monomorphic. When these ITS-1 sequences 

were aligned with those of E. lucens (Figure 4.6) it was revealed that four 

indels of two of three and one of four and five base pairs in length and two 

fixed substitutions separate the two species. The indels are fixed in E. vallentini 

relative to E. lucens and the blunt end of these indels suggests that each one 

was a result of a single mutation event. Consequently, the E. vallentini ITS-1 

sequences (at 426 base pairs in length) were 12 base pairs shorter than those of 

E. lucens.  The GC content was very similar at 63% in the former and 60% in 

the latter species. Furthermore, no substitutions were observed, in either species 

in the highly conserved 18S and 5.8S rRNA flanking regions (Figure 4.6.).  
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                ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....|  
                   -95        -85        -75        -65        -55        -45        -35        -25        -15        -5                               
E.lucens        GGCGGCCTTG GTCGCCTCGA GCTGCCGGAA ACATGTCCAA ACTTGATCAT TTAGAGGAAG TAAAAGTCGT AACAAGGTTT CCGTAGGTGA ACCTGCGGAA  
E.lucens        GGCGGCCTTG GTCGCCTCGA GCTGCCGGAA ACATGTCCAA ACTTGATCAT TTAGAGGAAG TAAAAGTCGT AACAAGGTTT CCGTAGGTGA ACCTGCGGAA  
E. vallentini   GGCGGCCTTG GTCGCCTCGA GCTGCCGGAA ACATGTCCAA ACTTGATCAT TTAGAGGAAG TAAAAGTCGT AACAAGGTTT CCGTAGGTGA ACCTGCGGAA  
E. vallentini   GGCGGCCTTG GTCGCCTCGA GCTGCCGGAA ACATGTCCAA ACTTGATCAT TTAGAGGAAG TAAAAGTCGT AACAAGGTTT CCGTAGGTGA ACCTGCGGAA  
 
                     0         5          15         25         35         45         55         65         75         85                        
E.lucens        GGATCATTAA CGTGACCACG ACCACTTGCT GGCGTGAACA CAAAAACTCC TTCTTGGGTG CCGTGCTCGG TTCGGAATGT CCGACTGGTT GTTGGCTTGG  
E.lucens        GGATCATTAA CGTGACCACG ACCACTTGCT GGCGTGAACA CAAAAACTCC TTCTTGGGTG CCGTGCTCGG TTCGGAATGT CCGACTGGTT GTTGGCTTGG  
E. vallentini   GGATCATTAA CGTGACCACG ACCACTTGCT GGCGTGAACA CAAAAACTCC TTCTTGGGTG CCGTGCTCGG TTCGGAATGT CCGAC--GTT G---GCTTGG  
E. vallentini   GGATCATTAA CGTGACCACG ACCACTTGCT GGCGTGAACA CAAAAACTCC TTCTTGGGTG CCGTGCTCGG TTCGGAATGT CCGAC--GTT G---GCTTGG  
 
                    95         105        115         125       135        145        155        165        175        185                        
E.lucens        AACCGCAAGG TCCCTAGCCC ATCCTTGTCC ACTGCCCTCC GATGCCGGCC GGCCCCAATC ACTTGCGCTA CCCTCCGAAA GAACCCCGGC AACGGGGTAC  
E.lucens        AACCGCAAGG TCCCTAGCCC ATCCTTGTCC ACTGCCCTCC GATGCCGGCC GGCCCCAATC ACTTGCGCTA CCCTCCGAAA GAACCCCGGC AACGGGGTAC  
E. vallentini   AACCGCAAGG TCCCTAGCCC ----GTGTCC ACTGCCCTCC GATGCCGGCC GGCCCCAATC ACTTGCGCTA CCCTCCGAAA GAACCCCGGC AACGGGGTAC  
E. vallentini   AACCGCAAGG TCCCTAGCCC ----GTGTCC ACTGCCCTCC GATGCCGGCC GGCCCCAATC ACTTGCGCTA CCCTCCGAAA GAACCCCGGC AACGGGGTAC  
 
                    195       205        215         225        235        245        255        265        275        285                        
E.lucens        AAGAGGAGGG AGACCGCGGC CCGGTCTAAG ACCAAAGCTC CTAACGGAGC AAAGCGTCTA ACGGGTCCAC GGGTCGCCGA CCGAGCCTAA CAACCCCTCA  
E.lucens        AAGAGGAGGG AGACCGCGGC CCGGTCTAAG ACCAAAGCTC CTAACGGAGC AAAGCGTCTA ACGGGTCCAC GGGTCGCCGA CCGAGCCTAA CAACCCCTCA  
E. vallentini   AAGAGGAGGG AGACCGCGGC CCGGTCTAAG ACCAAAGCTC CTAACGGAGC AAAGCGTCTA ACGGGTCCAC GGGTCGCCGA CCGAGCCTAA ---CCCCTCA  
E. vallentini   AAGAGGAGGG AGACCGCGGC CCGGTCTAAG ACCAAAGCTC CTAACGGAGC AAAGCGTCTA ACGGGTCCAC GGGTCGCCGA CCGAGCCTAA ---CCCCTCA  
    
                   295        305        315        325        335         345        355        365        375       385                        
E.lucens        CCGGGTTGGG CTCAACCCTG GCGACGAAAA GTCCTCTCCG TGGGTGCCGC CCGCCTCCCC CAGATTGGCG GGCTTTCTGT CGGGTTTATC AGTCTCAAAC  
E.lucens        CCGGGTTGGG CTCAACCCTG GCGACGAAAA GTCCTCTCCG TGGGTGCCGC CCGCCTCCCC CAGATTGGCG GGCTTTCTGT CGGGTTTATC AGTCTCAAAC  
E. vallentini   CCGGGTCGGG CTCAACCCTG GCGACGAAAA GTCCTCTCCG TGGGTGCCGC CCGCCTCCCC CAGATTGGCG GGCTTTCTGT CGGGTTTATC AGTCTCAAAC  
E. vallentini   CCGGGTCGGG CTCAACCCTG GCGACGAAAA GTCCTCTCCG TGGGTGCCGC CCGCCTCCCC CAGATTGGCG GGCTTTCTGT CGGGTTTATC AGTCTCAAAC  
      
                   395        405        415        425        435                
E.lucens        CCCTTGATTG TGTCTCCCCT AGTGGAGTCT AAACAACCAA AAATACAACT CT 
E.lucens        CCCTTGATTG TGTCTCCCCT AGTGGAGTCT AAACAACCAA AAATACAACT CT 
E. vallentini   CCCTTGATTG TGTCTCCCCT AGTGGAGTCT AAACAACCAA AAATACAACT CT 
E. vallentini   CCCTTGATTG TGTCTCCCCT AGTGGAGTCT AAACAACCAA AAATACAACT CT 
 
 
Figure 4.6. Consensus sequences of  partial 18SrRNA (-95 to 0), ITS-1 (starting from 1( and partial 5.8S rRNA underlined) from 10 individuals of each of E. lucens and E. vallentini.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

5.1. Discussion E. lucens and E. vallentini  

This study is one of the few that has examined Southern Hemisphere 

zooplankton, and that has compared the same genes for three systematically 

and ecologically related species, which differ mainly in distributional range.  

Several questions have been addressed at both the population and species level, 

thereby providing insights into the factors influencing the evolution of genetic 

diversity in these species.  Including two closely related species and a more 

distant one, has allowed me to the capture some of the temporal and spatial 

dynamics with respect to genetic material in species formation. 

 

5.2. Systematic Comparisons 

  It has been conclusively demonstrated that both E. lucens and E. vallentini 

represent valid taxonomic species: fixed differences between species were 

consistently observed in both the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes to 

indicate a total absence of gene flow between the different lineages. The 

observed levels of genetic differentiation are well within the range of those 

previously reported both for other euphausiid species (Zane and Patarnello 

2000, Jarman et al. 2000a) and for a wide range of pelagic organisms such as 

copepods (Bucklin and Weibe 1998; Bucklin et al. 1995; Goetze 2003), 

chaetognaths (Peijnenburg et al. 2005); and fish (Arnason et. al. 2000) as well 
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as benthic marine organisms such as the snapping shrimp Alpheaus (Knowlton 

et al. 1993) and penaeid prawns (Benzie 2000).  

 

5.3. Species Divergence Time Estimates 

I have also shown that a previous attempt to quantify the degree of divergence 

for E. lucens and E. vallentini using 16S rRNA (Jarman et al. 2000a) is an 

underestimate, caused by the misidentification of a single specimen of E. 

vallentini as E. lucens. This error should be corrected by removing or renaming 

the relevant sequences currently held in GenBank records. In that study the low 

genetic distances observed between this species pair, combined with a lack of 

evidence for a candidate isolating mechanism around the time of the split, led 

these authors to invoke a sympatric speciation scenario to explain the result. 

The corrected 16S rRNA dates presented here imply a separation around 2.91-

3.19 MYA, placing this event in the mid- to late Pliocene. To the author’s 

knowledge, the new dates still cannot be explained by reference to any known 

hydrographic barrier to dispersal existing at that time; so sympatric speciation 

remains a plausible scenario to explain the species divergence time estimates 

obtained with 16S rRNA (as also Jarman et al. 2000a).  

 

Although not part of the original aims of this study, I have also shown that 

previous attempts to date the divergence between E. vallentini and several other 

euphausiid species, based on the 16S rRNA distances (Zane and Patarnello 

2000), suffer from a large overestimation due to a calculation error. The 
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corrected estimates presented here cast doubt on the importance of the 

formation of the Antarctic Convergence as a barrier to population exchange 

between Antarctic and sub-Antarctic euphausiid species lineages; questioning 

the appropriateness of applying dispersal-limiting models of speciation in these 

groups (Zane and Patarnello 2000; Jarman et al. 2000a; Norris 2000). The 

Antarctic Circumpolar Current was installed in the early Miocene (~22 mya) as 

a consequence of the opening of the Drake Passage between the Antarctic 

Peninsula and Tierra del Fuego in southernmost South America (Barker and 

Burrel 1997; Rabassa et al. 2005; c.f. Barret 2001; Lawver and Gahagan 1998). 

These new results also indicate that many of the euphausiid speciation events 

within the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic lineages occurred in the Pliocene 

(Figure 4.4) and not the Miocene as previously reported (Zane and Patarnello 

2000).  

 

It should be recognised that single-locus estimates such as those based on the 

calibration for 16S rRNA (Cunningham et al. 1992) fail to incorporate the 

intrinsic coalescent and mutational variance in the inferences of divergence 

times (Edwards and Beerli 2000; Arbogast et al. 2002; Hickerson et al. 2006). 

This type of variation can be substantial and is most apparent in single-locus 

data sets (Hickerson et al. 2006), particularly when populations may be 

subdivided into multiple demes (Wakeley 2000). The divergence times thus 

estimated will be upwardly biased, and should be considered as approximations 
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of the earliest possible time of separation (Edwards and Beerli 2000; Arbogast 

et al. 2002).  

 

Gene-tree species-tree discordances can arise due to incomplete lineage sorting. 

Even under complete genealogical concordance there can be discordance 

between times of gene and organismal divergence (Knowles 2004). This 

divergence arises because prior to species divergence a degree of gene 

divergence has already occurred as accrued polymorphism in the ancestral 

population/species. It has an expectation of 2N generations (Wright 1951). For 

recently diverged species pairs the ancestral gene divergence can comprise a 

substantial proportion of the total divergence observed between species; a 

fraction that will increase if the ancestral population was further subdivided. 

This is not thought to be a problem for ancient divergences but, depending on 

the size of the ancestral population, can have a significant effect for the first 

several millions of years! (Arbogast et al. 2002). 

 

The estimates are nevertheless useful as they allow a direct comparison to be 

made with the results of previously published studies that have adopted this 

approach to dating divergence times (Zane and Patarnello 1996, 2000; Jarman 

et al. 2000a), allowing methodological errors to be identified, while permitting 

a comparison with the estimates produced using some of the more sophisticated 

coalescent-based estimators under neutral (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001) and 

non-equilibrium models (Kuhner et al. 1998; Vasco et al. 2001).  
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The coalescence-based divergence time estimate (calculated with MDIV) for 

ND1 does not depend on any single genealogy (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001), 

and the gene trees function as theoretical tools for deriving parameters of 

interest rather than as the basis for inference (Hudson 1990; Rosenberg and 

Nordborg 2002; Knowles 2004).  By integrating over all possible genealogies, 

this method should be less biased than those that rely exclusively on the 

structure of a single gene tree. By using a common mutation rate for a 

particular molecular marker, relative comparisons can be made between the 

different methods.  

 

The MDIV results for ND1 indicated that the most recent common ancestor of 

E. lucens and E. vallentini occurred in the early Pliocene around 4.36 MYA and 

the descendent species lineages split around 1.2 million years later. This is very 

similar to the single-tree estimate based on corrected 16S rRNA distances 

(Figure 4.4). There is a small difference between population divergence time 

(PDT) and time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) consistent with 

a relatively ancient separation (Arbogast et al. 2002). Thus the separation of 

these species was likely contemporaneous with other sister-taxa lineages of the 

Antarctic and sub-Antarctic groups (page 136). A weakness of this method is 

that it assumes ancestral and descendent populations sizes are the same; this 

may not be reasonable.  
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5.4. Characterising the Mitochondrial Variation 

In both species investigated here most of the mitochondrial variation occurred 

primarily at silent third codon position sites and involved nonsynonymous 

mutations, far more than would be expected from the nature of the genetic code 

(King and Jukes 1969). This suggests that the observed mitochondrial variation 

is neutral, remaining after the selective removal of disadvantageous mutations. 

Consistent with the general pattern for the evolution of mitochondrial proteins 

in animals, where deleterious mutations form an important component of 

polymorphic amino acids, both ND1 and CO1 genes exhibit a relative excess of 

replacement polymorphisms compared with replacement divergence suggesting 

that some weak deleterious selection still operates (Nachman et al. 1996; 

Ballard and Kreitman 1994; Rand and Kann 1998; and Rand 2001). The excess 

of synonymous mutations between species was observed in comparisons of the 

both recently separated species E. lucens and E. vallentini and between these 

species and the relatively distant congener E. recurva (Chapter 6). All of the 

amino acid variants in E. lucens (and E. recurva) are functionally conservative 

amino acid substitutions and occur as singletons. Therefore, selection operating 

against them would have little effect on the interpretation of population 

structure because they occur at such low relative frequencies (Arnason et. al. 

2000). A similar substitution pattern has been revealed in the North Atlantic 

euphausiid species Meganyctiphanes norvegica with ND1 (Bucklin et al. 1997; 

Zane et al. 2000; Papetti et al. 2005) and for the Antarctic species Euphausia 
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crystalophorias (Jarman et al. 2002) and E. superba (Zane et al. 1998) for both 

CO1 and ND1.  

 

However, despite the lack of evidence for positive selection the possibility that 

the over-represented haplotype in each of the geographical regions may be 

linked to another mitochondrial region that is under selection cannot be 

excluded since the entire region acts as a single locus. Under such a selective 

sweep the mtDNAs through the entire population will be replaced with a 

phenotypically advantageous allele, followed by the accumulation of neutral 

variants (Maruyama and Birky 1991). 

  

5.5. Spatial and temporal genetic structure 

Both E. lucens and E. vallentini exhibited concordant patterns of variation with 

the nuclear marker ITS-1. However, qualitative and quantitative differences in 

the levels of mitochondrial variation both within, and between these species 

were evident. The geographical structuring of ND1 and CO1 haplotypes at 

trans-ocean basin scales in E. lucens, with fixed differences observed between 

samples in eastern and western margins of the South Atlantic, is neither 

mirrored in E. vallentini samples separated by equivalent distances, nor by E. 

lucens ITS-1 sequences. The greater degree of population structure observed in 

the neritic species compared to the oceanic one was predicted by the hypothesis 

that states the degree of population structuring will reflect differences in the 

extent of the geographical area inhabited by a species and the different 
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hydrographic current regimes that characterise these areas (Zane and Patarnello 

2000).  

 

 No further spatial subdivision of E. lucens ND1 haplotypes was observed at the 

meso-scale on either the Patagonian or the South African continental shelves, 

and no temporal differences were observed in the haplotype composition 

among samples recovered during 2001 and 2002 in the latter region. A similar 

result was reported for the Northern Hemisphere species Meganyctiphanes 

norvegica (Papetti et al. 2005). This implies that substantial mixing of 

continental shelf waters occurs and that inter-annual genetic variation is stable. 

The low levels of within-population variation, as evidenced by the shallow 

ND1 phylogeny (Figure 3.3), implies either that the mutation rate for the 

mitochondrial markers is relatively slow, or that the observed polymorphisms 

are relatively recent, suggesting rapid population turnover of genetic variation.   

 
5.5.1. Coalescent Estimate of Population Divergence in E. lucens  
 

The coalescent-based estimate for ND1 calculated with MDIV (Nielsen and 

Wakeley 2001) indicated that the E. lucens populations in the SW and SE 

Atlantic basins separated between 1.14-1.65 MYA. This places the split in the 

mid-to-late Pleistocene and subsequent to the estimated times of separation for 

E. lucens and E. vallentini presented previously (page 136).  The population 

divergence estimates for the E. lucens populations coincide with the Great 

Patagonian Glaciations (GPG) when ice sheets extended to their maximum 
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proportions (Rabassa et al. 2005).  Over the last few million years the earth’s 

climate has alternated between ice ages and warmer intervals. Although the 

process of climate deterioration probably initiated around the Mesozoic, it 

culminated in the Miocene cold-warm climatic cycles that led to the 

development of ice ages (Rabassa et al. 2005). The last glacial maximum 

(18,000 B.P.) is thought to have resulted in the steepening of thermal gradients 

along polar frontal systems around Antarctica, an equatorial displacement of 

polar frontal systems, general cooling of surface waters, and low temperatures 

extending equatorial ward along the western coast of Africa, Australia and 

South America that indicate increased upwelling (CLIMAP 1976). If the 

genetic differentiation between E. lucens populations in the separate South 

Atlantic Ocean basins originated in the Pleistocene it has apparently been 

maintained through a subsequent succession of glacial and interglacial periods. 

Similar results have been obtained for the foraminifer species 

Neogloboquadrina pachyderma in the Atlantic (Darling et al. 2004) and the 

euphausiid species Meganyctiphanes norvegica (Zane et al. 1998; Bucklin et 

al. 1997; Zane et al. 1999; Papetti et al. 2004) and the chaetognath species 

Sagitta setosa (Peijnenburg et al. 2005) in both the Atlantic and the 

Mediterranean. 

 

Of course, identical patterns of geographical differentiation cannot strictly be 

observed with these species, as E. vallentini co-occurs with E. lucens over the 

Patagonian continental shelf, but has never been recorded in the neritic waters 
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around the southern Africa. However, samples of E. vallentini were collected 

from neritic waters separated by equivalent distances in the south Indian, 

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and all contained the same two most frequently 

occurring ND1 haplotypes (Figure 4.2), while the sequences of CO1 and ITS-1 

were monomorphic. This indicates either that the mutation rate is not fast 

enough in these gene fragments to have been affected by genetic drift, or, that 

the E. vallentini population is panmictic.  

 

Expatriation is likely to be a general feature of marine plankton populations, a 

fact especially true for the smaller-bodied euphausiid species investigated here. 

Although euphausiids are strong swimmers and can maintain their position in 

the water column (Sundt and Fevolden 1996; Mauchline and Fisher 1969) by 

exploiting different current velocities and directions at different depths, the 

long-distance dispersal of adults and particularly, larvae, more likely involves 

passive transport in the prevailing currents (Mauchline and Fisher 1969).  

 

Regarding the question of whether the southern extension of the South 

American continent represents a barrier to dispersal for E. lucens given that the 

southernmost limit of this species distribution coincides with the average 

position of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Lomakina 1964). The presence 

of two ND1 haplotypes shared among E. lucens samples collected from New 

Zealand and Argentina suggest that recent contact between these regions has 

occurred. However, given the low level of sampling from the SW Pacific 
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waters around New Zealand, it is impossible to determine the extent of this 

process or in which direction it has likely occurred. It is possible that these 

individuals represent occasional expatriates from Argentinean waters and that 

substantial migration of animals in either direction around Cape Horn does not 

occur.  This might explain why only occasional individuals of E. lucens have 

been recorded in the coastal waters around Chile (Palma and Silva 2004) and it 

implies that Cape Horn may be an effective barrier to dispersal into the south 

Pacific for this species.  

  

On the other hand, E. lucens, like many euphausiid species, undergoes diel 

vertical migration (Gibbons 1993), and is thus able to tolerate large vertical 

gradients in environmental properties. This should predispose the species to 

being able to survive in a variety of oceanographic environments (Mauchline 

and Fisher 1969).  It is possible that individuals do disperse around Cape Horn, 

but fail to establish populations in the Pacific coastal waters (e.g. due to 

competition with E. vallentini) which is the only euphausiid species able to 

maintain high abundances in this area (Palma and Silva 2004). I consider the 

latter explanation less likely as the studies of E. lucens in neritic waters off the 

Pacific coast of South America have only ever detected occasional individuals 

of this species and considered these to be immigrants from oceanic regions 

transported in sub-Antarctic waters via the West Wind Drift (Palma and Silva 

2004).  
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It should be noted that E. lucens has been recovered in the Magellan Strait 

(Palma and Silva 2004) albeit at rather low densities, and transport of this cold-

temperate species across the South American continental landmass, while 

avoiding the apparently harsh environmental conditions typically experienced 

around Cape Horn, may be achieved via this route.   

 

5.6. Differences between E. lucens and E. vallentini 

As well as displaying differences in the degree of geographical structuring of 

mitochondrial haplotypes, the shape of the ND1 frequency spectra differed 

substantially between these species. In E. lucens populations for example, a 

different haplotype dominates all of the samples in each of the geographic 

regions to produce a negatively skewed frequency spectrum; in E. vallentini 

two haplotypes are maintained in all the samples with almost identical relative 

frequencies and the spectrum is bimodal. As a result, genetic diversity was 

higher in E. lucens with all the summary statistic estimators. An excess of rare 

and common ND1 alleles was observed in E. lucens and E. vallentini 

respectively and consequently, all of the neutrality tests for ND1 returned 

significantly negative results for the former species and positive but 

insignificant results for the latter. The lower variation observed in the sub-

Antarctic E. vallentini compared to the cold-temperate E. lucens was predicted 

by the hypothesis that states the level of within-population variation will reflect 

differences in the degree of latitudinal displacement and habitat contraction 

experienced during the past glacial periods.  
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While the patterns of polymorphism in the different marker systems 

(mitochondria vs. nuclear) were congruent in E. vallentini (suggestive of a 

demographic or population level processes as being the cause) a selective 

sweep cannot be entirely ruled out. A selective sweep would explain the 

observed pattern where molecular variation within this species was low while 

the divergences between E. vallentini and other euphausiid species were similar 

to those for E. lucens (Nielsen 2005).  Under this explanation the two high 

frequency ND1 haplotypes could have resulted from recurrent selective sweeps 

neither of which has led to complete fixation.  

 

Similarly in E. lucens, the incongruent patterns in the different marker systems 

(mitochondria vs. nuclear) and the excess of mutations of size 1 in ND1 suggest 

that the departure from neutrality may also have involved natural selection. 

Two types of natural selection are known to affect an excess of mutations of 

size 1: genetic hitchhiking and background selection (Fu 1997). The former 

assumes that the locus is genetically linked to another locus at which an 

advantageous allele has been fixed recently, whereas the latter assumes that at 

the linked locus many mutations were deleterious. Because mitochondrial DNA 

lacks recombination it is expected to be subject to the effects of linkage and 

selection that reduces effective population size and increases the number of low 

frequency polymorphisms (Hill and Robertson 1966). Importantly however, 

population expansion (Fu 1994a) and sweepstakes recruitment (Hedgecock 

1994) also produce an excess of rare alleles. Distinguishing between the 
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patterns left by a selective sweep, negative selection acting on slightly 

deleterious mutations across multiple loci, sweepstakes recruitment and 

population expansion is a difficult challenge, particularly with data from only 

two independent loci when the levels of polymorphism are low. 

 

Neither genetic hitchhiking nor background selection are likely to be the cause 

of the excess of singletons in E. lucens because there are several lines of 

evidence against the presence of these two forms of natural selection. First, the 

ND1 locus appears to behave normally in terms of the directions of mutations, 

as well as the spatial distributions of mutations. Second, if genetic hitchhiking 

or background selection has been operating, the level of genetic diversity at this 

locus would have been considerably reduced. A similar discrepancy between 

nuclear and mitochondrial markers occurs in humans (Akashi 1995; Hamblin 

and Di Renzo 2000; Harding et al. 1997; Hey 1997; Nickerson et al. 1998; 

Zietkiewicz et al. 1998), which it has been argued may be compatible with a 

population bottleneck (Fay and Wu 1999; cf. Hey and Harris 1999).  

 

To reiterate: although variation within E. vallentini was low with all the 

markers compared to E. lucens the divergence between the former species and 

E. recurva (Chapter 6) is very similar to that between E. recurva and E. lucens. 

As negative selection acting on multiple loci will tend to reduce variability 

between species more drastically than variability within species (Nielsen 2005) 
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background selection may not be a plausible scenario to explain the patterns of 

polymorphisms observed in E. lucens. 

 

For E. lucens the estimates of θ  that take into account genealogical information 

were higher than those derived from non-genealogical summary statistics for 

both South Atlantic clades and the entire data set. This can be interpreted to 

reflect recent demographic expansion in this species (Crandall et al. 1999; 

Villa’ et al. 1999; Su et al. 2001). For E. vallentini in contrast, similar θ   

values were obtained both among and between samples with both types of 

estimators and generally, the deviation from a constant-population size model 

was in the direction of population shrinkage (Tajima 1989; Fu and Li 1993; Fu 

1995).  Consistent with a population expansion scenario in E. lucens, the 

maximum likelihood estimates for the growth parameter under an exponential 

model, expressed, as 1/us was positive for both the Argentinean and South 

African clades. Furthermore, Fu’s Fs test (1997), which has been shown in 

simulation studies to have the greatest power to detect growth in a wide variety 

of cases (Fu 1997; Ramos-Onsins and Rozas 2002), was significant for all the 

samples. Therefore, a more plausible explanation for the excess of rare ND1 

alleles in E. lucens is a recent population expansion. However, any expansion 

hypothesis would still have to explain the discrepancy in the patterns of 

polymorphism observed between the mitochondrial and nuclear markers in this 

species.  
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If the expansion indicated by the results of the EVE and Fluctuate analysis was 

preceded by a contraction in population size that was of sufficiently short 

duration and recent timing, a plausible demographic scenario for E. lucens can 

still be proposed that can explain the quantitative and qualitative polymorphism 

differences observed between the nuclear and mitochondrial markers.  During 

and immediately after a bottleneck, a deficiency of rare variants is expected but 

as time passes the accumulation of recent mutations leads to an excess of low 

frequency segregating sites. Fay and Wu (1999) have shown that the time over 

which the pattern of polymorphism responds to change in population size will 

be greater for larger populations and the slower rate of drift for the nuclear gene 

relative to the mitochondria genes causes the former to reflect the effects of the 

population reduction (first stage of the bottleneck) and causes the latter to 

reflect the effects of the population expansion (the second stage of the 

bottleneck).  Therefore, in a general way, both a bottleneck and an expansion 

model can be fitted to the E. lucens data. This scenario has been proposed to 

explain the conflicting patterns of polymorphism observed between nuclear and 

mitochondrial genes in the human lineage (Fu and Way 1999; Hey and Harris 

1999).  

 

It is possible that speciation between E. lucens and E. vallentini was associated 

with a bottleneck, perhaps of a different severity or duration from which only 

the former species has partly recovered.  Alternatively, if the bottleneck was of 

equal magnitude, then the signatures of expansion indicated by the EVE and 
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Fluctuate results for E. lucens, and the contraction indicated for E. vallentini, 

may reflect differential species-specific rates of recovery from this event, 

possibly implying differences in the ND1 substitution rate.  

 

The magnitude of the difference between the estimates of divergence times for 

the E. lucens populations in the South Atlantic (1.14-1.65 MYA), and between 

this species and E. vallentini (3.65-4.25 MYA) perhaps implies that if a 

bottleneck was responsible for the observed pattern of polymorphism in either 

species, it must have begun much later than the time of the initial split from the 

common ancestor. The extremely low levels of mitochondrial variation 

displayed in E. vallentini are consistent with a more recent bottleneck and, as 

expected, all neutrality tests produced positive values. Lower levels of variation 

in E. vallentini were predicted by the hypothesis that the most southerly 

distributed species in the Southern Hemisphere would likely have experienced 

a greater degree of range contraction during the last glacial maximum (LGM). 

While the Drake Passage has never been completely covered by ice-sheets 

during any of the known Patagonian glaciations (Rabassa et al. 2005) surface 

ice was present in this channel during these periods (Rabassa pers.com). The 

associated water temperature reductions around Patagonia were marked during 

previous ice ages (CLIMAP 1967), which, almost certainly precluded the 

presence of either of these species during such periods.  Exclusion from the 

waters of the Drake Passage during glacial periods could have led to the 

historical isolation of E. vallentini populations in the Atlantic and Pacific 
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Oceans (CLIMAP 1967; Rabassa et al. 2005). If this isolation was 

accompanied by a reduction in population size, the elevated levels of random 

genetic drift experienced in the smaller populations could have led to the 

fixation of a different haplotype in each region. During warmer interglacial 

periods contact between the Pacific and Atlantic may have been re-established 

leading to an admixture of populations driven by the Antarctic Circumpolar 

Current (Zane and Patarnello 2000). This could explain the presence of the two 

high frequency ND1 haplotypes in all of the E. vallentini samples. A striking 

example of such a case involves the foraminifer Pulleniatina obliquiloculata 

that has repeatedly reinvaded the tropical Atlantic from refugia in the Indo-

Pacific after being eliminated from the Atlantic during Pleistocene glacial 

cycles (Norris 1999).  

 

However, a bottleneck would be expected to cause a more severe reduction in 

variation in the mitochondria genome due to the smaller effective population 

size relative to the nuclear genome. It is, therefore, possible that the complete 

absence of variation observed with the nuclear ITS-1 within E. vallentini and E. 

lucens could be the result of limited sampling effort, as only ten E. lucens and 

twelve E. vallentini individuals were sampled this marker.  

 

Two fixed polymorphisms and four fixed indels with a total length of 16 

nucleotide base pairs separate the E. lucens and E. vallentini ITS-1 sequences 

suggesting that the absence of any differences between E. lucens samples 
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collected in the separate South Atlantic basins may simply reflect slower 

mutation rate of the nuclear gene and a recent separation. Although there is a 

large variance around the single locus ND1 divergence dates estimates, if the 

degree of differentiation is roughly proportional to time since separation, then 

one may expect to observe at least a single fixed polymorphism and a single 

indel in the nuclear gene ITS-1 separating the regional South Atlantic E. lucens 

samples.  

 

Previous studies on chaetognaths (Peijnenburg et al. 2005) and copepods 

(Goetze 2003) have shown that even the presence of several deep 

mitochondrial lineages may not be adequately detected using nuclear markers.  

Therefore, far larger sample sizes may be required to detect any variation in 

ITS-1 in these species. However, given that the sampling locations were 

separated by thousands of kilometers of open ocean habitat, if the large-scale 

spatial organization of genetic variation revealed for the mtDNA in E. lucens is 

characteristic of the Atlantic population it should have been detected with the 

nuclear ITS-1 gene with the sample sizes employed.   

 

An alternative explanation for the patterns of polymorphism observed in E. 

lucens that is consistent with a shallow multifurcating genealogy, an excess of 

low frequency alleles and large differences between estimates of effective and 

census population sizes is if reproductive success was sweepstakes and 

depended on assembling a highly fit nuclear genotype (Williams 1975). The 
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inter-annual variability in krill abundance at certain locations in Antarctica 

(Brierley et al. 1997) has been explained in terms of recruitment variability 

(Seigel and Loeb 1995) and certainly the potential for sweepstakes reproductive 

success (Hedgecock 1994) exists in E. lucens.  This species is considered to be 

highly fecund (Stuart 1992) and the early life stages likely suffer high mortality 

rates. Undoubtedly, these organisms reproduce under spatially and temporally 

varying oceanographic conditions that may affect their sexual maturation, 

choice of mate, fertilization success, survival of larvae and recruitment 

(Hedgecock 1994) about which we are largely ignorant.  

 

However, unlike marine fish such as the Atlantic cod Gadus morhua L 

(Arnason 2004), E. lucens and E. vallentini do not display broadcast spawning 

and external fertilization, and thus sperm limitation and hence, competition 

among eggs for sperm, is unlikely.  Instead reproduction occurs when the male 

passes a spermatophore to the female and fertilization is internal. The larvae are 

then released into the water and no parental care has been observed (although 

limited parental care is a feature of some other euphausiid genera).  

 

Sweepstakes recruitment causes huge variances in the reproductive success and 

would also produce shallow topologies, as the turnover of genetic variance 

would be expected to change rather rapidly over time due the stochastic nature 

of the process. However, significant differentiation of genetic variation 

between cohorts may be difficult to observe in nature unless samples over 
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many generations are employed. The reason for this is that the “system” itself 

will have some memory.  For instance, when the population is dominated by 

individuals bearing a single haplotype at high frequency with several other rare 

ones present the probability that any particular individual will leave offspring 

in the next generation will be proportional to its frequency in the current 

generation. In this way high frequency haplotypes have the highest likelihood 

of being the ones leaving offspring in the next generation. Therefore, structure 

may be observed with synoptic investigations but it may be ephemeral 

(Hedgecock 1994). While this scenario may be plausible, the data necessary to 

test the predictions of the sweepstakes reproductive success hypothesis would 

require sequence information from recruits and adults collected over several 

years if not decades, from the same location. Consequently, in E. lucens a 

sweepstakes reproductive success model cannot be ruled out with the ND1 data 

presented here as the temporal stability in genetic turnover observed in 

successive years in the SEA may be expected over such short time scales under 

both historical and contemporary hypotheses. A study of the benthic sea urchin 

species Strongylocentrotus purpuratis, which displays broadcast spawning, 

tested the expectations of the sweepstakes theory (Hedgecock 1994) and 

revealed no evidence of large deviations in the variances in reproductive 

success and little evidence of reduced genetic variation in recruits of S. 

purpuratis relative to a previously reported sample of 145 S. purpuratis adults. 

Therefore, it remains debatable how general this mechanism is in marine 
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organisms particularly regarding those species such as euphausiids that do not 

display broadcast spawning.  

 

5.7. Comparative Genetic Investigations 

Relatively few studies of Southern Hemisphere populations of marine 

organisms have been conducted with which to compare the phylogeographic 

patterns observed in the current investigation. However, a recent study of the 

foraminifer Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (Darling et al. 2004), collected 

from the same general locations as those reported here for E. lucens, revealed 

congruent patterns of differentiation to those observed in the present study. 

These authors also found separate populations of N. pachyderma existed in the 

SW and SE Atlantic basins that must have been formed after the initial split 

from the Northern Hemisphere, which was estimated to have occurred around 

1.5-1.8 MYA. The close relationship observed among N. pachyderma 

haplotypes collected in Antarctica and the northern Benguela system in the 

study by Darling et al. (2004) indicated to the authors that a Benguela relict 

population of N. pachyderma had been seeded from the Southern Ocean some 

time between 0.5-1.1 million years ago. This upper limit is very close to the 

coalescent-based estimate of the divergence time obtained with MDIV (Nielsen 

and Wakeley 2001) for E. lucens populations from the SW and SE Atlantic 

basins with the mitochondrial marker ND1.  
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Other authors have suggested that during glacial periods colder sub-polar water 

from the Southern Ocean could have been advected into the Benguela system 

(McIntyre et al. 1989), and since N. pachyderma had been present in the region 

for 420,000 years (Ulkes et al. 2000), they thought it likely that such incursions 

had occurred repeatedly. It has since been shown that episodic incursions of 

cold sub-Antarctic water into the Southern Benguela region do indeed occur as 

secondary circumstances of the regular shedding of Agulhas Current Rings into 

the SE Atlantic (Shannon et al. 1989). However, complete lineage sorting of 

the mitochondrial genes between E. lucens populations was observed 

suggesting either that a rapid population turnover of genetic variation has 

occurred, or that such recent incursions were unlikely responsible for 

transporting E. lucens individuals between the respective south Atlantic basins. 

Migration between the separate South Atlantic basins is not supported by the 

estimate of the effective migration rate (Nm) obtained with MDIV (Table 3.3). 

 

If similar mechanisms to those proposed for N. pachyderma have been 

responsible for the patterns of differentiation observed for E. lucens, the 

location of the MRCA in this species should be somewhere in the SW Atlantic. 

This scenario would be compatible with levels of ND1 nucleotide and 

haplotype diversity revealed in this study: the ancestral population as expected, 

exhibited higher levels of genetic diversity than that of a more recently founded 

descendent population centered in the SE Atlantic waters around South Africa 

(Table 3.2).  However, if the data fit the model of a continuous, finite, linear 
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population greater genetic diversity will be expected near the center of the 

habitat (Wilkins and Wakeley 2002). It should be noted however; that all of 

substitutions in ND1 separating individuals within the Argentinean population 

were transitions, and may therefore, be recent. The higher diversity in the SWA 

may have resulted from recent mixing of Pacific and SW Atlantic animals as 

evidenced by the shared mitochondrial haplotypes observed between New 

Zealand and Argentinean samples.  

 

In contrast, the phylogenetic analyses indicated that the most basal, and 

therefore, ancient mtDNA haplotypes, were recovered from the SE Atlantic. 

Because mtDNA does not undergo recombination, independent replicated data 

cannot be obtained about the history of a population because anything that 

affects one part of the molecule directly affects all other parts of the molecule.  

However, by sequencing the larger CO1 fragment, one can rule out the 

possibility that the observed phylogeographic subdivision was a sampling 

artifact produced by chance in the smaller ND1 fragment.  

 

The relative reduction in the aerial extent of sub-Antarctic waters due to the 

equatorial displacement of the Polar Front during the LGM was greater for the 

western south Atlantic (CLIMAP 1976). This in turn might have resulted in a 

greater reduction in population size and loss of variability via extinction in the 

Patagonian populations compared to those in the South Africa. As multi-

factorial causes of extinction are likely to be typical during periods of climate 
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change, there may be a low correlation between the amount of habitat reduction 

experienced by a population and the rate of extinction of alleles within that 

population. If the SE Atlantic population had previously been seeded by one of 

these now extinct lineages, then the most basal sequences could be found in this 

population.  

 

No evidence supporting the seeding of the neritic E. lucens southern Benguela 

population from oceanic waters was observed and therefore, this population is 

likely self-maintained, at least on a short-time scale. The absence of any 

significant inter-annual ND1 variation in southern Benguela samples suggests a 

stationary allele frequency distribution consistent with this scenario. The levels 

of variation are, however, relatively low and consequently the phylogenetic 

trees have very shallow topologies, suggesting either a very slow substitution 

rate for this population or a fairly rapid turnover of molecular variation. The 

marked differences between the mitochondrial and nuclear in levels of variation 

suggests that a selective sweep of the mitochondrial gene cannot be ruled out 

though low sampling intensity may be responsible for the low nDNA variation. 

The geographical patterns observed for E. lucens mtDNA haplotypes are 

therefore strongly supportive of a scenario where a recent allopatric separation 

of SE and SW Atlantic populations had occurred with subsequent independent 

evolution within each population. 
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The diversity and potentially complex configuration of processes operating at 

the population level presents a major challenge to testing historical hypotheses. 

Identifying the cause for a significant result in a neutrality test can be difficult 

to due to the confounding effects of selection and demography.  Current 

methods to circumvent the problem of demographic confounding involve 

comparing multiple unlinked single copy nuclear loci using simulations under 

various demographic models (Wall et al. 2002; Akey et al. 2004; Hickerson et 

al. 2006 Estoup et al. 2004).   The power to distinguish between hypotheses 

can be sensitive to how well a particular summary statistic extracts information 

relevant to the question of interest (Beaumont et al. 2002; Hickerson et al. 

2006). Many of these studies go to great lengths in trying to exclude the 

possibility that rejection of a neutral model may be caused by demographic 

effects. To unambiguously determine which processes are the most likely to 

have produced the very different patterns of variation and geographical 

structure in E. lucens and E. vallentini may require far longer mtDNA 

sequences than were used here as well as data from multiple single copy 

nuclear genes (Hey 2005).  
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CHAPTER 6 
 
RESULTS Euphausia recurva 
 
6.1.  Mitochondrial Variation, Phylogeography and Population Parameter 
Estimation 
 
An example of the E. recurva SSCP patterns for ND1 sequences with the 

experimental protocol described previously is shown in Figure 6.1.  

  

 

Figure 6.1.   PCR-SSCP profiles showing a 156-bp fragment of mitochondrial ND1 for 

a single Euphausia recurva sample collected from the west coast of South Africa. The 

labels correspond to the ND1 haplotype designations presented in Table 6.1.  

 
Most haplotypes were sequenced more than once. Sequencing the haplotypes 

for different individuals with the same SSCP pattern revealed no undetected 

mutations. Further, haplotypes with similar SSCP patterns were also mostly 

very similar in sequence information. However, the degree of difference in 

SSCP pattern was not always concordant with sequence information. For 

example, haplotypes A11 and A8 both differed by two substitutions from 

haplotype A1 but displayed very different patterns of gel mobility (Figure 6.1).  

Common for SSCP applications (Sunnucks et al. 2000), the two major banding 

systems were synergistically informative, however, and the silver staining 

procedure always produced strong and unambiguous upper bands only and 

       12    A8   A1               A1    A8    A1   A1    A1    A1    A1    A1    A11  A1   A8  A1       
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consequently the usefulness of the lower banding system to efficiently 

discriminate between different haplotypes was substantially reduced. As before, 

when gel irregularities (particularly in the lanes at the periphery of the gel), 

disrupted certain comparisons (Figure 6.1), it was necessary to rerun these PCR 

products in more centrally positioned lanes to reliably achieve the correct 

phenotype identification. When very similar SSCP patterns such as those 

between haplotypes A1 and A11 were observed (Figure 6.1), it was necessary 

to load the same sample at regular intervals across the gel and adjacent to a 

known standard for which sequence information had previously been 

confirmed. The most frequently observed SSCP profile was most commonly 

used for this purpose. To test the accuracy of the SSCP method, a random 

sample of individuals were sequenced, turning up no unexpected haplotypes. 

 

6.2. Mitochondrial Sequence Variation 

A total of two hundred and forty-eight specimens of E. recurva from the SE 

Atlantic (SEA), the Indo-West Pacific (IWP) and the NE Pacific (NEP) were 

examined. Thirty-five distinct ND1 haplotypes were identified, of which 15 

were singletons with the highest number of haplotypes found in the SEA (21), 

followed by the IWP (12), NEP (4) and New Zealand (2). Haplotype 

designation and their frequencies are shown in Table 6.1. With E. lucens as an 

outgroup, the total E. recurva ND1 data set contained 40 variable sites, 27 

segregating within E. recurva sequences.  
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The transition/transversion ratio was 2.2 that accounted for 30 synonymous and 

2 non-synonymous substitutions. Of the 32 mutations 10 were purine/purine 

transitions, 12 were pyrimidine/pyrimidine transitions and 10 were 

pyrimidine/purine transversions. The haplotypes differed from each other by 

between one to 19 substitutions. The non-synonymous changes involved a 

substitution of isoleucine with methionine at the third codon position T127 → 

A127 represented by a single individual from South Africa (A5), and valine with 

alanine at a second codon position T135 → C135 , in two individuals from the 

Indo-West Pacific (D1and D11). As observed in the previous analysis of E. 

lucens, all the nonsynonymous changes involved the replacement of one 

functionally similar amino acid for another (as Dayhoff et al. 1972). 

Percentages of adenine and thiamine were similar for sequences from the three 

geographical regions and averaged sixty-five percent. The most appropriate 

substitution model estimated in Modeltest using a likelihood ratio test was 

HKY + G  (2(lnL1-lnL0) = 46.9219, df =1 P =< 0.001) with 5 rate categories 

(K) and a gamma distribution shape parameter (G) of 0.0623 and a Ti/Tv ratio 

of 2.6493. Using the Akaike (Akaike, 1974) information criterion the TVM + I 

substitution model was selected as the most appropriate with K = 6 and P inv = 

0.7883 (AIC).  

 
6.3. Genealogy Reconstruction 

 
A median joining network revealed a clear geographical pattern that can be 

superimposed onto the network with three distinct clades corresponding to the 

SEA and the NEP and IWP regions respectively (Figure 6.2). Strict reciprocal 
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monophyly however, is not observed with three haplotypes (ABC1, D2, D7) 

shared between SEA and IWP, and a single haplotype (ABC1) shared among 

all three southern hemisphere regions. The latter haplotype differed by 15 

substitutions from the nearest individual in the southeast Atlantic representing 

an average uncorrected divergence of ~ 9.6 %, and by one substitution from the 

nearest individual in New Zealand and the IWP representing an uncorrected 

divergence of 0.64%. A further two ND1 haplotypes (A17, A18) that were 

collected in the SEA also group in the IWP clade. The estimated number of 

mutations in the shortest network was 73.  

 

Similar to the pattern observed previously for E. lucens (Chapter 3) the high 

frequency E. recurva haplotypes were internal to the networks and a number of 

rare or singleton haplotypes were derived from each high frequency type 

(Figure 6.2). Despite the large difference in sample sizes, the number of 

internal haplotypes (4) was the same in both the SEA, and IWP clades and 

higher than the NEP where a single haplotype (B3) occupied an internal 

position in the network.  Also, the relative frequency of the rare haplotypes is 

lower in the South African population even though the combined sample size 

was nine times that of the IWP, suggesting that the higher diversity observed in 

latter sample is likely to be characteristic for this geographical region, and, if 

anything, has been underestimated in this study. A branch of ten substitutions 

in length connects the SEA and NEP clades, and the latter, connected to the 

IWP clade by a branch a single substitution in length.  All except three 
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haplotypes (A17, D6 and C1) differed by a single substitution from their 

nearest neighbour. A total of five missing intermediates have been inserted into 

the genealogy, forming alternate pathways represented here as loops.  

 

 

Figure 6.2. Median-joining network depicting the phylogenetic relationships among 

and the geographical assignment of, all E. recurva mtDNA haplotypes (filled coloured 

circles) based on ND1 sequences: The outgroup sequence E. lucens is shown in green. 

The size of each circle is proportional to the corresponding haplotype frequency. Red 

diamonds indicates missing intermediates. Numbers in red on each branch indicates 

the nucleotide site where the substitution occurred.  

 

Ambiguous relations among haplotypes (i.e. reticulations) were most common 

in the NEP clade and they were absent in the IWP.  This is the result of the 

homoplasy observed at sites 58, 82 and 127 which results in a lack of resolving 
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power between alternative connections. All conflicts could be resolved with the 

frequency criterion. Haplotype A11 provides an example. This haplotype 

shares a pyrimidine/purine transversion with haplotype A1, and a purine/purine 

transition with haplotype A3 both at site 154. However, haplotype A1 is more 

frequent than haplotype A3; therefore, the genealogy was resolved as shown in 

Figure 6.3. All conflicts could be resolved in this manner. Further, none of the 

conflicts in the network were between haplotypes from different populations, 

precluding the use of the geographical criterion (Posada and Crandall 2001) to 

provide additional support to correctly resolve the topology. 

 

Figure 6.3. Median-joining network depicting the phylogenetic relationships among 

and the geographical assignment of all E. recurva mtDNA haplotypes (filled coloured 

circles) based on ND1 sequences with the loops resolved using various coalescent 

criteria (see text). Colours as in Figure 6.2. 
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The minimum level of divergence among the three ND1 clades, disregarding 

the shared haplotypes, was as follows.  Between SEA and NEP the level of 

divergence involved 10 synonymous substitutions (7 fixed) representing a 6.4% 

difference. Between SEA and IWP there were 13 substitutions (5 fixed), 

representing a difference of 8.3% and between NEP and IWP this was 0.64% (1 

fixed). It should be noted that all of the fixed differences between the Atlantic 

and Pacific populations fall away if I adopt the geographical grouping scheme 

(and assume the presence of shared haplotypes to be due to ancestral retention 

in the SEA), as apposed the genealogical one proposed here.  

 

The relative excess of rare alleles that were singletons is most pronounced in 

the IWP population, less so in the SEA population, and least in the NEP 

population (Figure 6.3).  However, this result is heavily influenced by sample 

size differences among the three regions, and the fact that the SEA data 

represent the combination of two successive years sampling.  Nevertheless, the 

SEA had the highest sample size and one expects a larger sample to pick up 

rare haplotypes if levels of molecular variation within populations are the same 

in both sampling regions. The fact that the smaller IWP sample contained a 

relatively greater number of singletons perhaps indicates that ND1 variation is 

much higher in the IWP region. 

 

It is notable that of the five ND1 haplotypes shared among the southern 

hemisphere populations, one is relatively rare in the SEA, and relatively 
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common in the IWP (ABC1) supporting the hypothesis that present populations 

are still connected by gene flow over the alternative one of ancestral 

polymorphism retention in the SEA. The South American continent, represents 

a barrier to dispersal from the IWP to the Atlantic via Cape Horn that is 

unlikely to have been breached by E. recurva, where even the maximum annual 

temperature of 7OC (Palma and Silva 2004) would be presumably be lethal to 

this subtropical species given the latitudinal boundaries that characterize the 

range of its present geographical distribution.  

 

6.3.1. Rooting of the Intraspecific Genealogy 

 With the outgroup sequence (E. lucens), which allows one to infer the 

ancestral nucleotides of each segregating site, the location of the MRCA is 

indicated to have been in the IWP (Figure 6.3). This region displayed the 

highest haplotype diversity (Table 6.2), and the highest number of occurrences 

in different populations. Furthermore, the haplotype shared among the three 

Southern Hemisphere regions (ABC1) was also the most frequently observed 

haplotype (13%) in the IWP sample, whereas in the SEA samples it was 

relatively rare (4.97%) (Table 6.1).  Although, the absolute number of 

connections to other haplotypes is higher for the most frequent haplotype in the 

SEA (A1), proportionally this is higher for the most frequently observed 

haplotype in the IWP sample (ABC1) (Figure 6.3). On the available evidence 

the IWP is well supported as the location of the MRCA for Euphausia recurva.  
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6.4. Regional and Temporal Comparisons 

The average number of nucleotide differences between ND1 sequences, was 

highest in the SEA, followed by the IWP, and the NEP. Haplotype diversity 

was highest in the IWP (Table 6.2). In four of the six samples collected in the 

NEP data all of the sequences recovered were monomorphic, and this is 

reflected in the low nucleotide diversity values for the combined NEP data set 

(Table 6.2). In the IWP population, the most frequent haplotype (ABC1) was 

shared with New Zealand and the SEA where, in the latter region, it occurred at 

a relatively low frequency (despite the large sampling effort!). In New Zealand, 

frequency information is absent, due to the sample size limitations, but it 

should be noted that this haplotype (ABC1) was only two substitutions 

removed from a second New Zealand haplotype (C1) that also placed in the 

IWP clade in the phylogenetic analysis (Figure 6.3).   

No further geographic subdivision of ND1 haplotypes within the southern 

Benguela region and no temporal differences were apparent between years with 

seventeen and thirteen haplotypes, found in the years 2000 and 2001 

respectively (Figure 6.4). Of the 21 haplotypes recorded for South Africa, 10 

were recovered in successive years (Figure 6.4), while the remainder occurred 

as singletons. A total of 32 mutations defined the 21 ND1 haplotypes, made up 

of 31 synonymous and a single non-synonymous substitution, in the combined 

SEA sample of 181 individuals. The most frequent haplotype (A1) was the 

same in both years ranging in frequency between 53-84% in individual 

samples. Thirty-eight  
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percent of the haplotypes were found in single samples only, the majority of 

which occurred as singletons. Genetic diversity among the South African 

samples was variable (Table 6.2), with the highest number of unique 

haplotypes (10), found in a single sample (6), collected during 2001. In 

addition, three samples (1, 3 and 6; Table 6.2) contained individuals bearing the 

haplotypes shared among Southern Hemisphere populations that clustered 

within the IWP sample in the median–joining network (Figure 6.3). This is 

reflected in the higher average pairwise distances among sequences (K) within 

these samples (Table 6.2).   

 

It should be noted that individuals bearing the haplotypes shared among 

Southern Hemisphere populations were not randomly distributed among 

sampling sites in the southern Benguela region, but rather were concentrated in 

the three samples only (Figure 6.4) collected during successive years (2000 and 

2001). The maximum genetic divergence within a single sample in this 

mitochondrial protein-coding gene was around 9%: a degree of difference more 

usually associated with among-species comparisons (Bradley and Baker 2001; 

Goetze 2003), and the highest yet recorded for any euphausiid species. This is 

reflected in nucleotide diversity values (Table 6.2).  The absence of significant 

temporal genetic structuring within the SEA population enabled me to combine 

samples for increased statistical power.  
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Samples of E. recurva collected in the NEP between the years 1978-2001 were 

almost entirely dominated by a single haplotype (B3), suggesting stability in 

genetic turnover for this region. This low variation probably characterizes this 

region and is not a result of limited sampling, given the levels of polymorphism 

observed in the ND1 sequences in the IWP population where the sample size 

employed was smaller. 

 

6.4.1. Spatial distribution and Direction of Mutations 

I examined the pattern of mutations to see if there is any unusual feature that 

could affect the subsequent analyses (Yu et al. 2000). All of the 40 mutations in 

the E. recurva ND1 sequences could be inferred for the direction of mutation 

i.e. which nucleotide is ancestral and which the mutant. Table 6.3 shows the 

pattern of mutations in this gene fragment.  

anc mutation A G C T  
       
A….  0 12 1 5  
       
G….  5 0 1 4  
       
C….  0 0 0 7  
       
T….  4 2 7 0  
             
       
Table 6.3 Patterns of nucleotide change in ND1 E. recurva sequences. 

 

For the E. recurva sequences the number of mutations from x to y (x, y = A, G, 

C, or T) shows an excess of changes from A to G. The transition transversion 

ration for this data was 2.649. 
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I also examined the spatial distribution of mutations. The entire 156 base pair 

region was divided up into 10 regions of equal length (16 base pairs) and the 

occurrences of mutations in each of the ten regions are 3, 4, 1, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3 

and 4. A chi-square test cannot reject that the mutation rates in all the regions 

are not the same (χ2  = 3.0, df = 9, p > 0.5) 

 
6.5. Frequencies of Mutant Nucleotides in the Sample 

 
As was observed in E. lucens, and again as already indicated by the 

phylogenetic analysis, Tables 6.4 and 6.5 reveal a conspicuous excess of 

singletons in both the total E. recurva sample and in the subsamples, with the 

exception of the NEP and combined SEA data sets. 

                          Total 
Mutation Size Occurrences  Expectation 
   
1 14 5.845 
2 9 2.922 
3 3 1.982 
4 2 1.487 
5 1 1.169 
6 1 0.974 
35 2 0.167 
36 1 0.162 
81 1 0.072 
others…..…. 1 20.22 
   
Total.….…… 35  35 

 

Table 6.4. Frequencies of mutations of various sizes in the total E. recurva sample 

based on the ND1 sequences (n =247).  

 

Unlike the pattern observed in E. lucens, there was also an excess of size two 

mutations in all the subsamples with the exception of the SEA 2001 data set 
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(Table. 6.5).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     
 SEA (k = 16) SEA 2000(k = 14) SEA 2001 (k = 9) IWP (k = 15) NEP (k = 4) 
Size Count Expect Count Expect Count Expect Count Expect Count Expect
1 3 2.200 4 2.020 7 1.864 11 2.626 1 0.795
2 6 1.100 5 1.010 1 0.932 3 1.313 2 0.375
3 2 0.733 1 0.673 0 0.621 0 0.875 0 0.265
4 2 0.550 0 0.550 0 0.466 2 0.656 0 0.199
5 0 0.440 1 0.404 0 0.373 0 0.525 0 0.159
6 0 0.367 0 0.337 2 0.311 0 0.438 0 0.133
7 1 0.314 0 0.289 0 0.266 0 0.375 0 0.113
13 0 0.169 1 0.155 0 0.143 0 0.202 0 0.061
19 1 0.116 0 0.106 0 0.098 0 0.138 0 0.042
26 0 0.085 0 0.078 0 0.072 1 0.101 0 0.031
35 0 0.063 0 0.058 0 0.053 1 0.075 0 0.023
36 0 0.061 0 0.056 0 0.052 0 0.073 0 0.022
56 0 0.039 0 0.036 1 0.033 0 0.047 0 0.015
60 0 0.037 0 0.034 1 0.031 0 0.044 0 0.013
81 0 0.027 0 0.025 0 0.023 0 0.032 0 0.009
148 0 0.015 0 0.014 0 0.013 0 0.018 0 0.005
172 1 0.013 1 0.012 0 0.011 0 0.015 0 0.004
Other 0 9.671 0 7.143 0 6.638 0 10.447 0 0.736
Total 16 16 13 13 12 12 18 18 3 3 
           
Table 6.5. The frequencies of mutations of various sizes in the regional subsamples of E. recurva. K is the number  
 of haplotypes in each sample.        
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Distinguishing between the retention of ancestral polymorphisms and migration 

becomes vitally important in order to derive the correct interpretation of 

population parameters estimates such as Ne and θ, as well as the results of the 

neutrality tests.  If not accounted for, non-negligible migration can substantially 

bias estimates of Ne, either upward, or downward (Wang and Whitlock 2003).  

Although this distinction cannot be made with certainty here, the previous 

results lend greater support for an isolation-with-migration model for E. 

recurva populations and I therefore, present the following results for the 

genealogical clades identified in the phylogenetic analysis (unless otherwise 

stated). 

 

6.6. Neutrality Tests 

Of the five E. recurva data sets analyzed, three (total, combined SEA, and SEA 

2000) have sites where more than two nucleotide bases are segregating and 

therefore the data violate the assumptions of the infinite-sites model (Table 

6.1).  To correct for this, the values of the variables used in the tests for these 

three samples were calculated from the sample genealogy estimated by 

maximum parsimony (Fu 1994b, 1996).  Calculating the F and D values 

requires the inclusion of an outgroup sequence, which should be from a closely 

related population or species to avoid the complication caused by parallel and 

back mutations (Fu and Li 1993).  The F and D values for the total E. recurva 

data set were calculated with E. lucens as the outgroup, while for each of the 
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regional sub samples, the most frequent haplotype from the most divergent 

clade in the m-j network was used. 

 

Considering the total data set first, all four tests failed to detect a significant 

departure from mutation-drift equilibrium with Tajima’s D (1989) and the Fu 

and Li’s F  (1993) test producing positive values, and both Fu and Li’s D 

(1993) and Fu’s Fs (1997) tests, negative ones (Table 6.6).  In contrast, and 

Fu’s Fs test was negatively significant for the all the subsamples as was 

Tajima’s D with the exception of the NEP and SEA 2000 data sets, which were 

marginally non-significant. Notably, all of the test statistics were negative for 

the regional subsamples, with the exception of the F and D tests for the NEP 

sample, and the Fu and Li’s D test for the combined SEA data set (Table 6.6).  

Thus, indicating a general excess of rare alleles and confirming the impression 

from a visual inspection of Tables 6.1 and 6.5. The relative proportions of 

external mutations in the different populations are also presented (Table 6.7), 

and a careful examination of these statistics can help us to understand the 

reasons why the F and D neutrality tests data only detected a significant excess 

of rare mutants for the SEA 2001 sample. 
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 Total  SEA SEA SEA IWP NEP 
  Population combined  2000 2001     
  248 167 105 62 36 45 
       
Fu and Li's D -0.25 0.58 -0.20 -1.5 -0.53 0.90 
 (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) 
       
Fu and Li's F 0.20  -0.58 -1.08 -2.0 -1.02 0.24 
 (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) (P > 0.05) (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) 
       
Tajima's T 0.68 -2.41 -1.83 -2.00 -2.14 -1.44 
 (P > 0.10) (p < 0.05) (P > 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (P > 0.10) 
       

Fu's Fs  -4.53 -13.00 -10.29 -5.79 -11.04 -2.855 
 (P > 0.10) (P < 0.0001) (P < 0.002) (p < 0.05) (P < 0.0001) (P < 0.05) 
              

 

Table 6.6.  The results of the neutrality tests for the E. recurva ND1 sequence data. The significance was estimated with 10,000 

coalescent simulations in DNAsp version 3 (Rozas and Rozas, 1999). 
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Fu and Li’s (1993) D and F tests compare the relative proportion of external 

mutations in a sample to the total number of mutations and the mean-pairwise 

difference between sequences respectively, a significantly negative test result 

indicates an excess of external, size 1 mutations.  In all sub samples, the F 

values are more negative than D, reflecting the low levels of divergence 

between pairs of sequences relative to the total number of mutations, as 

evidenced by the shallow topologies recovered in the phylogenetic analysis 

(Figure 6.3). Comparing the results obtained for the separate sub samples, the 

most negative value of F was obtained for the SEA 2001 sub-sample, which 

had the second lowest K (Table 6.7) and the second highest excess of size 1 

mutations after the IWP (Table 6.5). Similarly, the NEP population 

withstanding, the least negative F value was seen in the IWP (Table 6.6) where 

the high nucleotide diversity (Table 6.7) presumably offsets the contribution of 

size 1 mutations to this estimate (Table 6.5).  Combining the separate SEA 

subsamples acts to reduce the excess of size 1 mutations by decreasing the 

number of singleton haplotypes while at the same time increasing the number 

of mutations of size 2 and 3 and higher (Table 6.5). Consequently, the F values 

produced for the combined data were less negative than those for the separate 

SEA subsamples (Table 6.6). A similar effect can be observed in the results for 

the D tests where, only in the 2001 data set is the value highly negative. The 

values obtained for both the D and F test for E. recurva are less negative than 

those previously observed for E. lucens (Chapter 3) where significant deviation 

from the assumption that all mutations in this DNA fragment are selectively 
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neutral and evolve according to the Wright-Fisher model were detected by both 

tests in each of the regional south Atlantic populations. Comparing the two 

species, the mean number of pair-wise differences between sequences (K) is 

much higher, and the percentage of external mutations lower in E. recurva 

samples, while the total number of mutations is similar in both species 

explaining the less negative F and D values produced for this species. 

 Total  SEA SEA SEA IWP NEP 
    (combined) 2000 2001     
  253 172 110 62 36 45 
    

K 5.65 0.78 0.84 0.68 1.55 0.22 
       
S 23 12 10 9 17 3 
       
% singleton 22 14 25 64 66 1 
       
       
% external 18 14 25 64 33 0 
       
# mutations 27 14 12 11 18 3 
              
 By Fu and Li’s Test with outgroup    
 

Table  6.7. Summary statistics of diversity for the E. recurva phylogenetic clades with 

Fu and Li’s F and D tests with E. lucens as an outgroup. K = average nucleotide 

difference between sequences, S = segregating sites. 

 

The test of Tajima (1989) compares two estimates of the population parameter 

θ, the first based on the mean number of pair-wise differences between 

sequences (K) and the second, on the number of segregating sites (S). A 
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positive value in this test will indicate an excess of common alleles, and a 

negative value an excess of rare alleles.  Interestingly, the Tajima values were 

similar in all of the sub samples but were only negatively significant for the 

combined SEA and the 2001 SEA data sets (Table 6.6).  The values of D for 

the 2000 data set were less negative than 2001, and marginally insignificant 

due to the high K value observed, relative to S in this sample (Table 6.7) where, 

although size 1 mutations are in excess, size 2 mutations are more so (Table 

6.5). Combining the data sets collected in successive year’s results in an 

increase in the number of segregating sites and K relative to the 2001 data set 

only (Table 6.7). Relative to the year 2000, combining the separate data sets 

results in a reduction in K values. The overriding effect of combining the 

separate SEA sub samples is a relatively greater increase in S compared to K, 

thus resulting in a more negative value for Tajima’s D statistic than either of 

those produced for the two separate samples (Table 6.6). A large sample picks 

up rare haplotypes which increases S, compared to K, resulting in a more 

negative D value. Several ND1 haplotypes were shared between samples 

collected in successive years in the SEA, many of which occurred as singletons. 

The act of combining the data from the two years simultaneously decreases the 

number of singletons, while increasing the number of mutations of high size 

(>2). So again one can see that with regards to Tajima’s test, the contribution to 

K from mutations of sizes > 1 in the combined data set offsets the contribution 

to θw from mutations designated as size 1 in the data for the separate years.  

Fu’s (1997) Fs statistic, which is sensitive to the presence of rare mutations 
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relative to expectation based on nucleotide diversity, was highly significant for 

all the regional subsamples except the NEP, with the most negative values 

produced for the combined SEA sample followed by the IWP (Table 6.6). 

Again the effect of combining the data sets collected in successive years in the 

SEA results in a much more negative value. As the Fs test was significant 

while the D and F tests of Fu and Li  (1993) were not, the implication is that 

background or purifying selection is unlikely to be responsible for the excess of 

rare alleles, and instead is probably due population expansion or genetic 

hitchhiking  (Fu 1994b).  

 

It was shown previously that no replacement substitutions were observed 

between E. lucens and E. vallentini (Chapter 3) for ND1, precluding the use of 

the McDonald–Kreitman (1991) test for selective neutrality for these putative 

sister taxa (Jarman et al., 2000).  However, it was possible to apply this 

neutrality test for the E. recurva (Chapter 5) and E. lucens data. Twelve fixed 

differences were observed in a comparison between these species, eleven of 

which were synonymous changes (sites 19, 22, 55, 64, 67, 70, 73, 88, 97, 118, 

121), and one non-synonymous change (site 152). A total of 46 polymorphic 

sites existed where synonymous substitutions had occurred, and 11 of these 

were fixed between species, giving a ratio of 46/11 = 4.18 while for the non-

synonymous this was 5/1 = 5. The Neutrality Index (NI), was 1.196, and again 

neither Fisher's exact test (P 1.00) nor a G test (P= 0.87405) with Williams' or 

Yates' correction (P= 0.705), were significant. Although insignificant this result 
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indicates that a general pattern of excess synonymous mutations occurs, not just 

between recently separated species (Jarman et al., 2000) such as E. lucens and 

E. vallentini, but is also maintained between relatively distant euphausiid 

congeners. It should be remembered that as the McDonald-Kreitman (1991) 

test compares polymorphisms both within and between species, it tests for the 

deviation from neutrality expectations over a longer time period than the 

single-lineage tests applied previously. According to neutrality theory (Kimura 

1983, Wright-Fisher 1953) this should be around 4N generations (Kimura 

1983; McDonald-Kreitman, 1991). It is also robust to with respect to 

demography.  

 

Therefore, if the divergent sequences found in the SEA result from migration, 

most of the genealogical populations investigated here deviate from the 

assumption that all mutations in this DNA fragment are selectively neutral and 

evolve according to the Wright-Fisher model, with a constant effective 

population size since the MRCA of the sample. However, it should be noted, 

that if the divergent haplotypes are due to the retention of ancestral 

polymorphism in the SEA population, and the geographical grouping of 

samples is justified, deviation from the neutral model is much less severe in all 

the subsamples (results not shown) which is consistent with the result obtained 

for the entire E. recurva data set (Table 6.6). It should be remembered that the 

McDonald-Kreitman (1991) test compares polymorphisms both within and 

between species, and therefore tests for the deviation from neutrality 
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expectations over a longer time period than those based on single species 

lineages. Consequently, it is unable to discriminate between recent and ancient 

selection.  

 

6.7. Effective Population Size Estimates 

Again in samples where multiple hits are evident, the number of mutations 

separating a pair of sequences was calculated from the maximum parsimony 

tree (Fu 1994b). Taking the total sample first, it can be seen that there is a 

considerable range in the estimates of θ  among the different estimators (Table 

6.8).  

 

Table 6.8.  Estimates of θ for E. recurva ND1sequences. Wattersons C = Wattersons 

estimate with singleton mutations omitted. θ  = 2Nu. 

 

Methods Total Sample 
Northeast 

Pacific 
Southeast 
Atlantic 

Indo-West 
Pacific 

     
Tajima 4.538 0.750 1.267 1.509 
     
Watterson 5.845 0.795 2.200 2.626 
     
Fu's UPBLUE 10.486 1.047 5.123 4.695 
     
Wattersonc 3.030 n/a 3.468 1.780 
     
EVE n/a 1.734 10.001 39.943 
     
Fluctuate n/a n/a 6.450 46.640 
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For u = 2. 81 x 10 -6 per sequence, per generation, the Watterson (1975) Tajima 

(1983) and UPBLUE (1994a) estimates of θ give effective population sizes 

(Ne) of 1.04, 0.81 and 1.86 million individuals respectively (Table 6.9). When 

singleton mutations are excluded (θ1) this is substantially reduced (Table 6.8) 

and corresponds to a Ne of 0.54 million individuals (Table 6.9). When 

singleton mutations are in excess, it is sensible to obtain an estimate that does 

not rely on singleton mutations (Yu et al, 2000). For this reason Tajima’s 

estimate and θ1 are the methods of choice for this data set.  

 

Consider each subsample separately; the highest and lowest estimates of θ were 

observed in the IWP and the NEP clades respectively, with all of the methods 

except θ1, (Table 6.8) which is consistent with the candidacy of the former 

region as the site of the MRCA. As was observed for E. lucens, the UPBLUE 

estimate of θ  for the total E. recurva population (Table 6.8), is more than twice 

as large as the Tajima (1983) estimate. A similar situation is seen in the IWP 

(UPBLUE θ = 4.695 / Tajima’s θ = 1.509), and SEA (UPBLUE θ = 5.123 / 

Tajima’s θ = 1.267), but in the NEP similar values were obtained with the 

different estimators (UPBLUE θ = 1.047 / Tajima’s θ = 0.750).   

 

The Watterson (1975) Tajima (1983), and UPBLUE (1994a) estimates 

correspond to effective population sizes in the IWP of 0.467, 0.269 and 0.835 

million individuals respectively (Table 6.9). The same methods applied to the 

SEA data set produces estimates of effective population sizes of 0.391, 0.225 
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and 0.912 million individuals. In the NEP this was, 0.141, 0133 and 0186 

million individuals (Table 6.9). Estimates of θ 1 for separate sub samples are 

closer to the Tajima (1983) and Watterson (1975) estimates, reflecting the 

relative contribution to these statistics from mutations of size 1 (Table 6.8). 

 

C Watterson estimate with singleton mutations omitted 

Table 6.9. The effective population size estimates (in millions of individuals) for ND1 

based on the values of θ presented in Table 6.8.  

. 

The Watterson estimate of θ  with mutations of size 1 excluded (θ 1)  gives 

effective population sizes in the IWP and SEA respectively of 0.32 and 0.62 

million individuals (Table 6.9). It should be noted that the effective population 

size of the total sample is not equal to the sum of the separate subsamples 

(Table 6.9). This is natural because the populations are not isolated from each 

other.  

 

Methods Total Sample 
Northeast 

Pacific 
Southeast 
Atlantic 

Indo-West 
Pacific 

     
Tajima 0.807  0.133  0.225  0.269  
     
Watterson 1.040  0.141  0.391  0.467  
     
Fu's UPBLUE 1.860  0.186 0.912  0.835  
     
Wattersonc 0.540  n/a 0.617  0.320  
     
EVE n/a  0.308 1.780  7.107  
     
Fluctuate n/a n/a 1.147  8.298  
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6.7.1. Coalescent Estimators in a Variable Environment (EVE) 

As was observed for E. lucens (Chapter 3), the results of the neutrality tests 

indicate that the constant population size assumption may not hold for E. 

recurva populations, therefore, θ  was also estimated EVE package (Vasco et 

al. 2001). The EVE estimates of the population mutation rate (θ) were very 

much larger than those produced by UPBLUE for both the SEA and the IWP 

(Table 6.8). Positive growth is also indicated for both the IWP (g = 37) and 

SEA (g = 8) populations, but not in the combined data set (g = 0.25).  The EVE 

estimates of g are much lower than those presented earlier for the separate E. 

lucens populations (Chapter 3). The low diversity in ND1 among the NEP 

sequences however, precludes the analysis of this data with the EVE coalescent 

estimator.   

 

6.7.2. Fluctuate 

Under the model of no growth, the fluctuate  (Kuhner et al. 1995, 1998) 

maximum likelihood estimates of θ were greater for, the IWP (θIWP = 0.498), 

than the SEA θSEA  = 0.057 giving effective population sizes of 1.382 X 107 and 

1.582 X 106 individuals respectively for these populations.  The highest log-

likelihoods however, were obtained under the exponential growth model for 

both the IWP (θIWP  = 0.598) and SEA (θSEA  = 0.083), corresponding to 

effective population sizes of 8.30 X 106 and 1.15 X 106 individuals respectively 

(Table 6.9). Maximum likelihood estimates of the growth parameter under an 

exponential model expressed as 1μs, where μs represents the mutation rate per 
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site per generation, were positive for both clades, giving an unscaled 

exponential growth rates per generation of 0.00001204 and 0.000002178 for 

the IWP and SEA clades respectively. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 plot the approximate 

95% confidence intervals of θ and g for these populations and show how 

variable they are (θ ± 1.96* s.d.). Growth was considered significant if g was 

larger than three standard deviations from zero and, under this criterion, both 

the SEA and IWP populations of E. recurva show evidence of significant 

growth with the highest rates displayed in the IWP (Table 6.10).   

 

It should be noted, that the Fluctuate estimates of g show an upward bias 

(Kuhner et al. 1998), a property the authors claim will be inherent in any 

method estimated from the genealogical structure.  The same authors also 

reported a smaller upward bias in θ due to the correlation between the two 

parameters. The best way to reduce this bias is to sample additional unlinked 

loci (Kuhner et al. 1998), the results obtained with ND1 should be viewed as 

tentative until this can be accomplished.  
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Table 6.10. Results from the Fluctuate analysis varying the initial growth rate (g0). Presented are the ND1 results for the southern 

hemisphere populations of E. recurva. The most important results (θ and g) are highlighted in bold text

  IWP SEA 

g0 θ s.d. θ g s.d. g cov (θ, g) θ s.d. θ g s.d. g 
Cov 

 (θ, g) 
           
5 0.277 0.035 588.16 34.78 3.65E -6 0.112 0.006 149.11 15.73 2.21E -5 
10 0.416 0.102 595.74 54.63 9.02E -3 0.075 0.005 107.10 18.43 1.42E -6 
15 0.571 0.117 692.41 40.66 7.35E -5 0.057 0.004 50.42 18.88 4.57E -5 
20 0.891 0.139 1129.3 44.11 9.02E -5 0.080 0.004 149.34 18.05 6.51E -6 
50 0.524 0.060 586.11 23.64 1.57E -5 0.114 0.006 251.87 22.88 1.39E -6 
100 1.679 0.195 688.69 19.94 2.78E -6 0.059 0.003 77.88 16.66 1.07E -5 
-5 0.359 0.054 570.21 32.84 3.61E -4 0.113 0.006 152.17 20.14 9.27E -8 
-10 0.631 0.220 721.07 137.37 1.61E  0 0.101 0.006 162.01 18.25 5.77E -5 
-20 0.287 0.064 553.39 50.47 6.89E -2 0.053 0.003 66.04 15.43 7.51E-15 
-50 0.342 0.090 561.36 85.55 4.15E +2 0.054 0.003 47.00 18.15 3.65E -5 
-100 0.246 0.040 525.70 36.85 3.11E -5 0.100 0.005 117.51 16.48 1.15E -7 
           
mean 0.598 0.108 668.65 52.40 5.1E -1 0.083 0.005 121.035 18.184 0.086 
Final 0.620 0.085 827.74 34.37 -3.29E-12 0.091 0.005 69.00 12.16 1.96E -5 
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Figure 6.5a-b. The results from independent runs of Fluctuate for the E. recurva IWP 

sample with differing initial values of g. Runs 1-11 correspond to the initial values of g 

given in the leftmost column in Table 6.10.  
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Figure  6.6a-b. The results from the independent runs of Fluctuate for the E. recurva 

SEA sample with differing initial values of g  (see table 6.10. for details). 
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6.8.  MDIV 

To distinguish between isolation and migration as explanations for the observed 

pattern of genetic divergence between Atlantic and Pacific E. recurva 

populations recently developed methods for fitting the full isolation model with 

migration were applied to the data using the program MDIV (Nielsen and 

Wakeley 2001). The coalescence-based population parameters, including the 

maximum likelihood estimators of divergence times (T), number of migrants 

(M), and θ ML for the three regional E. recurva populations were estimated with 

MDIV and the results are listed in Table 6.11.  

 

Comparisons Theta 2Nm PDT TMRCA
PDT 

(MYA) 
TMRCA 
(MYA) 

       
IWP-SEA 2.364 0.361 3.15 3.8113 2.65 3.21 

       
NEP-IWP 1.147 0.016 1.64 2.5792 0.67 1.05 

       
SEA-NEP 1.618 0.056 1.14 4.8121 0.71 2.77 

              
 

Table 6.11.  Results of the coalescent analysis of E. recurva populations based on 

NADH1 (ND1) sequence data. Theta, the migration parameter (2Nm) and population 

divergence time are all modes of the posterior probability distributions generated in the 

programme MDIV. All results are in coalescent units except the last two columns, 

which list PDT and the time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) in 

millions of years ago (MYA) based on a molecular clock of 1.8% per million years 

and assuming a single generation per year (see text for details). 
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To convert to estimates of percentage divergence time (PDT) and expected 

time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) to actual time (millions of 

years ago, MYA) I applied the previously described mutation rate mutation rate 

of u of 2.81 x 10 –6 mutations per sequence per generation. Using this estimate 

of u the effective population size (Ne) was calculated from the estimated θ ML 

using the formula Ne = θ ML / 2μ and then used to convert the T values scaled 

by Ne, in number of generations.  

 

The estimates of the population divergence time (PDT) place the time of 

separation between the IWP and the SEA at around 2.65 MYA indicating late 

Pliocene divergence with the most common ancestor suggested to have 

occurred around 3.21 MYA (Table 6.11). The effective migration rate (2Nem) 

for these populations was 0.381 implying that these Euphausia recurva 

populations have been isolated with moderate levels of gene flow since they 

began to diverge (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001). A more recent separation was 

indicated for the NEP and IWP populations with a PDT of 0.67 MYA and a 

TMRCA of around 1 MYA and little evidence of any migration (Table 6.11). 

The estimate of the timing of the split between the NEP and the SEA 

populations was almost identical to that of the Pacific populations (0.71 MYA) 

while the TMRCA estimate (2.77 MYA), was very similar to that for the SEA-

IWP comparison and again negligible migration was indicated (Table 6.11). 

The maximum likelihood effective population size estimates for the three 
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comparisons were 1.13, 0.408 and 0.58 million individuals respectively (Table 

6.11) indicating the highest population size in the SEA and lowest in the NEP. 

 

6.9. Cytochrome Oxidase 1 Variation within E. recurva 

For completeness in comparisons involving the three congeners investigated 

here, four individuals of E. recurva from the NEP, and six individuals from 

both the IWP and SEA, were sequenced with the CO1 primers used in the 

previously cited study (Jarman et al., 2000). The CO1 sequences were 640 bp 

in length and the total data set for E. recurva had 65 polymorphic sites and 

defined 14 haplotypes (Table 6.12). The total of sixty-nine substitutions 

accounted for 67 synonymous and 2 non-synonymous substitutions.  The non-

synonymous changes involved a substitution of histidine with glycine at the 

third codon position C72 → A72    represented in two individuals from South 

Africa, and isoleucine with valine at a first codon position A628 → G628, 

represented by a single individual from the same region (Table 6.12). As was 

found in the previous analysis of this species and E. lucens using ND1, all the 

non-synonymous changes involved the replacement of one functionally similar 

amino acid for another (Dayhoff et al. 1972). Percentages of adenine and 

thiamine were similar for the three regions and averaged sixty-five percent. 

Again more non-synonymous mutations were segregating within species than 

between, with a single fixed non-synonymous change observed between E. 

lucens and E. recurva and E. recurva and E. vallentini that involved a 

substitution of histidine with glutamine at the third codon position C72 → G72.  
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 Polymorphic Sites  
          1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 
 3 3 3 4 6 6 7 9 9 0 1 1 3 5 5 7 8 9 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 9 0 1 2 3 3 6 8 0 1 2 3 5 8 9 0 3 3 4 4 5 6 8 9 9 0 1 2 3 3 3 
  3 6 9 0 0 9 2 3 6 8 1 7 8 6 9 4 7 2 1 2 7 0 9 5 0 6 9 2 3 6 8 7 0 2 7 3 6 0 4 8 7 0 8 0 6 8 7 7 8 6 7 8 4 6 1 4 9 2 8 0 3 6 
RD8 T C A C T A C T T T G A A A A G T C G T G A A C T G C A C C A T G A T T A C T T C G T T C G G T C A C C A C T C A A A C G T 
RD10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
RD3 . . . . . . . . C . . . . G G . . . . . . . G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . . 
RD4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . . . . . . . . C . C . . . . . . . G . . . . . . 
RD2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . . 
RD1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
RB3 . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . A . . . . . . . . . C . . . . . . G . . G . . . . . . . . C 
RB2 . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . A . . . . . . . . . C . . . . . . G . . G . . . . . . . . . 
RB1 . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . A . . . . . . . . . C . . . . . . G . . G . . . . . . . . . 
RB4 C . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . A . . . . . . . . . C . . . . . . G . . G . . . . . . . . . 
RA18 . . . . . . A . . C A . . . G . C . . . . . . . . . . . . . G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
RABC1 . . . . . . A G . C A . . . G . C . . . . . . . . G . . . . G . . . . . . . G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
RA8 . T T T C . . C . C A G G . . A C T A C A C . T . A T . T T . C A . A C T T C C T A . C T A . . T . T T . T C . . T G T A . 
RA11 . T T T C . . . . C A G G . . A C T A C A C . T . A T . T T . C A . A C . T C C T A . C T A A . T . T T . T C . . T . T A . 
RA6 . . T T C G . C . C A . G . . A C T A C A T . T . A T . T T . A A . G C . T C C T A . C T A A . T . T T . T C . . T . T A . 
RA1 . . T T C G . C . C A . G . . A C T A C A T . T . A T . T T . A A . G C . T C C T A . C T A A . T . T T . T C . . T . T A . 
Codon Position 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 
                                                               
                                                               
Table 6.12. Variable sites for E. recurva using CO1. RD = E. recurva from the Indo-West Pacific RA = E.recurva from the southeast Atlantic   
RB = E. recurva from the Northeast Pacific Haplotype labels conform with those applied to the ND1 sequences previously Nonsynonymous changes  
are marked in grey filled boxes                                                       
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6.9.1. The Genealogical CO1 Estimates 

The evolutionary relationships of E. lucens E. recurva and E. vallentini based 

on the CO1 sequence data were investigated using phylogenetic 

reconstructions. Maximum parsimony (MP) and maximum likelihood (ML) 

searches were conducted with the heuristic search approach of PAUP* 4.0 

(Swofford 1998). One hundred repeated randomized input orders of taxa were 

used for all MP analysis to minimize the effects of entry sequence on the 

topology of the resulting cladograms. MP analysis were conducted with the 

steepest descent option, and with accelerated character transformation 

(ACCTRAN) optimization, tree bisection-reconnection (TBR) branch 

swapping with a starting tree obtained by step-wise addition, save all multiple 

trees (MULPARS), and zero length branches collapsed to yield polytomies 

settings in place. The ML searches were conducted using models of DNA 

substitution selected by a series of likelihood ratio tests (Heulsenbeck and 

Crandall 1997).  The 640 base pair data set contained 146 parsimony 

informative sites and under pasimony produced eight most parsimonious trees 

of 364 steps in length (Figure 6.7).  The ML tree constructed using the GTR + 

G substitution model had a –lnL 2009.77 (Figure 6.8). Statistical confidence in 

the stability of tree nodes was calculated by nonparametric bootstrap 

(Felsenstein, 1985) with 1000 replications (Hedges 1992). Employing 

Euphausia pacifica as an outgroup, sequence molecular evolutionary 

relationships for the three species investigated here were consistent across the 

two linked gene loci and tree construction methods employed.  
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In all of the trees recovered, the relationships within the genus Euphausia were 

consistent with the taxonomic classification based on morphological characters 

and the same three geographically delineated E. recurva clades identified in the 

phylogenetic analysis of ND1 (Figure 6.3) were also recovered using CO1 with 

extremely high bootstrap support (Figures 6.7 and 6.8). Furthermore, the two 

individuals collected in the SEA and previously identified as putative migrants 

based on the information from ND1 (Figure 6.3) show congruent patterns with 

the CO1 fragment (Figures 6.7 and 6.8). Genetic diversity in E. recurva for 

CO1 was highest in the IWP and thirty-four fixed differences separated the 

Atlantic and Pacific clades; the average nucleotide difference between these 

populations was high (K = 43.5).  In the IWP population every sequence 

investigated recovered a unique CO1 haplotype. Similarly, genetic diversity for 

CO1 was lowest in the NEP, with four fixed differences separating this clade 

from that of the IWP, with an average nucleotide difference between these 

populations of 9.375. These results are again quantitatively and qualitatively 

compatible with those obtained from the ND1 for these populations (Table 6.2) 

as expected from a linked locus. The average CO1 divergence between E. 

recurva and both E. lucens and E. vallentini respectively, was 96 and 101 

substitutions, 70 of which were fixed between the former species pair and 74 

between the latter.  
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Figure 6.7. The maximum parsimony majority consensus tree for CO1 sequences of 

the three euphausiid species. Haplotype labels are as before with the prefix R = E. 

recurva, L = E. lucens. The numbers above the branches represent bootstrap values 

calculated with 1,000 replicates. The tree is rooted with the outgroup sequence 

Euphausia pacifica. The sequence labelled E. lucens- again groups within the E. 

vallentini clade. 
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Figure 6.8. The maximum likelihood tree for the CO1 sequences of the three 

euphausiid species. Haplotype labels are the same as those employed for ND1 as 

before with the prefix R = E. recurva, L = E. lucens. The numbers above the branches 

represent bootstrap values calculated with 1,000 replicates. The tree is rooted with the 

outgroup sequence Euphausia pacifica. The sequence labelled E. lucens- again groups 

within the E. vallentini clade. 
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Consistent with the morphological taxonomy E. lucens and E. vallentini form a 

sister group in all the trees with high bootstrap support (Figures 6.7 and 6.8). 

As previously demonstrated, incongruent (Chapter 2) and congruent (Chapter 

3) phylogeographic patterns between mitochondrial and nuclear markers have 

been observed in other euphausiid species. This provides a reminder of the 

need to include data from independent unlinked loci if robust inferences about 

the evolutionary and demographic processes that have shaped extant patterns of 

genomic variation in a species are to be made with any level of confidence. 

Something that is particularly relevant when attempting to separate the possible 

confounding effects of population demography from those of natural selection. 

The nuclear marker investigated here (ITS-1) provides an opportunity to test 

whether the patterns of polymorphism in the different marker systems 

(mitochondria vs. nuclear) are concordant in E. recurva and therefore likely to 

be caused by demographic or population level processes; or incongruent 

whereby, a departure from neutrality may have involved natural selection. 

 

6.10. Nuclear ITS-1 Results 

The nuclear marker ITS-1 was sequenced in 31 individuals including 

representatives from each of the geographical clades previously recovered in 

the phylogenetic analysis of the mtDNA data. At 384 base pairs, the length of 

ITS-1 in Euphausia recurva was shorter than the other two crustacean 

congeners investigated here, and the average GC content at 59.9% was also 

slightly lower in this species relative to the other two. Alignment of E. recurva 
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sequences was relatively straightforward since there is great similarity among 

the sequences and no evidence of saturation is apparent in the data. No 

nucleotide positions in the alignment have all four nucleotide bases 

represented, and only two sites 152 and 253, have three. 

 

To assess the degree of intragenomic variation, two individuals were chosen 

from each of the three regional samples and five independent clones covering 

the ITS-1 region were sequenced from these individuals. Clones recovered from 

a single individual were labelled with the same letter code according to the 

location in Figure 6.3. Ten clones from the each of the regional populations 

were analysed. Of the 30 clones, 15 were different. In the 10 clones recovered 

from the NEP, one (NEP1) was identical to the ITS-1 sequence obtained via 

direct PCR, while the remainder differed by between one and five 

polymorphisms from this sequence. Of the 10 clones recovered from the IWP, 

three occurred as singleton variants, while three others were recovered at higher 

frequencies. In this population the maximum divergence from the original 

sequence obtained via direct PCR was relatively high due to the inclusion of a 

single clone (IWP1) that differed by a total of 16 base pairs from the ITS-1 

sequence obtained from direct PCR. Seven of these consist of the four-base pair 

indel between bases 315-318, and three consecutive polymorphisms at bases 

210-213. The remainder represent nucleotide polymorphisms resulting from 

single base mutations that are transformed by another base or to a gap. When 

this clone was omitted the maximum divergence among these clones was four 
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substitutions. In the SEA population, four of the five clones (SEA2-5) were 

identical to sequence obtained via direct PCR, while the fifth (SEA1), differed 

by eight substitutions. Five clones (SEA 3:1 SEA 3:2, SEA 2:6-8) were inferred 

to be the result of recombination and were omitted from the phylogenetic 

analyses (Templeton et al. 1987; Crandall and Templeton 1993). The aligned 

sequences for the remaining 25 clones along with those obtained via PCR and 

direct sequencing are given in Figure 6.9.  

 

                                                        **                  *   
                *                                       **                  *  
 
NEP1:1       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
B4           ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
B3           ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
B1           ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
NEP2:3       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
NEP2:1       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
B2           ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
NEP1:2       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
NEP1:4       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
NEP3:6       ACGCGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
NEP3:2       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
NEP3:5       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
NEP2:5       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
NEP2:2       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGCG  
IWP2:3       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA ACTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
IWP2:2       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA ACTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
IWP2:5       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA ACTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
IWP1:1       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
A4           ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
IWP2:4       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA ACTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
IWP2:1       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA ACTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
ABC1:5       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
IWP1:4       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
IWP1:3       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
IWP1:5       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
ABC1:4       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
ABC1:3       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
IWP1:2       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
ABC1:2       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
ABC1:1       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
D5           ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
C1           ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
A18          ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAAA -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
SEA1:1       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
A12          ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
A6           ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
A10          ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
A11          ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
A14          ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
A15          ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
SEA1:3       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
SEA1:4       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
SEA1:5       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
SEA1:2       ACGTGACCAC GTCCACTCTG CTGGCGTGAA CACAAAAAA- -CTCCTTCTT GGGTGCCGTG  
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             *            *             ***           *       **      ***   *  
             *        *   *             ***         * *       **      ***   * 
NEP1:1       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CC-TCAGCCC  
B4           CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CC-TCAGCCC  
B3           CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT-TCCC CC-TCAGCCC  
B1           CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CC-TCAGCCC  
NEP2:3       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CC-TCAGCCC  
NEP2:1       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CC-TCAGCCC  
B2           CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CC-TCAGCCC  
NEP1:2       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CC-TCAGCCC  
NEP1:4       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CC-TCAGCCC  
NEP3:6       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCACCAG TCTCT--CCC CCATCAGCCC  
NEP3:2       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CCATCAGCCC  
NEP3:5       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CCATCAGCCC  
NEP2:5       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CCATCAGCCC  
NEP2:2       CCCGGTTCGG AATACAGTCC GGGGC--GAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCT--CCC CCATCAGCCC  
IWP2:3       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGTCC  
IWP2:2       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGTCC  
IWP2:5       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGTCC  
IWP1:1       TTCGGTTCGT AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
A4           CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTCTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
IWP2:4       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
IWP2:1       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
ABC1:5       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
IWP1:4       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
IWP1:3       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
IWP1:5       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
ABC1:4       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
ABC1:3       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
IWP1:2       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
ABC1:2       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
ABC1:1       CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
D5           CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
C1           CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
A18          CTCGGTTCGG AAAACAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCAG TCTCTTTCCC CCATCAGCCC  
SEA1:1       CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTTTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
A12          CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGGCGAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CCATTAGCCC  
A6           CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
A10          CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
A11          CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
A14          CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
A15          CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
SEA1:3       CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
SEA1:4       CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
SEA1:5       CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
SEA1:2       CTCGGTTCGG AA-CCAGTCC GGGG-GAGAG ACTCCAGCGG TCTCTCCCCC CC---AGCCC  
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                  *         *        *              * *     *   
                  *         *        *            * * *     *                * 
NEP1:1       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
B4           TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
B3           TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
B1           TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
NEP2:3       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCCC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
NEP2:1       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCCC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
B2           TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
NEP1:2       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGA  
NEP1:4       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
NEP3:6       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
NEP3:2       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
NEP3:5       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
NEP2:5       TCCGACTGCC GGCCAGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
NEP2:2       TCCGACTGCC GGCCAGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACCGCTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
IWP2:3       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
IWP2:2       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
IWP2:5       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
IWP1:1       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTATC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
A4           TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
IWP2:4       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
IWP2:1       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
ABC1:5       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AAACCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
IWP1:4       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AAACCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
IWP1:3       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC C-TCTAGAGG  
IWP1:5       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC C-TCTAGAGG  
ABC1:4       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
ABC1:3       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
IWP1:2       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
ABC1:2       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
ABC1:1       TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
D5           TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
C1           TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
A18          TCCGACTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
SEA1:1       TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
23-7-9       TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
A6           TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGGCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
A10          TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGTCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
A11          TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGTCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
A14          TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGACCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
A15          TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGTCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
SEA1:3       TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGTCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
SEA1:4       TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGTCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
SEA1:5       TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGTCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
SEA1:2       TCCGATTGCC GGCCGGCCCC AATCCTTTGC GCTACC-CTC TAGTCCTGAC CGTCTAGAGG  
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                                       ***      *    *** ** * *     ***   ****  
                            *        * ***      *    *** ** * *     ****  **** 
NEP1:1       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
B4           GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
B3           GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
B1           GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
NEP2:3       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
NEP2:1       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
B2           GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
NEP1:2       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
NEP1:4       GAGACCGCGG CCCGCTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
NEP3:6       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGA-G  
NEP3:2       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTC- CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
NEP3:5       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGA-G  
NEP2:5       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
NEP2:2       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CACGTCC CATCCTCTCT CTTCA-CCGA G-AGGGGAAG  
IWP2:3       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA G-AGGG----  
IWP2:2       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA G-AGGG----  
IWP2:5       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA G-AGGG----  
IWP1:1       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC CACCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GG-GGG----  
A4           GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TAACCGCTCC CACCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGGCGG----  
IWP2:4       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA G-AGGG----  
IWP2:1       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA G-AGGG----  
ABC1:5       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
IWP1:4       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
IWP1:3       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
IWP1:5       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
ABC1:4       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
ABC1:3       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
IWP1:2       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
ABC1:2       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
ABC1:1       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
D5           GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
C1           GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
A18          GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CCGCTCC ACTCCTC--- -TTCA-CCGA GGAGGG----  
SEA1:1       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --TTAACCGA ---GGG--AG  
A12          GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT CTT-AACCGA ---GGG-AAG  
A6           GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --T-AACCGA ---GGG-AAG  
A10          GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --TCA-CCGA ---GGG-AAG  
A11          GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --T-AACCGA ---GGG-AAG  
A14          GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --T-AACCGA ---GGG-AAG  
A15          GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --TCAACCGA ---GGG-AAG  
SEA1:3       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --TCAACCGA ---GGG-AAG  
SEA1:4       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --TCAACCGA ---GGG-AAG  
SEA1:5       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --TCAACCGA ---GGG-AAG  
SEA1:2       GAGACCGCGG CCCGGTCCAG TA-CC--TCC --TCCTCTCT --TCAACCGA ---GGG-AAG  
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             *                 *                    **   ***   **** *****  * 
             **   *  *         *       *  *         **   *** * **** *****  **   
NEP1:1       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
B4           GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
B3           GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
B1           GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AAACCTCA-- -----CC-TA  
NEP2:3       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCCCG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AATCCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
NEP2:1       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCCCG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AATCCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
B2           GGCGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AAACCTCA-- -----CC-TA  
NEP1:2       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
NEP1:4       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
NEP3:6       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
NEP3:2       GGCGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGAGTT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
NEP3:5       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
NEP2:5       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
NEP2:2       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
IWP2:3       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
IWP2:2       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
IWP2:5       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
IWP1:1       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCCAC CGGGTGAGTT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
A4           -ACGGACTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
IWP2:4       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
IWP2:1       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
ABC1:5       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
IWP1:4       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCACCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
IWP1:3       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
IWP1:5       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
ABC1:4       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
ABC1:3       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCCA  
IWP1:2       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
ABC1:2       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
ABC1:1       -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
D5           -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
C1           -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
A18          -ACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTGA-TT AAACCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
SEA1:1       GACGGTCTTC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CTT---G GAACACCCTA  
A12          GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTGA-- --ACACCCTA  
A6           GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTCA-- -----CCCTA  
A10          GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTCACA GGACACCCTA  
A11          GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTCA-A GGACACCCTA  
A14          GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTCACA GGACACCCTA  
A15          GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTCACA GGACACCCTA  
SEA1:3       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTCACA GGACACCCTA  
SEA1:4       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTCACA GGACACCCTA  
SEA1:5       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTCACA GGACACCCTA  
SEA1:2       GACGGTCTGC CGGGTCCACG GGTCGCCGAC CGGGTG--TT ---CCTCACA GGACACCCTA  
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              * 
              *             *****                                            * 
NEP1:1       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
B4           CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
B3           CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
B1           CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
NEP2:3       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
NEP2:1       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
B2           CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
NEP1:2       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
NEP1:4       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
NEP3:6       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
NEP3:2       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
NEP3:5       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
NEP2:5       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
NEP2:2       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP2:3       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP2:2       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP2:5       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP1:1       CAGGCGACGA AAAG-----T CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTT  
A4           CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP2:4       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP2:1       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
ABC1:5       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP1:4       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP1:3       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP1:5       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
ABC1:4       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
ABC1:3       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
IWP1:2       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
ABC1:2       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
ABC1:1       CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
D5           CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
C1           CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
A18          CAGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
SEA1:1       CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
A12          CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
A6           CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
A10          CTGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
A11          CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
A14          CGGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
A15          CTGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
SEA1:3       CTGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
SEA1:4       CTGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
SEA1:5       CTGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
SEA1:2       CTGGCGACGA AAAGTCCTCT CCGTGGGTGC CGCCCGCCTC CCCCAGATTG GCGGGCTTTC  
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                                                                       * * 
                                                                       * * *  
NEP1:1       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
B4           TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
B3           TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
B1           TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
NEP2:3       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
NEP2:1       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
B2           TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
NEP1:2       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
NEP1:4       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
NEP3:6       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
NEP3:2       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACGAC  
NEP3:5       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
NEP2:5       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAGCAAC  
NEP2:2       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAGCAAC  
IWP2:3       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
IWP2:2       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
IWP2:5       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
IWP1:1       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
A4           TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
IWP2:4       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
IWP2:1       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
ABC1:5       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
IWP1:4       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
IWP1:3       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
IWP1:5       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
ABC1:4       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
ABC1:3       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
IWP1:2       TGTCGGGTTT CATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
ABC1:2       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
ABC1:1       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
D5           TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
C1           TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
A18          TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTAAACAAC  
SEA1:1       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
A12          TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
A6           TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
A10          TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
A11          TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
A14          TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
A15          TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
SEA1:3       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
SEA1:4       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
SEA1:5       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
SEA1:2       TGTCGGGTTT TATCAGTGTC AAACCCCTTG ATTGCGTCTC CTTCACGGAG TCTGAACAAC  
    
 
 

                                                                                   

Figure 6.9. Alignment of the E. recurva ITS-1 sequences. The variable and parsimony 

informative sites respectively are marked with a single and double asterix.  

 

The bases in the data matrix were coded in three different ways. First, each 

single position of a gap was treated as an independent character (Vogler and 
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DeSalle 1994). Under this treatment there were 62 parsimony informative sites 

that recovered 60 trees (Figure 6.10) of 125 steps (CI = 0.832; RI = 0.971) 

excluding uninformative characters. An appropriate outgroup sequence was not 

available with which to root the ITS-1 trees. Second, the Simple indel coding 

method (Simmons and Ochoterena 2000) was applied to the sequences where 

gaps were coded as separate presence/absence characters. Under this coding 

scheme it is assumed that contiguous gap positions originate as single indel 

events, and as such, each gap is treated as a single character regardless of the 

length of the gap. If the length of a given gap was not identical in all sequences, 

each length variant was coded as a single character. This treatment assumes 

that length variants in a given gap result from more than one mutational event. 

Under this treatment there were 50 parsimony informative sites and a total of 

62,000 cladograms of 99 steps in length were recovered (CI = 0.869, RI = 

0.972) excluding uninformative characters. The majority rule consensus tree is 

presented in Figure 6.11. Third, I completely eliminated the gaps from the 

alignment prior to the phyogenetic analysis.  Under this treatment a total of 

eight cladograms of 40 steps in length were recovered (CI = 0.950, RI = 0.987), 

excluding uninformative characters. The majority rule consensus tree is 

presented in Figure 6.12. Confidence in resulting nodes was assessed using the 

bootstrap technique (Felsenstein 1985) with 1000 replicates.  
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Figure 6.10.  Maximum parsimony tree for the E. recurva ITS-1 sequences with the 

gaps treated as a fifth character state.  Numbers on branches represent bootstrap values 

with 1000 replicates. 
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Figure 6.11 Maximum parsimony tree for the E. recurva ITS-1 sequences with the 

gaps coded using the simple gap coding method. Numbers on branches represent 

bootstrap values with 1000 replicates. 
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Figure 6.12 Maximum parsimony tree for the E. recurva ITS-1 sequences with the 

gaps omitted. Numbers on branches represent bootstrap values with 1000 replicates. 
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Phylogenetic relationships in the most parsimonious trees and in particular, the 

strict consensus tree derived from these trees, were entirely congruent with 

those observed in the trees that include the information from gaps (Figures 

6.10-6.12).  Thus, the inclusion of gaps as characters substantially increases the 

amount of phylogenetic information. Measures of homoplasy were similar 

under all coding methods indicating that the evolutionary dynamics of gaps is 

mostly similar to other positions in the data matrix (Vogler and De Salle 1994; 

cf. Zhang and Hewitt 2003).  

 

For comparison, phylogenetic trees were also constructed on the ITS-1 data set 

with the gaps omitted, using both the minimum evolution method (Rzhettsky 

and Nei 1992) and the maximum likelihood method (Felsenstein 1981). Unlike 

parsimony, these methods take into account the inherent characteristics of the 

data set (e.g. differences in substitution rates). Using the approach outlined by 

Heulsenbeck and Crandall (1997) alternative models of evolution were tested 

employing PAUP* and Modeltest (Posada and Crandall 1998). The most 

appropriate substitution model estimated in Modeltest using a likelihood ratio 

test was HKY85 (2(lnL1-lnL0) = 18.863, df=1 P = < 0.00001), with 2 rate 

categories and a transversion:transition ratio of 2.04 with zero proportion of 

invariable sites.  Using the Akaike information criterion (Akaike 1974), the 

HKY + G substitution model was selected as the most appropriate with 4 rate 

categories, a transition: transversion ratio of 2.08 and a gamma (G) shape 

parameter of 0.3191 with zero invariable sites. Confidence in resulting nodes 
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was assessed using the bootstrap technique (Felsenstein 1985) with 1000 

replicates. The separate searches under both the maximum likelihood and 

minimum evolution methods incorporating these substitution models resulted in 

trees with scores of – lnL 786.51 and -lnL 784.29 respectively for the former 

method and 0.1135 and 0.1027 for the latter.  The bootstrapped trees recovered 

using maximum likelihood and minimum evolution methods were identical to 

each other, and to the one recovered with maximum parsimony (not shown).  

 

Notably, the ITS-1 phylogenetic analysis consistently recovered three major 

subclades labelled I, II and III with high bootstrap support, representing 

respectively, the NEP, the IWP and the SEA (Figures 6.10-6.12).  These same 

subclades are supported by all analyses, whether mitochondrial (ND1, CO1) or 

nuclear markers (ITS-1) are included, regardless of gap treatment or tree 

construction method employed. Six fixed differences in ITS-1 separated the 

NEP from the IWP and SEA populations, while three fixed differences were 

observed between SEA and the IWP (Table 6.13). As was observed in mtDNA 

data transitions and transversions accounted for almost equal numbers of 

unambiguous character state changes with all the tree reconstruction methods 

employed. Importantly, all of the cloned sequences grouped together with the 

sequences originally obtained by direct PCR, and all of the individuals 

collected in the SEA and previously identified as putative migrants based on 

the information from ND1 (Figure 6.3) and CO1 (Figures 6.7 and 6.8), show 

congruent patterns with ITS-1 (Figures 6.10-6.12). The average pairwise 
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number of nucleotide substitutions between ITS-1 sequences within the 

separate clades was generally low (Table 6.13). Therefore, intragenomic 

variation in ITS-1 occurs in E. recurva, but is not sufficient to obscure 

phylogenetic relationships at higher taxonomic levels and it may thus be an 

appropriate marker for systematic studies at the species and population levels.  

 

6.10.1. Nuclear Sequence Variation 

From the original 31 sequence E. recurva data set, omitting the clones, twelve 

distinct ITS-1 sequence variants were identified of which eight were singletons. 

Five ITS-1 variants were recovered from the IWP and SEA and two variants 

from the NEP and New Zealand. The SEA clade contained the highest ITS-1 

diversity and the NEP the lowest, largely concordant with the result obtained 

previously with the mitochondrial marker ND1 (Table 6.7). In the SEA clade 

all of the nuclear sequence variants recovered were unique and this is reflected 

in the values obtained with the summary statistic diversity measures (Table 

6.13).  The frequencies of the ITS-1 sequence variants among the three 

phylogeographic clades are shown in the median-joining network presented 

Figure 6.13. The estimated number of mutations in the shortest network was 

21. 
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Table 6.13. Summary statistics of ITS-1 diversity among the E. recurva clades. S = 

segregating sites, h = haplotype diversity, π = nucleoti.de diversity, θw = Wattersons 

estimate of theta (4Nu) 

 

Four ITS-1 sequence variants (ABC1:4, ABC1:2, A4 and ABC1:3) were shared 

between the SEA and IWP and of the twenty sequences collected in the SEA 

eleven grouped within the IWP clade. A single variant (C1) was shared 

between the three Southern Hemisphere populations. The most frequent 

sequence was placed internal within the IWP clade and a number of rare or 

singleton haplotypes were derived from this high frequency type. This variant 

differed by six fixed substitutions from the nearest individual in the SEA 

representing an average uncorrected divergence of ~ 1.5 %, and by one 

substitution from the nearest individual in New Zealand and the IWP 

representing an uncorrected divergence of 0.26% (Figure 6.13).  It should be 

noted that, as before, all of the fixed differences between the Atlantic and 

Pacific populations fall away if I adopt the geographical grouping scheme (and 

Sample  n S variants h π   θw 
       

SEA   5 3 5 
 1.000   
(0.016) 

  0.00417   
 (0.00090) 1.920 

       

IWP 21 11 5 
  0.495   
 (0.129) 

  0.00319   
 (0.00143) 3.350 

       

NEP 5 1 2 
  0.400   
 (0.231) 

  0.00104  
 (0.00062) 0.480 

       

Total 31 16 12 
  0.757   
 (0.077)  

  0.01051   
  (0.00150) 4.756 
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assume the presence of shared sequence variants to be due to ancestral retention 

in the SEA), as apposed to the genealogical one proposed here.  

 

 

Figure 6.13. Median-joining network depicting the phylogenetic relationships among 

and the geographical assignment of, all E. recurva nuclear sequence variants (filled 

coloured circles) based on ITS-1 sequences: black, South Africa, yellow, Indo-West 

Pacific, blue, northeast Pacific and red, New Zealand. The size of each circle is 

proportional to the corresponding haplotype frequency. Red diamonds indicates 

missing intermediates. Numbers in red on each branch indicate the nucleotide site 

where the substitution occurred.  

 

Similar to the result obtained with ND1; only a single sequence variant (A4) 

differed by more than a single substitution from their nearest neighbour (Figure 

6.12). The relative excess of rare alleles that were singletons is most 
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pronounced in the IWP and SEA populations, and least in the NEP population 

(Figure 6.13).  However, this result is heavily influenced by migration among 

the three regions and the sample size differences. A branch six substitutions 

long connects the NEP to both the IWP and SEA clades, while the latter clades 

were connected by a branch four substitutions in length.  A total of six missing 

intermediates have been inserted into the genealogy resulting from homoplasy 

at sites 77 and 152 forming alternate pathways represented here as loops. On 

the available evidence, and consistent with the results obtained previously with 

ND1, the IWP is further supported as the location of the MRCA of Euphausia 

recurva.  

 

6.10.2. Neutrality tests 

No appropriate outgroup sequence was available for the ITS-1 sequences of E. 

recurva, precluding the use of the F and D tests (Fu and Li 1993). However, the 

F* and D* tests (Fu and Li 1993) have no such requirements and could be 

calculated. All four neutrality tests produced values that were negatively 

insignificant for the total data set, whereas Fu’s (1997) Fs test was negatively 

significant for the SEA sub-sample, and Tajima’s D (1989) and Fu and Li’s D* 

and F* (1993) tests were negatively significant for the IWP. Consistent with the 

result obtained previously with ND1 all of the test statistics were positive for 

the NEP sample (Table 6.14).   
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n 
Total 

31  
SEA 

5 
IWP 
21 

NEP 
5 

     
Fu and Li's D* -0.357 -0.410 -3.130 0.901 
 (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) P < 0.02 (P > 0.10) 
     
Fu and Li's F* -0.482 -0.557 -3.334 0.236 
 (P > 0.10) (P > 0.10) P < 0.02 (P > 0.10) 
     
Tajima's D -0.521 -1.094 -2.138 -0.817 
 (P > 0.10) P > 0.10 (p < 0.05) (P > 0.10) 
     

Fu's Fs  -1.722 -3.578 -1.576 0.09 
 (P > 0.10) P < 0.01 P > 0.10 (P > 0.10) 
          
 

Table  6.14. The neutrality test results for the ITS-1 sequences of E.  recurva 

 

6.11. Effective Population Size Estimates 

Taking the total sample first, it can be seen that there is a considerable range in 

the estimates of θ  among the different estimators (Table 6.15). As was 

observed for mtDNA, the UPBLUE estimate of θ  (Fu 1994b) for the total 

population (Table 6.15) is more than twice as large as the Tajima (1983) 

estimate. A similar situation is seen for E. recurva in the IWP and SEA. In all 

of the regional subsamples the Watterson (1975) estimate of θ   (based on the 

number of segregating sites) was higher than the Tajima (1983) estimate (based 

on the average pairwise difference between sequences).     
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Methods Total Sample Southeast Atlantic Indo-West Pacific 
    
Tajima 4.04 1.61 1.22 
    
Watterson 4.76 1.92 3.35 
    
Fu's UPBLUE 9.240 2.430 3.440 
    
    
    
        
    
   

Table  6.15 The theta (θ = 4Neu) estimates from the ITS-1 sequences of E. recurva. 

 

Estimates of effective population size calculated using the relationship θ = 

2kNeμ (where k =1 for haploid and k = 2 for diploid individuals) require an 

estimate of the substitution rate μ for this marker. Estimation of the time to the 

most recent common ancestor under the assumption of a molecular clock 

further requires that the substitution rate has been calibrated with the timing of 

a well known geological event, such as has been done for the mitochondrial 

genes 16S (Cunningham et al. 1992), and CO1 (Knowlton et al. 1998) and the 

closure of Panamanian Isthmus.  In the absence of such information regarding 

ITS-1, estimates of effective population size can be obtained by accepting the 

mutation rate used previously for the mitochondrial genes (of 1.8 % per million 

years) which translates into a mutation rate of μ = 1.8 x 10-8 per site per 

generation . 

 

Although the substitution rate for ITS-1 is unknown, the theoretical expectation 

that nuclear markers evolve at a slower rate relative to mitochondrial ones due 
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to the relatively higher effective number of nuclear alleles may be an 

unreasonable one in this case, considering that all of the mitochondrial coding 

genes (16S, CO1 and ND1) may be under far greater evolutionary constraints 

compared to the non-coding nuclear ITS-1 fragment. The rate of mtDNA 

substitution in non-mammalian animals is not generally higher than single-copy 

nuclear DNA (Zhang and Hewitt 2003).  Whether this also applies to multiple 

copy nuclear markers is uncertain, however, a high degree of ITS-1 diversity 

among crustaceans above the genus level has previously been reported (Chu et 

al. 2001) which could imply a rapid rate of substitution in this marker. Thus, 

assuming equivalence of rates may not bias the estimates of effective 

population size too severely.  

 

These caveats noted, for the entire E. recurva sample the Tajima (1983) and 

Watterson (1975) estimators suggest that Ne = 586,000 and 695,000 individuals 

respectively. UPBLUE suggests even higher values with Ne estimated as 

1,342,000. The effective population size estimates also concur with the 

estimates obtained earlier from the mitochondrial genes (Table 6.9).  
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Methods Total Sample Southeast Atlantic Indo-West Pacific 
    

Tajima 0.58 0.23 0.18 
    

Watterson 0.69 0.28 0.48 
    
Fu's UPBLUE 1.340 0.350 0.500 
    
    
    
        
c Wattersons  with singleton mutations omitted  

 

Table 6.16. The effective population size (Ne) estimates (in millions) from the  

ITS-1 sequences of E. recurva. S = segregating sites π= average pairwise differences. 

 

Combining the entire sample of sequences from the various populations ignores 

the obvious subdivision in this species, and this type of population 

differentiation is expected to lead to an overestimation of effective population 

size (Wright 1943). However, as congruent phylogenetic patterns were 

observed with mitochondrial and nuclear markers, estimates of θ  from the 

different genetic systems will be equally affected by the geographical 

subdivision and should therefore, produce comparable estimates for this 

population parameter. 

 

The effective population size estimates calculated using the same mutation rate 

applied to the mtDNA for the nuclear marker ITS-1 were consistently smaller 

than those based on the ND1 mtDNA. This is not surprising given that the 

nuclear marker data set comprised a subset of the individuals that made up the 
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ND1 data set and higher estimates of θ would be expected if a larger sample 

size had been employed with ITS-1. This would also be expected if the 

mutation rate had been overestimated. Using a mutation rate half of that 

employed for the mtDNA the estimates of Ne for the nDNA and mtDNA 

markers are more similar. The effective population size estimates for the entire 

sample are larger than the sum of the SEA and IWP subpopulations as the 

former data set also included the NEP sequences.  

 

6.12. Comparison of the different markers 

 Combined analysis of mitochondrial and nuclear data for the euphausiid 

species investigated here revealed qualitative and quantitative differences in the 

patterns of concordance among the different species data sets.  Although 

equivalent patterns of geographical subdivision were recorded in E. recurva 

with all of the different markers employed, quantitative differences between 

regional populations were observed. The highest divergences (πnet) observed 

with ITS-1 were between populations from the NEP and both the IWP and the 

SEA, with six fixed differences (1.56%) separating these populations. The 

lowest at 0.78% was between the IWP and SEA (Table 6.17). In contrast, with 

both ND1 and CO1 data sets, the divergence between the NEP and IWP 

populations was relatively small (0.64 and 0.63%), and the largest differences 

were instead observed between the NEP and the SEA (4.4 and 5.3%), followed 

by IWP and SEA populations (3.2 and 5.31%).  
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clades ITS-1 (%) f ND1 (%) f CO1 (%) f 
       

IWP-NEP 
1.6-2.6 
(1.7) 

1.56 
(6) 

1.9-5.1 
(2.1) 

0.64 
(1) 

0.93-2.2 
(0.9) 

0.63 
(4) 

       

IWP-SEA 
1.3-2.4 
(1.3) 

1.04 
(4) 

6.4-11.5 
(7.9) 

3.20 
(5) 

6.5-7.5 
(5.8) 

5.31 
(34) 

       

SEA-NEP 
1.6-2.4 
(1.8) 

1.56 
(6) 

6.4-8.9 
(6.7) 

4.40 
(7) 

6.7-7.2 
(6.3) 

5.31 
(34) 

              
 

Table  6.17. Genetic differentiation of regional lineages of  E. recurva based on 640 

base pairs of CO1, 156 base pairs of ND1 and 384 base pairs of ITS-1. The pairwise 

difference between clades is given in brackets. Also given are the number of fixed 

differences f  (brackets) and the percentage of fixed differences between clades 

 

6.13. Interspecific ITS-1 Comparisons   

The ITS-1 sequences from the different euphausiid species were aligned using 

MALIGN version 1.87 (Wheeler and Gladstein 1993) which optimizes the 

alignment according to parsimony criteria. A gap-to-change of 5:10 was 

chosen. The cost of extra gaps was set to 9. These parameters were chosen 

because they resulted in a meaningful alignment of the most distant species and 

the closely related ones. The alignment reveals the conspicuous presence of 

several indels separating the species pair E. lucens-E. vallentini from E. 

recurva. These were largely concentrated around the central bases and both the 

5’ and 3’ prime ends were highly conserved among species (Figure 6.14). The 

nuclear ITS-1 sequences in E. recurva (at 404 base pairs in length) were the 

shortest among the three species (Figure 6.14).  
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CHAPTER 7 

 

DISCUSSION Euphausia recurva 

7.1. DNA Sequence Variation, Diversity and Phylogenetics 

 Although all of the earliest of euphausiid studies were conducted using 

allozymes, no species have previously been studied using nuclear markers that 

produce information in the form of DNA sequence data. Of the three 

euphausiid species investigated here molecular variation was highest in E. 

recurva with all of the molecular markers employed although the within-

population variation was still relatively low (h and π and θ) in this species. As 

was observed for E. lucens (Chapter 3), most of the mitochondrial variation in 

ND1 and CO1 within E. recurva occurred primarily at silent, third codon 

position sites and involved synonymous mutations and this excess was 

observed in comparisons with E. lucens and E. vallentini.  As a result the M-K 

test (McDonald-Kreitman 1991) applied to the E.lucens and the E. recurva 

ND1 data was not significant. Furthermore, with all the mitochondrial markers 

the amino acid variants within E. recurva involved functionally conservative 

amino acid substitutions and occurred as singletons and therefore, likely have 

little effect on the observed population structure. This pattern has been 

observed in a wide range of animal groups in both terrestrial and marine 

environments (Chapter 5), and was taken as strong evidence for the dominance 
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of negative selection in protein evolution in animals (Nachman et al. 1996; 

Ballard and Kreitman 1994; Rand and Kahn 1996; and Rand 2001). 

  

7.1.1.  Mitochondrial Variation 

Nucleotide and haplotype diversity in ND1 were highest in E. recurva in the SE 

Atlantic followed by the IW Pacific and the NE Pacific (Table 6.2) However, 

both measures of diversity are inflated in the SEA by the presence of highly 

divergent sequences that have a closer phylogenetic affinity with other ND1 

sequences collected in the IWP. When a genealogical grouping scheme is 

applied where populations are defined as monophyletic clades in the 

phylogenetic trees, the highest nucleotide and haplotype diversity is displayed 

in IWP clade (Table 6.7). In E. recurva an excess of rare ND1 alleles with 

respect to mutation-drift equilibrium was observed in both Southern 

Hemisphere clades and consequently both Tajima’s (1989) and Fu’s (1997) 

neutrality tests were negatively significant for these clades (Table 6.6). 

 

7.1.2. Nuclear Variation 

 Nucleotide and haplotype diversity in ITS-1 were highest in the SE Atlantic 

clade (Table 6.13) although it can be seen that this was due to the different 

frequencies of sequence variants in the respective clades as all of these 

diversity statistics are affected by the frequencies of alleles in the sample. For 

example, in the IW Pacific the most frequent sequence variant was carried by 

71% of the individuals in that clade whereas in the SEA this was 33% (Figure 
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6.13).  It has been shown that when a few individuals are sampled from many 

different populations and pooled artifactual evidence of an excess of rare alleles 

can be produced (Hammer et al. 2003). However, as an excess of rare ITS-1 

alleles was displayed in both the Southern Hemisphere samples, as well as the 

combined data set, this excess is unlikely to be an artifact of the sampling 

scheme.  In contrast to the results for mitochondrial data, significant values 

were obtained for the nuclear data with all the neutrality tests for the IWP clade 

only. The failure of these tests to detect a significant departure from neutrality 

for the ITS-1 SEA data may be due to a lack of power due to the small sample 

sizes used (Table 6.14). For example, although Fu’s Fs test has been shown to 

be the most powerful statistic for detecting departure from neutrality under a 

wide range of conditions, it suffers from a lack of power when samples sizes 

are small (Ramos-Osnins and Rozas 2002). Although a non-significant result 

was obtained for the SEA ITS-1 data set, most of the tests produced negative 

values perhaps suggestive of a common cause. It is possible that direct 

purifying selection may be responsible for the excess of rare alleles revealed in 

the both the mitochondrial and nuclear E. recurva genes however, other 

explanations such as genetic hitchhiking, background selection, sweepstakes 

recruitment or demographic expansion (perhaps) after a population bottleneck 

are also plausible alternatives. 
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7.2. Within-individual Variation in the Nuclear Marker ITS-1 

 Cloning experiments undertaken for ITS-1 showed that within-individual 

genetic variation was negligible and with the exception of one highly divergent 

clone, the within-individual sequence variation in the 25 clones differed by 1-8 

substitutions; a level of divergence slightly high for this molecular marker in 

animals (Coleman and Vaquier 2002). It is possible that some of the observed 

variation is the result of mistakes introduced by the Taq polymerase during 

amplification. However, I regard this unlikely as the amplification appears to 

accurate for the more conserved 158 base pairs of 18S rRNA coding region that 

did not differ in any of the clones analysed (Figure 6.9). Even if errors 

introduced by the Taq polymerase during amplification were responsible for 

some of this variation, the expectation is that it will be randomly distributed 

across nucleotide sites and that it would have little effect on the population 

structure inferred from the fixed differences. Taken together, it appears that 

concerted evolution (Hillis et al. 1991) is sufficient to maintain all but a few 

ITS-1 positions in E. recurva. Despite exhibiting moderate levels of within 

individual sequence variation the E. recurva ITS-1 sequences still exhibited 

phylogenetic separation coinciding with geographic separation of populations. 

The pattern where a single genome contains several divergent paralogs is 

thought to occur whenever concerted evolution is slower than speciation 

(Vogler and De Salle 1994). 
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7.3. Genetic Variation through Space and Time 

Three distinct E. recurva subclades were supported by all the phylogenetic 

analyses, whether mitochondrial (ND1, CO1), or nuclear markers (ITS-1) were 

included, and regardless of the gap treatment or tree construction method 

employed.  These clades correspond to geographically distinct populations in 

the IWP, the NEP and the SEA. Reciprocal monophyly was not observed with 

any of the markers, with individuals collected in the SEA that grouped within 

the IWP clade in all the phylogenetic trees implying migration of individuals 

from the IWP to the SEA or retention of ancestral polymorphism in the SEA.  

The presence of highly divergent mtDNA haplotypes that do not appear 

concordant with morphology or geography have been observed in other 

zooplankton, including the euphausiid Meganyctiphanes norvegica  (Papetti et 

al. 2005), the calanoid copepods species Calanus helgolandicus and C. euxinus 

(Papadopulous et al. 2005), and the chaetognath Sagitta setosa (Peijnenburg et 

al. 2006). In all three studies, the authors concluded that the highly divergent 

mtDNA haplotypes likely represent ancestral haplotypes that have been 

retained in a particular population. However, they could not rule out the 

possibility that the large divergences between individuals within a single 

sample represented haplotypes that had immigrated from undiscovered 

populations that were perhaps separated in the distant past. In contrast, the 

potential source population (IWP) for the highly divergent E. recurva sequence 

variants recovered in the SEA has been sampled in this species.  
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 Although gene trees and species trees are not always the same (Donnelly and 

Tavare 1995; Edwards and Beerli 2000; Knowles 2004), the congruent patterns 

of geographical subdivision revealed in the phylogenetic analyses for the 

independent loci with high bootstrap support, suggests the inferences of 

population divergence history are reliable. It is notable in this respect that 

sequences of ND1, CO1 and ITS-1 amplified from the same SEA specimens 

also showed consistent phylogeographic patterns of affinity, grouping with 

sequences collected in the IWP rather than with those from the same region.  

 

 The low within-population variation was reflected in the shallow depth of the 

branches in each of the regional clades in the median-joining networks (Figures 

6.2 and 6.13). This implies either that the mutation rate for these molecular 

markers is relatively slow, or as was indicated previously for E. lucens and E. 

vallentini, that the observed polymorphisms are relatively recent. If the latter 

were true, this would suggest that the turnover of genetic variation in local E. 

recurva populations might occur at a relatively rapid rate on an evolutionary 

time scale given the relatively large divergences between these populations and 

between E. recurva and the other euphausiid species  

 

 Shallow within-population mtDNA phylogenies and an excess of rare alleles 

may be a general feature of populations of marine organisms and similar results 

have been reported for several other euphausiids with ND1 and CO1 (including 

the Antarctic species E. superba (Zane et al. 1998) and E. crystalophorias, 
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(Jarman et al. 2002), the North Atlantic species Meganyctiphanes norvegica 

(Papetti et al. 2005), as well as in a range of other marine organisms with a 

wide selection of mitochondrial markers (Palumbi 1997; Shields and Gust 

1995; Grant and Bowen 1998; Arnason 2000; Cassens et al. 2003; 

Papadopoulos et al. 2005; Tolley et al. 2005). Similar patterns have also been 

observed in a wide range of terrestrial organisms and Pleistocene expansions 

have been postulated to explain the genealogical and phylogenetic patterns 

(Peilou 1999; Hewitt 2000; Lessa et al. 2003; Hugall et al. 2002). However, 

recovery from a recent population bottleneck (Tajima 1989a,b), or selection 

against linked deleterious mutation can also lead to an excess of rare alleles 

when effective population sizes are small (e.g., Charlesworth et al. 1993). More 

recently, Fay and Wu (2000) suggested that an excess of high-frequency-

derived alleles in a sample is more likely due to hitchhiking than to other 

scenarios. However, they also pointed out that if there are many fixed 

differences between populations that exchange rare migrants, polymorphisms in 

the population would tend to be at very low or high frequencies. A selective 

sweep will also result in shallow genetic separations within species while 

maintaining relatively large divergences between sister species (Nielsen 2005), 

and cannot be ruled out. 

 

There are several lines of evidence that suggest that the most likely location of 

the MRCA is in the IWP. First, this region displayed the highest diversity with 

both mitochondrial and nuclear and molecular markers and proportionally the 
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highest number of connections to other ND1 haplotypes (Figure 6.3). Second, 

the IWP clade also had the highest number of occurrences of ND1 and ITS-1 

sequence variants in different populations and third, the branch joining the 

outgroup species (E. lucens) to the E. recurva ingroup sequences in the ND1 

and CO1 trees connected via a branch in the IWP clade. 

 
7.4. Coalescent Estimate of E. recurva Population Divergence 
 

The coalescent-based estimate for ND1 calculated with MDIV (Nielsen and 

Wakeley 2001) indicated Pleistocene divergences of populations from the NEP 

and IWP (0.67 MYA) and NEP and SEA (0.71 MYA) while the divergence of 

the SEA and IWP (2.65 MYA) dates back to the late-Pliocene with the most 

common ancestor suggested to have occurred around 3.21 MYA (Table 6.11). 

The estimate of the TMRCA of the SEA and IWP populations is almost 

identical to the estimated 16S rRNA divergence time for E. recurva and E. 

krohni (Figure 4.3), perhaps suggesting that the split between the Southern 

Hemisphere populations was contemporaneous with the speciation event 

between these species. Similar divergence times were indicated for the E. 

lucens- E. vallentini species pair with 16S rRNA (Figure 4.4) and ND1. Testing 

for simultaneous vicariance across comparative phylogeographic data sets is a 

notoriously difficult problem that requires information from multiple nuclear 

loci and substantial computer simulations under a range of conditions 

(Hickerson et al. 2006). The difference between the TMRCA and PDT 

estimates for the comparison of Southern Hemisphere E. recurva populations 
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was relatively small (17%), consistent with a relatively ancient separation 

(Arbogast et al. 2002; Edwards and Beerli 2000). 

 

Although the more recent divergences indicated for the Pacific populations in 

the different Hemispheres may be reasonable, the split between the NEP and 

SEA comparison should be accepted with some caution as the 67% of the 

variation in the PDT is taken up by the ancestral population (Table 6.11). The 

MDIV method assumes a demographic model with the two populations of 

equal size (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001) however, all the estimators of θ 

indicated much smaller effective sizes for the Northern Hemisphere population 

(Table 6.8). This might explain the large difference between estimates of the 

PDT and the TMRCA in comparisons involving this population. Unequal 

effective population sizes would likely affect a reliable estimation of 

divergence times by underestimating the actual dates (Nielsen and Wakeley 

2001). In contrast, because the MDIV method uses the entire data set to 

calculate the likelihood of the underlying genealogies, the effect of 

demographic expansion (i.e. the concentration of coalescent intervals in a short 

time frame and the excess of rare alleles) is incorporated in the model. For this 

reason the inclusion of the SEA and IWP populations, which show a significant 

excess of rare alleles, should not affect a reliable estimation of divergence 

times.  
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7.4.1. Pairwise Differences 

Estimates of divergence based on the average pairwise differences are known 

to have a large variance (Tajima 1983) and to be sensitive to the site frequency 

distribution of polymorphic sites (Tajima 1989). The date of divergence 

estimated this way is simply the estimated average time of the ancestral 

sequence for pairs of sampled sequences and takes no account of the variation 

between populations that is caused by variation in the ancestral population. 

This method can be extended to make a correction for ancestral portion of the 

polymorphism using an estimate from the descendent species. This measure is 

called the net nucleotide diversity and is unbiased if all the populations are of 

the same size (N1 = N2 = NA) and t = 2ut (Nei and Li 1979; Takahata 1986). 

Of all the methods of dating divergence the net nucleotide diversity always 

gave the highest estimates, which because of the large variances associated 

with this method, should be viewed as upper limits. 

 

  7.4.2. Estimates of Migration Rates 
 

Negligible migration was indicated with MDIV for all comparisons except 

between the two Southern Hemisphere populations (Table 6.11). The effective 

migration rate (2Nem) was 0.381 implying that the Southern Hemisphere 

populations of Euphausia recurva have been isolated with moderate levels of 

gene flow since they began to diverge (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001). This 

method has been shown to be very powerful in discriminating between 
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migration rates of M = 0 and M =1 even with a single locus (Nielsen and 

Wakeley 2001). Although models of gene flow between populations vary in 

their assumptions, it has been shown that practically any migration, however 

small, will be sufficient to preclude genetic divergence (Maynard-Smith 1989; 

Slatkin 1985).  Although the direction of migration is not given with MDIV, 

the presence of very divergent sequences in samples collected in the SEA 

implies migration from the IWP to the SEA but not in the opposite direction.  

 

7.4.3. Spatial and Temporal Structure around Southern Africa 
 

 As observed previously for E. lucens, no further subdivision of E. recurva ND1 

haplotypes was detected at the meso-scale in the SE Atlantic waters around 

South Africa, and no temporal differences were observed in the haplotype 

composition among samples collected during 2001 and 2002. Similarly, no 

differences were observed in this mitochondrial marker among E. recurva 

samples collected 23 years apart in the same area of the NE Pacific, suggesting 

that the genetic variation has been stable during the sampling periods in these 

regional populations.  Similar temporal comparisons could not be made with 

the nuclear marker ITS-1 as only a subset of the specimens investigated with 

ND1 were sequenced with ITS-1. 

 

7.5. Congruent Geographical Distributions 

Congruent geographical patterns of genetic differentiation to those observed 

within E. recurva have been reported in another holoplanktic crustacean group 
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(Goetze 2003). In an investigation of eight circumglobally distributed copepod 

species, three (Paraeucalanus sewelli, Subeucalanus pilattu and Rhincalanus 

nasutus) showed fixed differences between Pacific and Atlantic populations at 

both 16S ribosomal RNA and the nuclear marker ITS-2 suggesting a total 

absence of gene flow between the different ocean basins, while populations of 

another three (Eucalanus  hyalinus 1, E. hyalinus 2 and Paraeucalanus spp) 

appear to have shared alleles between oceans in the recent past (Goetze 2003). 

Divergence levels for the former group of species ranged between 2.4 and 10% 

for 16S ribosomal RNA, and 0.2 and 0.6% for ITS-2 (Goetze 2003).  

 

Similarly, studies that employed allozymes and micro-satellites have 

demonstrated that western Australian populations of the shrimp Paeneas 

monodon were significantly different from other Australian populations 

(Benzie 1999, 2000), and differed markedly from Indian Ocean populations 

collected from Southern Africa and Madagascar. Interestingly, the phylogenetic 

results suggested separation and subsequent divergence of the African and 

southeast Asian/Australian populations followed by a reinvasion of the 

Indonesian region by a group of African or West Indian origin. Studies of the 

coconut crab Birgus latro (Lavery et al. 1995, 1996) that employed both 

nuclear and mitochondrial markers have also revealed differences between 

Indian and Pacific Ocean species.  
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Qualitatively and quantitatively congruent patterns of differentiation similar to 

those displayed within E. recurva have also been observed between Atlantic 

and Pacific populations of the sea cucumber species Holothuria nobilis 

(Ulthicke and Benzie 2003). For example, the level of CO1 differentiation 

between samples of H. nobilis collected in the Reunion Islands and Australia 

(7.7-8.9%) is very similar to the values reported for the same molecular marker 

for the E. recurva clades in this study (5%). The maximum divergence for this 

gene among other H. nobilis samples collected throughout Australasia was low 

(0.75%)  (Uthicke and Benzie  2003). 

 

7.6. Quantitative and Qualitative Differences among Markers 

Although equivalent patterns of geographical subdivision were recorded in E. 

recurva with both the nuclear and cytoplasmic markers, quantitative differences 

between regional clades were observed. The highest divergences (πnet) 

observed with ITS-1 were between the NEP and both the IWP and SEA clades 

with six fixed differences (1.56%) separating these populations while the 

lowest was between the IWP and SEA (0.78%) (Table 6.17). In contrast with 

the mitochondrial ND1 and CO1 data sets, the divergence between NEP and 

IWP clades was relatively small (0.64 and 0.63%) while the largest separation 

was between the NEP and the SEA (4.4 and 5.3%) followed by IWP and SEA 

clades (3.2 and 5.31%).  
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Several explanations have been proposed for large differences in divergence 

levels between nuclear and mitochondrial markers including purifying selection 

of mtDNA, sex biased dispersal, smaller effective population size of 

mitochondria and variable reproductive success. It has also been suggested that 

a higher rate of mitochondrial versus nuclear evolution in species may be 

inherent in species with large populations due to diminished effects of genetic 

drift and consequent enhancement of the importance of selection (Peijnenburg 

et al. 2006). Therefore, the quantitative differences observed between the 

nuclear and cytoplasmic markers within the same species may simply reflect 

the random sampling variance in levels of polymorphism among different loci 

under different selective regimes, and mutational processes resulting in one 

genetic system showing little genetic differentiation while another shows 

extreme differentiation.  

 

In practice, although levels of differentiation between populations and species 

with nuclear and mitochondrial molecular markers are often highly correlated, 

exceptions to this pattern are not uncommon. In a recent study of copepod 

populations Goetze (2003) revealed similar discrepancies between the levels of 

quantitative differentiation at nuclear and mitochondrial markers that were 

often species-specific. For example, this author found differences between 

lineages of the copepod species Rhincalanus rostrifons in the E and W Pacific 

of 6.7-7.6% at 16S mt rRNA but no differences in the nuclear marker ITS-2, 
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whilst, in another copepod species Pareucalanus sewelli, variation was low in 

16S mtRNA and relatively high in ITS-2.   

 

It has already been established that strong purifying selection may have played 

a major role in the evolution of these mitochondrial genes in the three 

euphausiid species investigated here. Although, many gaps exist in our 

understanding of the ecology and population dynamics of krill, to the author’s 

knowledge, no evidence has ever been published to indicate that sex-specific 

differences in dispersal for any euphausiid species: strongly skewed sex ratios 

have been observed within populations of several euphausiid species 

(Mauchline and Fisher 1969).  

 

If in the past an obstruction to dispersal between Hemispheres existed in the 

tropical Pacific that had more recently been breached by E. recurva, there 

might be a greater degree of structure at some nuclear markers than mtDNA.  If 

so, the observed differences in divergence levels between nuclear and 

mitochondrial markers in E. recurva may simply reflect the fact that 

mitochondrial markers reach equilibrium between drift and migration faster 

than nuclear markers due to the lower effective population size of the former 

marker (Neigel 1994).  In this way, information in the nuclear and the 

mitochondrial markers may be out of phase with one another reflecting ancient 

and recent population history respectively.  
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This explanation has been invoked to explain the results obtained for the sea 

urchin species Linckia laevigata (Williams and Benzie 1998; Williams et al. 

2002) and the snapping shrimp species Alpheus lottini (Williams et al. 2002). 

In Linckia laevigata a distinct genetic break between the Indian Ocean and the 

Indo-West Pacific was indicated with allozymes but not detected with the 

mitochondrial markers (Williams and Benzie 1998; Williams et al. 2002). 

Similarly, in Alpheus lottini nuclear variation was shown to have clinal 

structure in the IWP, whereas the mitochondrial CO1 gene indicated high gene 

flow within this region (Williams et al. 2002).  

 

The quantitative differences displayed by nuclear and mitochondrial markers 

would only be expected if the rates of gene flow across the equatorial Pacific 

region were sufficiently low, as the time required to reach mutation-drift 

equilibrium is less when gene flow is high (Williams et al. 2002). However, 

even though the mtDNA divergences between the Pacific populations were low 

(Table 6.17), complete lineage sorting of mtDNA haplotypes was observed, 

implying that present-day gene flow between Hemispheres may not be 

occurring. This pattern could be explained if the barrier formed by the tropical 

waters of the central Pacific was permeable to migrants episodically, and that 

migration between Hemispheres has been achieved relatively recently, but is 

perhaps not currently ongoing. If, as suspected, the long-distance dispersal of 

adults and (particularly) larvae involves passive transport in the prevailing 

currents (Mauchline and Fisher 1969) then the timing of migratory events 
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across such long-established barriers as the topical equatorial waters may be 

highly stochastic; occurring only when relaxation of prevailing water currents 

permits. 

 

It has been pointed out (Bowen and Grant 1997) that the tropical zone is fairly 

narrow in the eastern Pacific, along the west coast of Mexico, suggesting that 

genetic contact between the California and Chile marine populations is or has 

been possible. In the western Pacific, the tropical zone is much broader, making 

genetic exchange between Japan and Australia unlikely. A similar conclusion 

was drawn by Goetze (2003) in a study of the in the copepod Rhincalanus 

nasutus species complex who observed sister lineages in the California-Peru 

boundary currents. During the last glacial maximum a marked cooling has been 

recorded in the equatorial regions of the Pacific and the Atlantic (CLIMAP 

1976). This feature may have had as important an impact on climate as the 

equatorial displacement of the Polar Front. Apparently increased upwelling 

along the Pacific equatorial divergence produced temperatures that were as 

much as 6 oC cooler than today’s. The westward limit of this effect is unknown 

but the cooler waters did not reach the west Pacific where glacial temperatures 

are similar to today’s (CLIMAP 1976). 

 

The large quantitative differences in the divergence levels between nuclear and 

mitochondrial markers for the NEP-IWP split might reflect the action of a rapid 

sweep of a haplotype linked to a selected site somewhere else on the 
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mitochondrial genome. However, while a selective sweep will reduce within-

population variation it is not expected to reduce divergences between 

populations unless the same sweep had spread to both Pacific regions. 

 

The same arguments applied previously against the likelihood of sweepstakes 

recruitment being responsible for the localized shifts in allele frequencies 

observed in E. lucens (Chapter 5), apply equally for E. recurva and will not be 

repeated in full here. No evidence of reduced mtDNA genetic variation was 

observed in adults of E. recurva in the 2001 samples relative to the 2000. 

Although the SEA data are insufficient to definitively rule out the possibility of 

sweepstakes recruitment, the temporal stability among samples collected in the 

NEP suggests that sweepstakes reproduction is unlikely to be the factor 

responsible for the large differences in divergence levels among regional 

observed between nuclear and mitochondrial markers.  Therefore, in E. recurva 

a sweepstakes reproductive success model cannot be unambiguously ruled out 

to explain the quantitative differences between the nuclear and mitochondrial 

markers with the data presented here, as the temporal stability in genetic 

turnover observed in successive years in the SEA may be expected over such 

short time scales under both historical and contemporary hypotheses.  

 

7.7.   Appropriate Model of Population Divergence 

Although it is possible that purifying selection may be responsible for the 

excess of rare alleles observed in the both the mitochondrial and nuclear genes 
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in E. recurva alternative explanations such as genetic hitchhiking, background 

selection or demographic expansion are equally plausible. As with E. lucens, 

the evidence against the presence of these two types of selection were that the 

ND1 locus appears to behave normally in terms of the direction as well as the 

spatial distribution of mutations. The reduction in diversity expected by 

background selection was not apparent with particularly high values observed 

in the IWP clade in particular (Table 6.8). Furthermore, as both the nuclear and 

mitochondrial data sets show congruent qualitative patterns of geographic 

subdivision, it seems unlikely that either selection has acted identically on the 

mtDNA and nuclear locus to produce this geographic pattern, or that selection 

has acted strongly enough on the mtDNA locus alone to produce a selective 

sweep, without at the same time altering the geographic pattern of variation 

compared to the other independent genetic marker (Lavery et al. 1996).  It is 

possible that a selective mtDNA sweep occurred long enough ago that the 

geographic pattern may be approaching a new equilibrium that reflects the 

same isolation-by-distance pattern seen in ITS-1.  

 

The estimates of θ  that take genealogical information into account were higher 

than those derived from non-genealogical summary statistics for both Southern 

Hemisphere clades but not the NE Pacific one. This could be interpreted to 

reflect recent demographic expansion in the former, but not the latter, 

population (Crandall et al. 1999; Villa’ et al. 1999; Su et al. 2001). Consistent 

with this scenario, the maximum likelihood estimates for the growth parameter 
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under an exponential model, expressed, as 1/u is positive for both southern 

hemisphere clades. This might explain why the neutrality test of Fu (1997) was 

significant for the mtDNA data while those of Fu and Li (1993) were not, as 

simulation studies have shown the former test has the greatest power for 

detecting growth in a wide variety of cases (Fu 1997; Ramos-Onsins and Rozas 

2002). Consistent with this idea, the M-K test (McDonald-Kreitman 1991), 

which has increased robustness with regards to the effect of demographic 

assumptions compared to the single lineage tests applied previously was not 

significant.  

 

7.8. Estimation of Population sizes 

For ND1 all of the estimators of θ with the exception of the Wattersonc (1975) 

and Fu (1994b) UPBLUE estimate indicated the largest effective population 

size in the IWP and smallest in the NEP. These estimates ranged between 0.32 

and 17.2 and 0.45 and 2.11 million individuals in the IWP and SEA 

respectively. Larger population sizes in the IWP were also indicated with the 

nuclear marker ITS-1 with all of the methods except that of Tajima (1983).  

Although census size estimates are not available for these species, these 

effective population sizes implied here are likely several orders of magnitude 

smaller than potential census sizes that can be attained by these species. 
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7.8.1. Potential Vectors for Gene Exchange 

 
If migration from the IWP is responsible for the presence of very divergent 

ND1, CO1 and ITS-1 sequences in the SEA, two puzzles remain; why 

migration between these populations might have occurred in only one direction 

given that contemporary surface current patterns suggest transport in both 

directions should be theoretically possible, and why the putative migrants from 

the Pacific fail to achieve high frequencies in the SEA if reproduction and 

recruitment are random?  

 

Currently, there is a continuous route for gene exchange for individuals of E. 

recurva between the Indo-west Pacific and the east Coast of Africa in both 

directions in the wind-driven circulation of the North Indian Ocean. This 

current system is forced by monsoonal winds and reverses radically with 

season (Lutjeharms 2006). Individuals from the IWP entrained in this current 

system during the Northeast Monsoon season, would be transported southward 

in the Somali Current and could easily be mixed into adjacent coastal waters 

along the east African Coast by the physical mixing action at the edges of the 

gyral current stream. Transport to the west coast of South Africa would then be 

achieved via the southward flowing Agulhas Current (Lutjeharms 2006). A 

similar dispersal route was implied by the presence of the Indo-Pacific 

chaetognath species Sagitta bedoti off the coast of Angola in the northern 
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Benguela region (Neto 1961) and the Pacific species Sagitta pacifica and 

Sagitta robusta in the southern Benguela (Duró and Gili 1996). 

 

Transport from the Atlantic to the IWP should also theoretically possible via 

the eastward flowing surface waters of Agulhas Return Current and the South 

Indian Ocean Current (Lutjeharms 2006). However, the average path of these 

currents lies at latitude 40o S, which coincides with the southern limit of the 

distributional range of E. recurva (Tattershall 1924). The surface water 

temperature in the Agulhas Return Current and the South Indian Ocean Current 

averages between 20-25oC annually and are likely a limiting factor to migration 

for individuals of E. recurva (Lutjeharms 2006).  

 

The far larger sample sizes employed in the SEA compared to the IWP bias the 

potential for detecting such rare migratory events into the former region 

reducing the reliability of any inferences concerning the direction of migration 

between the southern hemisphere populations. It is possible that by taking a 

larger sample size in the IWP migration between Southern Hemisphere 

populations may have been detected in both directions and this scenario cannot 

therefore, be ruled out with the present data.  

 

7.8.2. Low Recruitment in a High Dispersal Species? 

Now to address the second puzzle; why the putative migrants from the Pacific 

fail to achieve high frequencies in the SE Atlantic if reproduction and 
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recruitment are random?  It is possible that the migrant haplotypes from the 

Pacific fail to develop high frequencies in the Atlantic because they are at a 

selective disadvantage in a locally adapted population that could involve either, 

timing or location of reproduction in different environments. It has been 

suggested that since environmentally coordinated reproduction is common in 

marine plankton (Bijma et al. 1990), genetic switches in the timing of 

reproduction could explain such findings (Norris 2000). Seasonal changes in 

vertical structure of the upper ocean occurs in all open water masses and the 

differences between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans may provide opportunities 

for population divergence in E. recurva and eventually speciation, through the 

timing of reproduction and the production of diverse habitats over the course of 

a year.  In this way eco-ethological differences might have developed between 

the separate Oceans that limit the ability of the migrants from the Pacific to 

successfully reproduce in SE Atlantic waters. Population divergence can occur 

along environmental gradients even when no barrier to gene flow exists (Endler 

1977), and if timing of reproduction in E. recurva differed between ocean 

basins this could produce effective genetic isolation even in the face of 

continued dispersal.  In this way separation may appear to involve allopatric 

processes but may actually occur in the face of sustained gene flow that is 

rendered ineffectual by changes in mating recognition cues or reproductive 

timing (Norris 2000). 
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Support for this mechanism comes from the large body of evidence that 

suggests that many marine species are able to easily circumvent formidable 

hydrographic and tectonic barriers to dispersal but still fail to establish viable 

populations outside their main ranges (Norris 2000). Examples include the 

black marlin Makaira indica (Mooney-Seus and Stone 1997; Norris 2000), and 

the tuna Thunnus thynnus (Mooney-Seus and Stone 1997). These findings have 

been explained by a combination of high dispersal and regional limits on 

reproduction and have often invoked depth or seasonal parapatric models of 

speciation to explain the observed patterns (Norris 2000). 

 

The sympatric occurrence of the highly divergent mitochondrial lineages in the 

SE Atlantic hints at secondary admixture although no samples from 

intermediate locations were collected to test for the co-occurrence Pacific and 

Atlantic sequences in increasing frequencies of the most common haplotypes in 

the other clades with distance from the these clades. I cannot therefore 

determine which is the most parsimonious explanation for the shared 

haplotypes between Southern Hemisphere populations.  If secondary admixture 

has occurred this would imply that migration has not been constant through 

time.  

 

7.8.3.  Spatial Distribution of Migrants 

Another question that may be asked about these migrant individuals is; what, if 

anything, can be inferred from the spatial distribution and frequency 
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information of the putative migrant individuals among samples collected in the 

SE Atlantic? The non-random distribution of putative migrant sequences 

among the SE Atlantic samples is intriguing, and could be a sampling artifact 

given the difficulty of obtaining a sample truly representative of the population 

of an organism with such potentially massive census population size.  

Alternatively, it is possible I have sampled different euphausiid swarms that 

may have different genetic composition (Jarman et al. 2000).  I consider the 

latter explanation unlikely, given that all of the SE Atlantic samples also 

contained a single shared ND1 haplotype which was also the most frequent, 

whereas, the putative migrant haplotypes that define the differences between 

samples, were relatively rare overall. If migrants are entering the coastal waters 

around East Africa, travel southward in the boundary currents, and are 

transported into the Southern Benguela region via eddies and other frontal 

features shed from the southward flowing Agulhas Current, then the observed 

spatial distribution of migrants among samples may be explained by 

contemporary oceanographic features characteristic of the Southern Cape 

Region around Southern Africa (Shannon 1966).  

 

The Brazil and Agulhas Currents are the major western boundary currents of 

the Southern Hemisphere and the latter plays a key role in the global ocean 

circulation, in the exchange of water, heat and salt between the Indian Ocean 

and Atlantic Oceans (Shannon 1996; Lutjeharms 2006). A possible candidate 

for the transport of migrants form the Indian Ocean into the northern reaches of 
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the southern Benguela Current System would be a detached Agulhas ring 

moving up the West Coast of South Africa (Lutjeharms and Gordon 1987, 

Duncombe Rae et al. 1989). These rings are periodically shed off the Agulhas 

Current System retroflection and often maintain their hydrographic structure 

and biological communities of species from the south and east coasts of South 

Africa during passage into the SE Atlantic. Although most of these rings 

dissipate rapidly in the Cape Basin and around 40 percent never leave the SE 

Atlantic, in a few instances rings have been tracked all the way to the coast of 

Brazil (Garnier et al. 2003). These rings have been invoked to explain the 

observations of the tropical species of Indian Ocean origin Euphausia diomedia 

found in South Atlantic waters off the east coast of Brazil (Ponomavera 1990). 

It is possible that the migrants are transported from the south coast in one of 

these rings that broke off from the Agulhas Current retroflection and were 

transported in the northward flowing jet-stream along the edge of the 

continental shelf off the west coast of South Africa.  

 

If this scenario were correct, it might imply that the number of E. recurva 

individuals from the IWP being transported episodically into the waters off the 

west coast of South Africa in a single event might be relatively high, much 

larger than the estimates of the effective number of migrants produced by 

MDIV. This in turn might imply that large numbers of individuals may be 

transported into the Southern Benguela System but few are actually recruited 

into the west coast gene pool thus, explaining why the relative frequency of 
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migrants among these samples was low overall or that migration has not been 

constant through time. 

 

Even when taking into account the possibility that the estimations of PDT 

obtained with MDIV may be accompanied by a large error, it seems unlikely 

that the strong population subdivision is the results of events during the last 18, 

000 years. A substantial amount of subdivision must have occurred earlier and 

survived several ice ages. Therefore the population subdivision has a long 

history predating the Pleistocene glaciations. Apparently, populations of E. 

recurva can remain highly subdivided in spite of the potential for gene flow, 

implying that their population and evolutionary dynamics can be independent.  

The pattern of divergence suggests the Southern Hemisphere clades may have 

involved a vicariant event that was perhaps associated with speciation. If 

separation were maintained for long enough the independent evolution of 

lineages in each region would occur. It appears that migration from the IWP to 

the SEA occurs but recruitment rates into the SEA may be low as evidenced by 

the low relative frequencies of highly divergent haplotypes in the SEA.   
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CHAPTER  8 

8.1. Conclusions 
 

Markedly contrasting patterns of differentiation among, and variation within 

populations were observed for E. vallentini and E. recurva.  In the former 

species, sequence variation among individuals was completely absent with all 

of the molecular markers employed (CO1, 16S rDNA and ITS-1) with exception 

of the mitochondrial ND1 fragment in which sequence heterogeneity was still 

very low. Consequently, no population subdivision was observed in this species 

with any of the molecular markers despite the enormous physical distances 

separating sampling sites. In contrast, E. recurva exhibited qualitative 

concordant patterns of differentiation for all the molecular markers with three 

geographically delineated clades consistently recovered in the phylogenetic 

analysis with high bootstrap support.  In E. lucens a third pattern was observed 

where geographical structure was revealed in the mitochondrial genes ND1 and 

CO1 with separate populations occurring in the SE and SW Atlantic basins but 

not for the nuclear ITS-1.  

 

The levels of differentiation observed between populations in these species 

appears to be correlated with the latitude, the size of the geographical area 

encompassed by the species distribution and the hydrological conditions that 

characterize this area.  For example, the warm-temperate species E. recurva 

occurring as it does in both hemispheres spans a larger geographical and 

experiences a range of complex hydrological conditions that likely restrict the 
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gene flow between different regions. Consequently, opportunities for dispersal 

between oceans are likely fewer in this species due to the influence of the 

continental landmasses compared to the other two species. For example, E. 

recurva populations in Atlantic waters around Brazil and Pacific waters off 

Peru almost certainly do not maintain contact around Cape Horn as the annual 

maximum temperatures in the Drake Passage would be lethal this warm-

temperate species. Similarly transport between the Indian and South Pacific 

Oceans in the waters south of Australia may be curtailed for the same reason. 

Compare this with E. vallentini, which occurs in Southern Ocean where strong 

circumpolar currents provide extensive mixing of sub-Antarctic waters (Zane 

and Paternello 2000) and where the influence of the continental landmasses is 

likely small. Intermediate between these two species is E. lucens, in which 

inter-ocean connectivity may be limited by the southerly extension of the South 

American continent Cape Horn but not Australia based on distributional 

records of appearance. 

 

 

The levels of within-sample polymorphism in E. recurva were almost always 

the highest among all three species investigated with all of the molecular 

markers employed. The excess of rare alleles observed in the Southern 

Hemisphere populations of E. recurva resemble more closely the patterns 

observed in E. lucens at least for the mitochondrial marker, whereas the E. 

recurva population in the North Pacific bears many similarities to the patterns 
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of polymorphism that appears to characterize E. vallentini. While the excess of 

rare alleles observed in E. lucens and E. recurva could be caused by population 

expansion, selective sweeps, background selection or sweepstakes recruitment, 

the excess of common alleles in E. vallentini hints at a population bottleneck or 

selective sweep. The estimated divergence times between geographical 

populations of E. lucens in the SE and SW Atlantic and E. recurva populations 

in the NE and IW Pacific and the SE Atlantic predate the last maximal 

glaciation (18,000 years ago) by quite a large margin which is not untypical for 

krill (Zane et al. 1998) and many other marine organisms. The high level of 

inter-population divergence and intra-population genetic cohesiveness of the 

Atlantic and Pacific E. recurva lineages suggest that these populations are 

distinct on both an ecological and evolutionary scale.  Under the phylogenetic 

species concept (Cracraft 1989) all three E. recurva lineages would be 

considered new species and further work on the Euphausiacea should include 

an examination of the genetically distinct lineages for differences in 

morphological characters. 

Migration between populations was inferred for the two Southern Hemisphere 

E. recurva populations only however, the question perhaps remains why the 

large divergences between these clades persist despite moderate levels of 

migration?       
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If we are to gain a better understanding how differentiation processes 

operate in these zooplankton then future research initiatives should 

endevour to obtain E. recurva animals from the Indian Ocean, Kurishiwo 

Sea, South Pacific waters around Peru and New Zealand and central 

Atlantic populations from around Brazil. The analyses of several single or 

low copy nuclear genes such as the Myocin heavy chain may enable more 

accurate estimation of population parameters under non-equilibrium models 

with some of the more sophisticated coalescent analytical methods that 

could potentially circumvent the confounding effects of selection and 

demography. 
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